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mid growing speculation
A
about him quitting the
Congress and floating a new
political outfit, Haryana former
Chief Minister and senior party
leader Bhupinder Singh Hooda
on Sunday supported the
Narendra Modi Government’s
move to abrogate Article 370 of
the Constitution and lashed out
at his own party over its stand
on the issue.
“When the Government
does something right I support
them. Many of my colleagues
had opposed the decision…My
party has lost its way. It is not
the same Congress it used to
be. When it comes to issues of
patriotism and self-respect, I
will never compromise,”
Bhupinder Hooda said at a
political rally in his hometown Rohtak.
“I was born in a patriotic
family, those who oppose
(abrogation of Article 370), I
want to tell them usulon par
jahan aanch aaye, vahan
takrana zaruri hai, jo zinda hai
to zinda dikhna zaruri hai (It is
necessary to clash when it
comes to principles, whoever is
alive must show it),” the twotime former Chief Minister
said. Assembly elections are to
be held in Haryana in October
The veteran Congress
leader said, “I support the decision to abrogate Article 370 but
I want to tell Har yana
Government that it will have to
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give an account of its five years
and don’t hide behind this
decision.”
At the rally, Hooda
announced a 25-member
panel, comprising 12 MLAs
owing allegiance to him, to
decide the future of the party
in the State. “Since the issue (to
continue with the Congress or
not) pertains to the future of
people, I can’t take the decision
alone,” he said.
The decision of the 25member committee will be
announced in Chandigarh
within a week, he added.
The rally was a clear signal
to the central Congress leadership to hand over the party’s

reins in the State to Hooda, or
he would go his own way
ahead of the Assembly polls.
For the last four years, the
Hooda camp has been pressurising the party high command to replace Haryana
Congress chief Ashok Tanwar
with Bhupinder Hooda as party
president.
Speculations are rife that
Hooda and his son Deepender
Singh Hooda, former MP,
might quit the Congress after
they said they were sidelined by
the party high command.
In view of Vidhan Sabha
polls, Hooda also announced
various sops including 75 percent reservation in jobs for the

people of Haryana.
“If we form the
Government, we will bring a
law like Andhra Pradesh, so
that 75 per cent of jobs in the
state go to the people of
Haryana,” he said.
Speaking on the occasion,
Hooda’s aides Palwal MLA
Karan Dalal, Jhajjar MLA
Geeta Bhukkal, Har yana
Pradesh Congress Committee’s
former president Phool Chand
Mullana, Vidhan Sabha’s former speaker Raghubir Singh
Kadian among others openly
challenged the party high command from the stage to either
declare Hooda as party president in Haryana or face con-
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sequences.
Notably, the Congress has
been out of power in Haryana
for five years, having lost to the
BJP in October 2014 assembly
polls amid factionalism and
accusations of corruption
against the government led by
former Chief Minister Hooda.
While the assembly polls
are just two months away, the
Congress is yet to kick off its
election campaign in the state.
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efence Minister Rajnath
Singh on Sunday thwarted
D
any possibility of an early
resumption of dialogue with
Pakistan asserting that future
talks with the neighbour would
be focused only on PakistanOccupied Kashmir (POK).
Addressing a public rally in
Kalka ahead of the flagging off
the BJP’s Jan Ashirwad Yatra
for the October Assembly polls
in Haryana, Rajnath said, “If
talks take place with Pakistan,
it will be on POK and not on
any other issue.”
Virtually ruling out
resumption of talks with
Pakistan, Singh said, “About
what should we talk? What’s
the issue on which there should
be talks? Why there should be
a talk? If there would be any
talk with Pakistan, it would
happen only when Pakistan
stops supporting terror from its
soil.” Rajnath said for the present Government, India’s
respect, pride and prestige was
above all and they were committed to this and it was not
any election stunt.
On the scrapping of the
provision granting a special status to Jammu & Kashmir under
Article 370 of the Indian
Constitution, Rajnath said the
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decision had sent jitters to
Pakistan and it became a cause
of concern for them.
“Now it (Pakistan) is
knocking every door and
approaching various countries
for help. Have we committed
any crime? And they are trying
to threaten us. However,
America, perceived to be the
most powerful country in the
world by people, has snubbed
Pakistan, telling them to initiate a dialogue with India,” he
said.
He also accused Pakistan of
wanting to destabilise and
weaken India through terrorism. “At times, Pakistan wants
to break our country by using
terrorism. But our Prime
Minister has shown that he has
a 56-inch chest. He took a decision to give a befitting reply
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round 21 people have died
in this part of the region as
A
the rain lashed the States of
Punjab, Haryana and Himachal
Pradesh throwing the normal
life out of gear.
Eighteen people, including
three children, have been killed
due to heavy rainfall-related
incidents across Himachal that
witnessed the highest ever rainfall for a 24-hour period.
Himachal Chief Minister
Jai Ram Thakur on Sunday said
that the State has witnessed torrential rains during the last two
days resulting in landslides,
flash floods and falling of trees.
As per the reports received
till Sunday evening, as many as
eight persons were reported to
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have died in Shimla district
alone. Two persons each have
lost their lives in Chamba,
Kullu, Sirmour and Solan districts. Apart from it, one person each lost their lives in
Bilaspur and Lahaul and Spiti
districts due to heavy rains during the last 24 hours.
The Chief Minister said
that the State has suffered a loss
of about C490 crore in the State
during this monsoon season.
The Indian Meteorological
Department said that
Himachal received the highest
ever rainfall for a 24-hour
period, since records began
almost 70 years ago.
Heavy rains also remained
unabated in Haryana and
Punjab too causing floods in
some parts, while authorities

sounded a high alert in the two
States.
In the Yamuna river, water
level rose dangerously at the
Hathni Kund barrage in
Yamunanagar.
Haryana’s Department of
Revenue and Disaster
Management has issued a high
flood warning on Sunday alerting Deputy Commissioners of
Karnal, Panipat, Sonipat,
Faridabad and Palwal. The discharge in Yamuna river is likely to increase due to heavy rainfall in the catchment areas of
Yamuna and its tributaries.
The deputy commissioners
of the five districts have been
requested to keep a close watch
on the situation.
Continued on Page 4
Detailed reports on P2

fter remaining closed for
A
two long weeks, since
August 5, large number of
schools and State Government
offices are all set to reopen
across different parts of
Kashmir Valley amid tight
security arrangements on
Monday.
The State Government
spokesperson and Principal
Secretar y, Planning &
Development, Rohit Kansal
on Sunday said, “Over 190
primary schools will re-open in
Srinagar on Monday.”
He said, “We are also
restoring full functionality of
Government offices across
Kashmir Valley to restore normalcy. However, ground
reports suggested, in the wake
of prevailing security restric-
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tions and absence of mobile
communication facilities not
many parents would be willing
to drop their children to
schools. Schools falling under
old city area of Srinagar are not
scheduled to reopen following

security restrictions in place.
In Jammu, the mobile
internet services, which were
restored across five districts of
Jammu, Samba, Kathua, Reasi
and Udhampur were disconnected early on Sunday morn-

ing as a precautionary measure
to prevent spread of baseless
rumours.
Addressing a Press conference in Srinagar, Kansal
said, “The process of easing of
Prohibitory Orders and providing relaxations continued
on Sunday as well”. He said
the relaxations were provided
in 50 police stations on
Sunday as against 35 police
stations on Saturday and the
duration in the relaxation
was increased from six hours
to eight hours.
Hoping to continue the
relaxation in coming days,
Kansal said no untoward incident was reported from the
areas where relaxation was
provided; adding traffic including public transport plied and
shopkeepers opened their businesses.

after the Pulwama terror attack
as our Air Force carried out the
Balakot strike,” he said.
The Defence Minister also
highlighted the development
works undertaken by the
Government during its second
term.
“We have carried out a
number of development works,
but we have not left issues
which concern nation’s pride.
Whatever we had said in our
election manifesto, we are committed to fulfil that, be that the
revocation of Article 370,”
Rajnath said.
The Union Minister further stressed that the
Opposition used to say if anybody touched Article 370, the
country would be divided and
the BJP won’t be able to come
to power. “I want to say it clearly that the BJP does not do politics for forming Government.
We do politics of nation building. Under no circumstances,
we will allow the prestige of our
country be tarnished,” he
added.
On the promises made in
their election manifesto,
Rajnath said, “Our Prime
Minister keeps telling us to
remain committed to the
promises made in the manifesto. ‘Pran jaye par vachan na
jaye’. We do not go back on
what we have promised. We
scrapped provisions of Article
370 and 35-A for J&K’s interests, keeping in view the future
of its youth…,” he said.
Singh appealed to the people of Haryana to bring back
the Manohar Lal Khattar-led
Government by helping the
BJP realise its target of winning
75 seats in the 90-member
State Assembly.
Besides Khattar, Union
Ministers Narendra Singh
Tomar, Krishan Pal Gurjar,
Rattan Lal Kataria, a number of
MLAs from the State were also
present in the rally.
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rones may soon be
deployed to keep an eye on
D
the menace of rash driving,
lane change, over speeding and
other traffic violations, particularly on the expressways, to
minimise accidents.
The auto-pilot drones
loaded with a geographic positioning system (GPS) and a
powerful camera can provide
real-time pictures for better
surveillance.
The Road Transport
Ministry may use this technology first on Delhi-Meerut
Expressway and Delhi
Vadodara Expressway on a
prototype basis. If the experiment is successful, drones will
be deployed for traffic supervision on other important

national highways to enforce
road discipline.
A senior road transport
official said while the use of
CCTVs has somewhat controlled rash driving and helped
in identification of the offenders, haphazard lane changing,
especially by heavy vehicles and
high speed cars and motorbikes,
has emerged a major menace on
expressways or new NHs.
As per an internal study of
the Road Transport Ministry, it
has been found that people
who obey lane driving end up
becoming a victim when others speeding vehicles change
lane swiftly.
Drones will keep a watch
on them and pass on the message to the nearest control
office which in turn will be
referred to the enforcement

unit for necessary action, said
a Ministry official.
The official said currently
Hyderabad is using drones to
man the traffic and they have
been programmed to spot accident sites besides traffic congestions. Drones are also being
used by various departments,
including The National
Highways Authority of India
(NHAI) and Railways to monitor the progress of projects
including the Bullet Train
Project.
The official explained that
this low flying object will be
able to take images and videos
of drivers violating road discipline which includes seat belts,
use of mobile phones etc. “As
compared with manpower
police patrols, drones can cover
larger sections in less time and

provide real-time feedback
more quickly,” said the official.
“Drones have been widely
used for traffic surveillance and
crime investigation by police
departments of various states in
India. Besides, it can also be very
effective in the post-incident
analysis,” said a law and order
expert. Police believe that
drones could play a major role
in monitoring traffic movements, accident-prone areas
and major traffic junctions.
In an effort to enforce road
and traffic discipline across
the country to check accidents,
Nitin Gadkari led Road
Transport Ministry last month
made changes in Motor Vehicle
Act and Parliament passed
heavy penalties for road offenders which include heavy penalties and even jail term.
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ighteen people including
three children have been
E
killed due to heavy rainfallrelated incidents across
Himachal Pradesh.
Chief Minister Jai Ram
Thakur on Sunday said that the
state has witnessed torrential
rains during the last two days
resulting in landslides, flash
floods and falling of trees.
He said that as many as
eight persons were reported to
have died in Shimla district
alone. Two persons each have
lost their lives in Chamba,
Kullu, Sirmour and Solan districts. Apart from it, one person each lost their lives in
Bilaspur and Lahaul & Spiti districts due to heavy rains during
the last 24 hours, he added.
The Chief Minister said
that the state has suffered a loss
of about C 490 crore in the state
during this monsoon season.
Thakur said that all the

deputy commissioners of the
state have been directed to
keep a close vigil on the situation and ensure safety of the
local as well as of the tourists.
The tourists have been
advised to stay away from river
beds as there is always possibility of sudden rise in water
levels due to flash floods and
heavy rains, he said.
Lahaul & Spiti district has
witnessed untimely snow on
Saturday and Sunday morning
due to which heavy damages
had been reported to crops, he
added.
The Chief Minister further
said that the State Government
would ensure time bound
clearances of all the major
roads so as to ensure that the
people of the state, particularly horticulturists does not face
any difficulty in transportation
of their produce to the markets.
The
Deputy
Commissioners have also been
directed to take decision

regarding closure of educational institutions in their
respective districts as per the
situation well in time so that
the students do not face any
inconvenience, he added.
The
local
Indian
Meteorological Department on
Sunday said Himachal Pradesh
received the highest ever rainfall for a 24-hour period, since
records began almost 70 years
ago.
Meanwhile, hundreds
remained stranded after incessant rainfall triggered landslides, snapped road links, led
to shutting down of hydropower projects and release of excess
water from dams.
Traffic on the ChandigarhManali highway was blocked
between Mandi and Kullu
towns following massive landslides along the swollen Beas
river.
The
MandiJogindernagar Highway was
also closed for traffic.
Traffic was hampered on

68 roads across the state and
the maximum 47 blockades
were in Chamba district, a
government official said.
A Balley bridge near Kullu
town was washed away due to
flashflood. As a precaution,
excess water was released from
Satluj Jal Vidyut Nigam Ltd's
(SJVNL) 1,500 MW Nathpa
Jhakri plant -- India's largest
hydro project in Kinnaur district -- which led to flooding in
the Satluj river, he said.
The state authorities said
that excess water was discharged from the Pandoh
diversion dam, located 112 km
upstream of Pong dam, as a
precautionary measure. The
outflow from the dam was one
lakh cusecs. The Pandoh diversion dam is located on Beas
river in Mandi district. It
diverts excess monsoon water
towards Pong dam. Otherwise,
it diverts water towards Satluj
river, which feeds the Gobind
Sagar reservoir of the Bhakra

dam.
Though the inflow of water
into state's Pong and Bhakra
dam increased dramatically
due to heavy rainfall, authorities said there is no need for
worry as the reservoirs have
surplus capacity.
The Indian Meteorological
Department on Sunday said
that the entire Kangra district
has been experiencing heavy
rain for the past two days.
"The state as a whole
received 102.5 mm and this was
1,065 per cent more than normal for this day. This is the
highest ever rainfall in 24 hours
over the state," IMD said in a
statement.
Earlier, the highest rainfall
in a day was recorded on
August 14, 2011, and that was
74 mm. The monsoon was
vigorous over the state in the
last 24 hours, the IMD said.
All districts received excess
rainfall. 252 mm rainfall was
recorded in Bilaspur district,

which was 2,586 per cent more
than its normal level. Solan district received 114.2 mm (1,090
per cent), Shimla 104.8mm
(2,039 per cent), Hamirpur
134.7 mm (1,234 per cent),
Kangra 79 mm (204 per cent),
Una 147.7 mm (2,138 per
cent), Kullu 85.9 mm (1,767 per
cent) and Kinnaur district 25.2
mm (1,160 per cent).
The Met Department said
very heavy to extremely heavy
rainfall occurred at some
places, especially in Bilaspur,
Shimla and Sirmaur districts.
The hilltop Naina Devi temple
in Bilaspur district saw 360 mm
of rainfall, the highest in the
state.
The state capital- Shimla
saw 153 mm of rainfall,
uprooting a large number of
trees in the town and blocking
roads.
According to the Met
Department, light to moderate
rainfall is likely at some places
in the state on Monday.
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roubles pour for Punjab as
incessant rains for over 24
T
hours left three dead and hundreds of people homeless with
flood-like situation prevailing in
the state.
As Ludhiana District
Administration has declared
“precautionary” alert in the
wake of heavy discharge in the
Sutlej river from Ropar headworks, the district administrations at Jalandhar and Ropar has
ordered evacuations of several
villages.
Throwing normal life out of
gear on Sunday, the heavy rains
lashing the entire state has left
several places flooded besides
causing widespread damage to
roads and buildings. The situation has led to cancellation of
over a dozen trains as the floods
inundate railway track at several
places in Ropar area. Besides,
the
Ropar
District
Administration has ordered
closure of schools and other
educational institutions for
Monday.
The government’s Disaster
Management Group, headed
by Chief Secretary Karan Avtar
Singh, reviewed the steps needed to be taken to provide relief
from imminent threat of floods
in the state.
Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh is expected to
the review State Government’s
preparedness to tackle the situation, if so warranted, on
Monday.
The government is also

expected to order the special
girdawari in areas where reports
of damage to crops is being
reported.
The
state
Health
Department has been asked to
keep teams ready and the
Electricity Department has been
instructed to gear up for supplying power in relief centres.
Water levels in most of the dams
— Bhakra, Pong and Pandoh —
remained closed to the danger
mark.
In a village near Khanna,
three of a family died when the
roof of their house collapsed following heavy rains. The
deceased were identified as
Surjit Singh (35), his wife
Baljinder Kaur (32) and their
son Gurpreet Singh (9). The
couple's 10-year-old daughter
escaped unhurt.
Jalandhar
Deputy
Commissioner Varinder Kumar
Sharma has asked the sub-divisional magistrates (SDMs) of
Phillaur, Nakodar, and Shahkot
to get to get 81 low lying and
flood prone villages evacuated
to save them from fury of
floods in the wake of releasing
1,89,940 cusecs of water from
the Ropar headworks.
Sharma said that arrangements for dry fodder for animals have been made, and the
mandis will be converted into
relied centres, if the need arises.
Evacuation process is
underway in dozens of villages
in Anandpur Sahib and Nurpur
Bedi blocks of Ropar district.
The teams of National Disaster
Response Force (NDRF) have
been deployed at Burj village
near Anandpur Sahib to avoid
any untoward incident, while
the NDRF team has rescued
several people from Gharat
Basti of Anandpur Sahib as
Sutlej river flooded the area.

The incessant rains led to
flooding of fields in Nurpur
Bedi area. Irate, the residents of
Bangala Basti blocked Nurpur
Bedi-Ropar road after rain water
flooded the locality.
The heavy rains have also
damaged a small dam near
Chotti Badi Naggal village,
where around six cattle have
reportedly died.
As per reports, the areas of
Pathankot, Ropar, Anandpur
Sahib, Nawanshahr and
Fatehgarh Sahib received heavy
rainfall with Nawanshahr
receiving 250 mm rainfall, while
Fatehgarh Sahib received 140
mm.
JALANDHAR DC ORDERS
EVACUATION OF 81 VILLAGES
In wake of release of 1.89
lakh cusec of water from Ropar
Headwork, Jalandhar Deputy
Commissioner Jalandhar
Varinder Kumar Sharma asked
the SDMs of Phillaur, Nakodar
and Shahkot to get 81 low lying
and flood prone villages evacuated to save them from fury of
floods.
The DC has asked the
SDMs to get these villages out
of which 63 fall in Shahkot sub
division, 13 in Phillaur and
five in Nakodar sub division
evacuated at the earliest.
“Due to excessive release of
water from Bhakra Dam, safe
evacuation of people and cattle
from low lying areas is necessary,” said Sharma.
Sharma said that the
District Administration was
keeping a close watch on the
entire situation and they were
already fully geared up to face
any unforeseen eventuality arising out of the prevailing circumstances.
He asked the SDMs of
Phillaur, Nakodar and Shahkot
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o provide genuine pesticides
and quality agricultureinputs to the farmers in Punjab,
the state Agriculture Department
has launched a special drive to
undertake vigorous inspection of
pesticide and fertilizer shops or
godowns on mass level from over
past 10 days to prevent sale of
spurious agri-inputs.
The state-wide raids have
been conducted on 410 shops,
and subsequently, 207 samples
have been drawn from various
pesticides and fertilizers and
further sent for examination, said
the state Agriculture secretary KS
Pannu on Sunday.
He said that out of the
results received so far, five samples have been found misbranded. “FIR has been registered in one case, and in another case, a complaint has been
filed with the Police for appropriate action in this regard
besides seizure of stock at four
places,” he added.
Pannu said that the checking of pesticide shops would continue till the massive drive
against unscrupulous dealers
reaches its logical end as the sole
aim of this move was to prevent

to be on high alert and coordinate and oversee the evacuation
operations of people residing in
low lying areas. “SDMs have
already identified safer places in
the district for movement of
people evacuated from these villages,” he said.
“The divers have been put
on alert so that they could be
roped in if needed,” he said
adding that no stone would be
left unturned for extending a
helping hand to people in case
of any problem.
He added that the District
Administration was in touch
with Army, National Disaster
Relief Force and State Disaster
Relief Force to tackle with any
sort of situation, while appealing to the people residing in
these villages to move at safer
places immediately.
PRECAUTIONARY ALERT
IN LUDHIANA
The District Administration
has put a precautionary alert in
areas around the Sutlej river in
Ludhiana city after water was
released from the Ropar
Headworks in the river.
“Two lakh cusec of water
has been released from the
Ropar Headworks which takes
about five to six hours to reach
Ludhiana. Though the situation
is under control, a precautionary alert has been sounded in
few areas around Sutlej river,”
said Ludhiana Deputy
Commissioner
Pradeep
Agarwal.
“The evacuation centres
are ready and well equipped if
the water level increases.
Around 23 villages can be affected if the water level increases
and so we have alerted the villagers,” he said.
The DC said that the river
can handle around three lakh
cusec of water, and there is no

need for panic in the area.
Aggarwal said that in district, there are about nine points,
which are vulnerable and flood
prone from where the Sutlej
river moves forward in zig-zag
manner.
“We have made all the
arrangements with sand bags
and huge stones etc in case of
emergency. The Sutlej enters
here from Samrala side and the
last point is near Jagraon from
where it will move towards
Ferozepur,” he said adding that
the Administration has not
given any instructions for evacuation in villages so far.
The village drain of Koom
Khurd in the district has turned
into a gushing stream of water.
Also, a bridge over the drain
which connected four to five villages collapsed. People were
seen putting their lives in danger by attempting to cross the
drain by walking over a
makeshift bridge of wooden
logs.
Villagers complained that
nobody from the government
had arrived in the village to listen to their grievances. The villagers claimed that over 1000
acres of farmland were
destroyed.
Local MLA Sharanjit Singh
Dhillon, who visited the village,
accused the Congress
Government of not making
adequate arrangements for the
people. “They (the state government) surveyed the area
from a helicopter but did not
make adequate arrangements
for the people. I can guarantee
that nobody from the government will come to fix the
bridge,” he said.
NAWANSHAHR, BALACHAUR PUT ON HIGHALERT
To ensure safety of resi-

dents of 67 villages adjoining
Dhussi Bandh of Satluj river in
wake of release of excess water
from Ropar Headworks,
Nawanshahr
Deputy
Commissioner Vinay Bublani
asked the SDMs of Nawanshahr
and Balachuar to get evacuated
the residents to safer places.
There are 41 low lying and
flood-prone villages in
Nawanshahr,while Balachaur
has 26.
After reviewing the situation of Dhussi Bandh at Tajowal
Mandhala in Nawanshahr and
Bela Tajowal in Balachaur, the
DC directed the concerned
SDMs to get expedited the
strengthening of these two
points that have shown erosion
due to continuous heavy rain
and flow of excess water.
Local MLAs Aangad Singh
Nawanshahar and Ch Darshan
Lal Mangupur who were taking
stock of Dhussi Bandh in the
wake of swollen river, asked the
Deputy Commissioner to complete the work of strengthening
as early as possible so that flow
of excess water could not breach
the Dhussi Bandh.
DC said that district administration has called the Army
and NDRF teams to save the
residents from the fury of
floods. Though till now, there is
no overflow or leakage of river
water but the administration
was ready to handle the situation by putting army personnel
or NDRF teams immediately, he
said, adding that the Army and
NDRF teams would be
deployed at Nawanshahr and
Balachaur, both stations.
“District Education Officer
has been asked to open the
nearby schools as relief camps
while divers, boats, tents, fodder
for animals, ration for civilians,
medical and veterinary teams
have been put on alert,” he said.
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n expedition by the Dogra
Scouts, which was
A
launched on July 26, has recov-

them from selling or supplying
spurious pesticides in the State.
He pointed out that several
flying squads have been pressed
into service for inter-district
checking. Three teams have
already been assigned their
duties to inspect railway stations
in Mansa district, suspected to be
transporting spurious pesticides
from neighbouring states, he
added.
Raids have been conducted

at Nangal in Ropar district, at
Guru Har Sahai in Ferozepur
district, a vehicle was caught with
10 quintals of pesticide at
Malerkotla in Sangrur district, at
Harike in Tarn Taran district,
and in Bathinda district, from
where samples have also been
collected and sent for analysis.
Besides, two suppliers of
spurious material have been
arrested by the police from
Sangrur and Delhi separately.

ered parts of an Indian Air
Force AN-12 BL-534 Aircraft
that had crashed in the icy
mountains of Himachal
Pradesh 51 years ago.
The aircraft crash had killed
all 102 people on board.The
Western Command had
launched the operation to recover the mortal remains of over 90
missing soldiers who were
onboard the AN-12 BL-534
aircraft which went missing
over the Rohtang Pass in Kullu
district on February 7, 1968, said
an official spokesman.
After 13 days of rigorous
search and recovery operation
in Dhaka Glacier at an altitude
of 5240 Meters the team recovered parts of the AN-12
Aircraft like the aero engine,
fuselage, electric circuits, propeller, fuel tank unit, air brake
assembly and a cockpit door as
well as personal belongings of
some passengers who were
onboard the aircraft.
The search area, including
location of recoveries, has been
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2WP]SXVPaW)?d]YPQ³b2PQX]Tc<X]XbcTabX]R[dSX]VCaX_cAPYX]STaBX]VW
1PYfPBdZWYX]STaBX]VWAP]SWPfP2WPaP]YXcBX]VW2WP]]XEXYPh
8]STaBX]V[P1P[QXaBX]VWBXSWdP\^]V^cWTabf^d[SQT_PacXRX_PcX]V
X]P]4SdRPcX^]2^]R[PeT! (c^QT^aVP]XiTSQh9^X]c0RcX^]
2^\\XccTT902aT_aTbT]cX]V^eTa %$d]PXSTSX]bcXcdcTb^U?d]YPQ
^]0dVdbc (c^ST[XQTaPcT^]3aPUc=PcX^]P[4SdRPcX^]?^[XRh=4?
1TbXSTb?aX]RX_P[BTRaTcPaXTbBTRaTcPaXTb3XaTRc^abP]SEXRT
2WP]RT[[^a³b^U8:6?CD9P[P]SWPa<AB?CD1PcWX]SP?d]YPQX
D]XeTabXch?PcXP[P1PQP5PaXSD]XeTabXch5PaXSZ^cP]S^eTa!$
X]cT[[TRcdP[bUa^\ePaX^dbD]XeTabXcXTb2^[[TVTbBRW^^[bTcRf^d[S
P[b^ST[XQTaPcT^]cWTTSdRPcX^]_^[XRh

C4F0A8A4E84FB5;>>3B8CD0C8>=8=0=0=3?DAB0781
A^_Pa)BWaX0]P]S_daBPWXQ<?<P]XbWCTfPaXR[^bT[h\^]Xc^aTScWT
U[^^SbXcdPcX^]^]P]W^da[hQPbXbbX]RT[PcTBPcdaSPhTeT]X]VX]
R^]Yd]RcX^]fXcWcWT[^RP[PS\X]XbcaPcX^]P]ScWT1WPZaP1TPb
<P]PVT\T]cCWTaTbRdTP]SaT[XTU^_TaPcX^]bPaT^]V^X]VX]
ePaX^dbPaTPb7TP[b^XbbdTSX]bcadRcX^]bU^aPbbTbbX]VcWT[^bbTbc^
cWTbcP]SX]VRa^_bSdTc^cWTU[^^SbPUcTacWTbXcdPcX^]bcPQX[XbTbCWT
<?bPXSfWX[TcWTPS\X]XbcaPcX^]WPbP[aTPShcPZT]_aTRPdcX^]Pah
\TPbdaTbQdcSdTc^cWTWTPehP]SR^]cX]d^dbaPX]bbTeTaP[PaTPb
WPSQTT]U[^^STSP]SRa^_bWPSQTT]SP\PVTS
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2WP]SXVPaW)7PahP]P2WXTU<X]XbcTa<P]^WPa;P[WPbTg_aTbbTSSTT_
R^]S^[T]RTb^]cWTST\XbT^UAP\=XfPb80BATcSRWPXa_Tab^]
BcPcT?^[XRT2^\_[PX]c0dcW^aXch7TQaTPcWTSWXb[PbcPc?68<4AWTaT
^]Bd]SPhCWT2WXTU<X]XbcTaTg_aTbbTSWXbWTPacUT[cR^]S^[T]RTc^
cWTQTaTPeTSUP\X[h\T\QTabP]S_aPhTScWT0[\XVWchcWPccWT
ST_PacTSb^d[\XVWcaTbcX]_TPRTCWTaTcXaTS80B^UUXRTabTaeTS^]
\P]h_aTbcXVX^db_^bXcX^]bX]7PahP]P6^eTa]\T]c2T]caP[
6^eTa]\T]cPbfT[[PbX]2WP]SXVPaW0S\X]XbcaPcX^]CWTRaT\PcX^]
fX[[cPZT_[PRTPc P\^]<^]SPhPccWTRaT\PcX^]Va^d]SX]BTRc^a
!$WTaT
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<^WP[X)C^PSSaTbbcWT\dbWa^^\X]V^UP[aTPShTgXbcX]V[PfbRW^^[b
PRa^bbcWTR^d]cahcWT1Pa2^d]RX[^U8]SXP128=Tf3T[WX¯P
bcPcdc^ahQ^ShcWPcaTVd[PcTb[TVP[_aPRcXRTP]STSdRPcX^]X]8]SXP¯
^]0dVdbc _PbbTSPaTb^[dcX^]c^X\_^bTPcWaTThTPa\^aPc^aXd\
^]^_T]X]V]Tf[PfR^[[TVTbX]cWTR^d]cah?d]YPQD]PXSTS2^[[TVTb³
0bb^RXPcX^]³b?D20_aTbXST]c3a0]bWd:PcPaXPbPXScWPc128128
bW^d[SVXeTTgT\_cX^]c^cW^bT2^[[TVTbfW^WPeTP[aTPShQ^dVWc
[P]S^aP__[XTSU^a2;DU^acWT^_T]X]V]Tf[PfR^[[TVTQTU^aTcWT
SPcT^UcWXb]^cXUXRPcX^]
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2WP]SXVPaW)3a?a^UAP\TbW:d\PaBT]RdaaT]c[hf^aZX]VPb
bT]X^aSXaTRc^aP]SWTPS^U8]bcXcdcT^U>acW^_PTSXRbBdaVTahPc<Pg
7^b_XcP[<^WP[XWPbQTT]R^]UTaaTSfXcW7X\PRWP[6PdaPe0fPaSQh
7X\PRWP[?aPSTbW6^eTa]\T]cU^aWXb^dcbcP]SX]VbTaeXRTbX]WTP[cW
bTRc^a7X\PRWP[2WXTU<X]XbcTa9PXAP\CWPZda_aTbT]cTScWTPfPaS
c^3aBT]SdaX]V8]ST_T]ST]RT3PhRT[TQaPcX^]bPcBWX\[P^]
CWdabSPh7PX[X]VUa^\Bd]STa]PVPaX]7X\PRWP[³b<P]SXSXbcaXRc3a
BT]XbPaT]^f]TS]P\TX]cWTUXT[S^U^acW^_TSXRbX]cWTaTVX^]fXcW
^eTacWaTTSTRPSTb^UTg_TaXT]RTQPRZX]VWX\
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2WP]SXVPaW)1P]Z^U8]SXP1>82WP]SXVPaWi^]P[^UUXRT^aVP]XbTSP
1P]ZTab<TTcPc7^cT[?PaZeXTfX]BTRc^a!#WTaTCWTcf^SPh
R^]UTaT]RTfWXRWR^]R[dSTSWTaTQTbXSTb^cWTaXbbdTbST[XQTaPcTS^]
\PZTQP]ZX]VRXcXiT]RT]caXRPbfT[[Pb\^aTaTb_^]bXeTc^cWT]TTSb
P]SPb_XaPcX^]^UbT]X^aRXcXiT]bUPa\Tabb\P[[X]SdbcaXP[Xbcb
T]caT_aT]Tdabh^dcWbcdST]cbP]Sf^\T]<^aTcWP] QaP]RW
\P]PVTabUa^\2WP]SXVPaW7PahP]PP]S7X\PRWP[?aPSTbWPccT]STS
cWTQP]ZTab\TTcCWT_da_^bT^UcWT\TTcfPbc^VT]TaPcTXSTPbP]S
aTeXTf_TaU^a\P]RT^UQP]ZbP]ScWTXaP[XV]\T]cfXcW]PcX^]P[
_aX^aXcXTb
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?WPVfPaP);^RP[bbcdST]cbfXc]TbbTS:C<bcd]cbW^f^aVP]XiTSPc
;^eT[h?a^UTbbX^]P[D]XeTabXchWTaTCWTbcd]cbW^ffPb^aVP]XiTSX]
^aSTac^bW^fRPbTcWTbcd]caXSTbP]ScaXRZbUa^\cWT_a^UTbbX^]P[
bcd]caXSTabCWT_a^UTbbX^]P[bcd]ccTP\ST\^]bcaPcTSQaTPcWcPZX]V
bcd]cb^]cWT:C<3dZTQXZTbBd\TTc=PaP]VeXRT_aTbXST]c
?a^QXZX]V1PYPY0dc^;cS°CWTTeT]cfPb^_T]c^P[[P]ScWT
b_TRcPRd[Pabcd]cbc^^ZcWTRXchQhPbc^a\±
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2WP]SXVPaW)5^acXb7^b_XcP[^aVP]XiTScWTi^]P[UX]P[b^UcWT#cW
TSXcX^]^UXcb]PcX^]P[_bhRW^[^Vh`dXi_a^VaP\\T²?BH2743! (³
WTaTCP]eXBPgT]P0XbWfPahP6^hP[6daZTTaPcBX]VW=PhhPaUa^\
3T[WX?dQ[XRBRW^^[BTRc^a#2WTaTQPcc[TS^cWTabRW^^[bX]cWT
i^]Tc^T]cTacWT]PcX^]P[UX]P[b?bhRW43cWT]PcX^]P[[TeT[P]]dP[
_bhRW^[^Vh`dXiQhU^abRW^^[bcdST]cb^aVP]XiTSQh5^acXb
7TP[cWRPaTbPfP_PacXRX_PcX^]^U\^aTcWP]#cTP\bUa^\&#
bRW^^[bX]Xcb#cWTSXcX^]CWT`dXiXbSTbXV]TSU^abcdST]cbUa^\2[Pbb
G8G88PX\X]Vc^cTbccWTXaZ]^f[TSVT^U?bhRW^[^VhP]SXcb
R^]RT_cb
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2WP]SXVPaW)0b_TacWTVdXST[X]Tb
aTRTXeTSUa^\<X]Xbcah^U5X]P]RT
6^eTa]\T]c^U8]SXP9PcX]STa
:d\PaI^]P[<P]PVTa2WP]SXVPaW
WT[SP\TTcX]VfXcW1aP]RW7TPSb^U
2WP]SXVPaW?d]YPQP]S7X\PRWP[
?aPSTbWWTPSTSQhcWT<P]PVX]V
3XaTRc^aP]S2WXTU4gTRdcXeT>UUXRTa
B7PaXbP]ZPaCWTbdQYTRc^UcWT
\TTcX]VfPb°2P\_PXV]U^aVT]TaPcX^]^UXSTPbP]SR^]bd[cPcX^]cX[[
QaP]RW[TeT[1P]ZTa³b\TTcbPcaTVX^]P[BcPcT=PcX^]P[[TeT[b±CWXb
fPbUXabc^UXcbZX]SR^]bd[cPcX^]fWTaTcWTQaP]RWTbfTaTcWT\bT[eTb
PbZTSc^aTeXTfcWTXa_TaU^a\P]RTX]PaTPbbdRWPb2aTSXcbd__^acU^a
TR^]^\XRVa^fcW8]UaPbcadRcdaTX]Sdbcah5Pa\bTRc^a9P[BWPZcX
<B<4bTRc^a<D3A0[^P]b6aTT]TR^]^\hBfPRWW1WPaPcTcRCWT
\TTcX]VVPeT_PacXRX_P]cbPaT]TfTSbT]bT^UX]e^[eT\T]cP]S
_da_^bTc^X\_a^eT_TaU^a\P]RTP]SP[XV]cWT\bT[eTbfXcW]PcX^]P[
_aX^aXcXTbP]S_Pac]TaX]VfXcW8]SXP]Va^fcWbc^ah
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^QdY_^Q\c`_bdcX_^_ebc
unjab Sports and Youth
Affairs Minister Rana
P
Gurmit Singh Sodhi on Sunday

CWaTT°<^dSVX[[C^^aBP]SWd
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0fPaS´fWX[T0cW[TcXRbR^PRW
3WX[[^]aTR^\\T]STSU^a
³3a^]PRWPahP0fPaS´

said that the resurgence of
Punjab in the sporting arena is
around the corner as is evident
from the list announced for the
national sports honours such as
the Arjuna Award as well as the
Dronacharya Award.
The day is not far off when
Punjab, courtesy the pro-active
sports initiatives of the present
State Government, would
reclaim its numero uno spot as
the sports powerhouse of the
country,” he said.
Sodhi said that the fact that

three players from Punjab —
namely Shooter Anjum
Moudgill, Athlete Tejinder Pal
Singh Toor (Shotput) and
Gurpreet Singh Sandhu
(Football) have been recommended for the prestigious
‘Arjuna Award’ makes the heart
of every Punjabi swell with
pride. The Minister also congratulated the Athletics coach
Mohinder Singh Dhillon for
being recommended for the
coveted ‘Dronacharya Award’.
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mapped for future reference,
the spokesman said.
The expedition was joined
by a team of Indian Air Force
on August 6 to augment the
search operation and identification efforts.
The glacier had high levels
of snow accumulation due to
old avalanches, precipitous gradients, avalanche prone slopes
and open crevasses along the
course which made movement

of the team extremely difficult
and energy sapping.
Notably, the aircraft went
missing over the Rohtang Pass
on its way back to Chandigarh
Air Force base. Since the crash,
there were rumours that the
aircraft might have strayed
into enemy territory and may
have been forced to land in
enemy territory with all the
onboard passengers being
taken as prisoners of war.
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ou are among the 100 gaming enthusiasts, who jump
Y
from a plane, parachute onto a
virtual island, scavenge for
offensive weapons to kill others and survive till the end. The
last person standing is greeted
with celebrator y phraseWinner Winner, Chicken
Dinner.”
That’s
P l ay e r Un k n ow n’s
Battlegrounds (PUBG), the
world’s most popular and controversial online multiplayer
game.
Colloquially known as
PUBG, this battle royale game
is highly addictive and is even
slapped with a ban in few
countries over its negative
impact on players.
In India, PUBG has been
under Central Government’s
radar for a long time now with
many sections of the society
pushing for a blanket ban on
this online game, which has
been blamed for distracting
students, their poor academic
performances, violent behavior,
suicides and even murders.
If you have not been living
under the rock, you must have
heard the term PUBG in recent
news about the arrest of youngsters in parts of Gujarat for
playing the game despite a ban
on it.
As the gaming enthusiasts
are hooked on to this game like
crazy, a large number of bizarre
cases have been witnessed in
the country lately. A 15-year
old boy from Maharashtra
stabbed his elder brother to
death for scolding him over
playing PUBG, a 17-year old
boy from Haryana committed
suicide after his mother scolded him for playing the game, a
16-year-old teen from Madhya
Pradesh died of cardiac arrest
after playing the game for six
hours at a stretch, a 19 years old
Gujarat based married woman
with a year-old baby sought
divorce from her husband over
his immense addiction for the
PUBG, a 15-year old boy from
Punjab stole Rs 50000 from his
father’s bank account to spend

money to buy gaming accessories and the list of such
bizarre cases goes on.
The PUBG phenomenon is
now also compared to the
notorious “Blue Whale challenge”, which was linked with
several suicides across India,
prompting demands to curb
the menace of the deadly challenge.
The “Blue Whale challenge”, a social network phenomenon set 50 tasks over 50
days which includes elements
of self-harm and the final challenge requiring the player to
commit suicide. The Central
Government had even issued
an advisory in 2017 to the
guardians to monitor their
children’s online and social
media activity to ensure that
they are not engaging with the
deadly challenge.
While the online games
like Super Mario, Need for
Speed, Road Rash, Mortal
Kombat among many others
shaped much of the childhood
of 90s kids, the PUBG mobile
version is the latest phenomenon that has grown exponentially after its launch last year
with people of all age groups
from various walks of life getting addicted it to and compromising on meals, sleep and
their social life.
Interestingly, one can play
PUBG with friends and voice
chat in real time. After playing
it quite a few times, I observed
that we tend to play the game
again and again when we lose
the previous match. With probability of winning less with 99
other players in this violent
game, the successful completion of a mission definitely
gives you an adrenaline rush
and you begin to fall into the
“chicken trap”.
As you are among 100 others in the last man standing
deathmatch, the weapons that
aid you along the way are
inspired by actual weapons
like AK 47, Steyr AUG A3,
M16A4,
M249 Squad
Automatic Weapon (SAW),
Mk 14 Enhanced Battle Rifle
and several others. PUBG’s
theme song ‘On My Way’, a
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slew of vehicles and a map are
among other interesting things
that you come across while
lurking to shoot down the
enemies in this violent game.
Undeniably, we all have
often seen the kids and adults
around us having their head
stuck in the mobile game but
playing it for several hours at
a stretch everyday can also negatively impact mental and
physical health.
Kushal Saini, 22, a final
year student in the Department
of Biotechnology, NIT
Jalandhar says, “I and my
friends used to play PUBG
everyday for more than five
hours and till late at night. We
even had a WhatsApp group
where we used to notify other
friends about the time of playing PUBG. The addiction
affected our studies and lifestyle
as we used to miss meals sometimes and also, never attended
calls while playing.”
Kushal tells me that he
and his friends were addicted
to PUBG last year but have got
rid of PUBG addiction now.
We are also helping other
friends in the College campus
who are addicted to PUBG.
Whenever we see others playing this game for a long time
and getting addicted to it, we
simply delete the game from
their mobile and engage them
in a conversation to divert
their mind from the addiction,
he adds.
Harjinder Singh, 21, a final
year student in the Mechanical
Engineering Department,
Thapar Institute of Engineering
& Technology, Patiala says,
“The PUBG game is truly an
exhilarating experience and a
good one for time pass.”
“I play it for about two three hours every day,” he adds.
It may sound absurd but

the “gaming disorder” is real
and has even been classified as
a disease in the World Health
Organisation’s International
Classification of Diseases and
Related Health Problems
(ICD). The WHO defines the
gaming addition as “a pattern
of persistent or recurrent gaming behavior” so severe it takes
precedence over other life
interests.
Ankit Mehta, 32, a Delhi
based businessman, is addicted to PUBG and plays it every
day from 8 or 8: 30 pm onwards
to 2 am or sometimes, even
more.
Sharing the reasons for
playing the game for several
hours every day, even when at
work, he says, “It acts like a
huge stress buster for him.”
His wife Arvina Mehta,
29, however is not happy with
her husband’s love for PUBG.
She shares, “After reaching
home from work, he starts
playing PUBG everyday and
wastes around five or more
hours. It is really annoying
sometimes but now, I am trying to find new ways to help
him get out of this gaming
addiction.”
Dapinder Kaur, 46, a resident of Chandigarh, is a mother of two young boys aged 20
and 13. She shares, “Her elder
son plays PUBG for some time
and younger son plays other
games on mobile.”
Asked if she worries about
the children getting addicted to
online games, she says,
“Children should indulge in
outdoor sports. But I also feel
that there is no harm in playing mobile games as long as
such things do not affect children’s daily activities.”
“Even though children do
not listen to their parents these
days but it is the parents who

need to exercise real control
and monitor their children’s
activities on phones,” Dapinder
adds.
While politicians, academicians and parents have
expressed outrage over PUBG,
arguing the game is diverting
the players’ attention from
their daily life, the physiatrists
feel that banning is not the only
solution but parenting
approach and healthy relationship also play a key role in
dealing with the issues of technology addition and gaming
addiction.
Dr Savita Malhotra,
Consultant, the Department
of Mental Health And
Behavioural Sciences at Fortis
Hospital, Mohali tells me,
“These days, youngsters are
over indulging in social media
and mobile games. We have
observed that mostly, adolescents play mobile games
throughout the night and tend
to live in virtual world.
Anonymity on online plat-

forms also gives them comfort.”
Dr Malhotra, who was
retired as Dean PGIMER and
Professor Head, Department of
Psychiatry says, “Easy access to
the internet, interactive nature
of games, disturbed parental
relationship, parents neglecting
their child are among some of
the reasons of increase in cases
of social media and gaming
addiction.”
Some of the consequences
of gaming addiction include
withdrawal from social life,
high levels of irritability in
child, behavioral changes,
increase in aggression, avoiding sleep and avoiding eating
proper meals and health issues.
Dr Malhotra says, “The
youngsters lack sense of rationality and judgment and tend
to get involved in virtual world
and seek pleasure in living a
virtual life.”
On how to deal with child’s
gaming addiction, she says,
“Preventive intervention is better than the treatment. The par-

ents have to be extremely cautious and need to monitor
their children’s online activities.”
As far as treatment of such
cases is concerned, it involves
various steps including dealing
with family and the affected
child, psychological methods,
environment, emotional and
social therapies, she adds.
Notably, as per a survey
conducted last year, close to 62
percent respondents in the age
group of 16 to 24 had said that
they play PUBG game, making
it the most popular game in the
country. On reasons of playing
it, 46.2 per cent people had
responded that it was better
than other games while 24.5
per cent people said because
everyone is talking about it.
In another survey recently,
violent game-PUBG- had
cropped up among various
things like cigarettes, marijuana and online betting, on which
around 40 percent respondents
in India wanted a ban.

Dr Subodh BN, Associate
Professor, Department of
Psychiatry, PGIMER says,
“Violence in online games definitely affects one’s mental
health. Behavior management, monitoring online activity of children and diverting
their attention from gaming
can be helpful in dealing with
the internet or gaming addiction.”
“Parents and schools play a
key role in dealing with such
issues,” he adds.
The experts also feel that
government’s intervention is
also required to put some regulations in place to prevent
exploitation of young and vulnerable children on online
platforms.
In the end, we would like
to remind that if the violent
multiplayer game is interfering
with your personal life, it’s
time to get some help otherwise
keep hunting down the enemies to get your hands on that
elusive “Chicken Dinner”.
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aryana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal on Sunday
H
said that development works to

the tune of C2,000 crore have
been carried out in Panchkula
district during the last five
years.
The Chief Minister was
addressing the people at Majri
Chowk in Panchkula district
during the ‘Jan Aashirwad
Yatra’.
The Chief Minister said
that the four-lane road from
Panchkula to Yamunanagar
has been constructed at a cost
of C611 crore. Apart from this,
Institute of Fashion Technology
(NIFT) is also being constructed at a cost of C160 crore.
He also said that a road

would also be constructed from
Chandigarh Airport to
Panchkula, for which, the talks
with Punjab Government has
been held. An under pass
would also be constructed to
connect Sector 16-17 of
Panchkula by road from railway station Chandigarh, he
said.
Addressing the people in
Raipur Rani, the Chief
Minister said that the State
Government has left no stone
unturned in providing basic
facilities like electricity, roads
and water.
He said that Panchkula is
the first district of Haryana,
where 24 hours electricity is
being supplied to the people in
villages.
In Naraingarh, the Chief

Minister said that the
Regional
C enter
for
Horticulture University in
Naraingarh has been approved
and would be established
soon. C850 crore have been
spent on the development
works in the last five years,
under which sports stadiums
and girl’s colleges are being
constructed.
Speaking at Bilaspur,
Manohar Lal said that we have
delivered more than the
promises we made which also
included election of educated
panchayats.
This has raised the level of
panchayats. The State
Government has started star
rating scheme to encourage the
good work of panchayats, he
added.
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ondemning Punjab Chief
Minister Capt Amarinder
Singh for deciding to celebrate
the birth anniversary of former
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi,
SAD president Sukhbir Badal
on Sunday said that it was a
shame that the “birthday of a
person primarily responsible
for orchestrating the Sikh massacre in New Delhi is going to
be celebrated”.
Sukhbir, speaking to the
media after addressing a series
of meetings in the city, said that
Capt Amarinder and the
Congress party should explain
why they were planning to
rub salt on the wounds of
Punjabis, particularly Sikhs,
by organizing state functions
on Rajiv’s birthday? “Rajiv

C

unjab Finance Minister
Manpreet Singh Badal,
P
envisioning Punjab as most

ordered the killings of our
Sikh brothers and sisters. Her
mother Indira Gandhi attacked
our holiest place Shri
Harmandir Sahib with tanks
and mortars” he said.
Slamming the Congress
Government for neglecting the
development of the Abohar
area, the SAD president said it
was ill-fate of the residents here
that despite being so powerful,
Jakhars did nothing for this
constituency.

Issuing a clear warning to
the police officials found slapping false cases against the
SAD-BJP leaders and workers
former Deputy Chief Minister
said that registration of fake
cases against Akali-BJP leaders
would cost them their uniform.
“I will not only sack all
those biased cops but will
ensure the registration of cases
against them in their own
police station as well,” he cautioned.

favoured investment destination, has exhorted entrepreneurs with roots in Punjab to
act as State ambassadors to
attract more investment.
Manpreet exuded confidence that State was on the
threshold of development
owing to the formidable foundation laid by the Capt
Amarinder
Singh
Government in the last two
and half years.
“Punjab would soon
emerge as the most favoured
investment destination which
will transform the state's destiny and would positively

impact the lives of its citizens,”
he said while interacting with
a group of visiting entrepreneurs with roots in Punjab.
Punjab had taken huge
strides in both traditional as
well as IT and ITES sectors, he
added.
Manpreet said that the
State was on a right path and
all set to leverage the good
work done, and the investorfriendly policies had already
firmed up investments worth
Rs 50,000 crores since we took
over in March 2017.
Highly appreciating the
state endeavour for ensuring
ease of doing business, the
delegation expressed hope that
this would lead in augmenting
a fresh wave of investments in
Punjab.
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Rajnath Singh on Sunday
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lauded the working of Manohar
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unjab Government has
brought around 4500 journalists into the ambit of its
recently launched flagship
universal health insurance
scheme — Sarbat Sehat Bima
Yojana (SSBY).
Spokesperson said that
around 4,500 journalists are
expected to benefit from the
scheme, under which the
State Government had
extended the Prime Minister’s
Sehat Bima Yojana beyond
BPL families to a total of 42.5
lakh families with effect from
July 1, 2019.
All journalists, accredited
to the State Government or
holding yellow cards, will be
eligible to be covered under
the scheme, said the
spokesperson.
The State Government will
bear the entire premium under
the scheme, for nearly 400 private hospitals in Punjab have
been empanelled. Beneficiaries
are provided secondary and
tertiary care treatment under
the scheme, for which all public hospitals above the
Community Health Centre
(CHC) level are also empan-
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elled to provide secondary
and tertiary care treatment.
The State Government
had decided, a few months
ago, to extend the PMJAY
scheme to provide cashless
health insurance cover of Rs
five lakh per family per year.
While the cost of the premium for 14.86 lakh families
covered under PMJAY as per
SECC data is being borne by the
Centre and State in 60:40 ratio,
for the rest of the beneficiaries,
including the journalists, the
state will bear the entire cost of
the premium.

Lal Khattar Government in
the last five years and said that
he is confident that once again,
the BJP would form government in Haryana.
“The people of the state
would re-elect Manohar Lal as
their Chief Minister,” the Union
Defence Minister said while
addressing the people after
flagging off ‘Jan Aashirwad
Yatra’ in Kalka here.
Rajnath Singh said that
BJP didn’t have any Chief
Ministerial name in 2014
assembly elections, but when
BJP won with full majority,
then Prime Minister Narendra
Modi chose Manohar Lal as the
Haryana Chief Minister. In
the last five years, the results of
works done by the Chief
Minister proved that he is an
able Chief Minister, he said.
Referring to previous State
Government regimes, he said
that earlier, when the leaders
were in power in Haryana, the
topic of corruption was most
discussed about them. But now
no such discussion happens
regarding present Chief
Minister, he said.
He also appealed to the
people to mindfully elect their

representative in the upcoming
assembly elections, due to be
held in October.
“In Haryana, investment of
Rs 85,000 crore has taken place
in the last five years. In 'Ease of
Doing Business', Haryana has
reached to third position from
14th in the country and is
expected to reach the first
place in the next two-three

years,” the Union Minister said.
Speaking on the occasion,
Har yana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal said that in 2019
Lok Sabha elections, the BJP
won all 10 seats in Haryana.
The mandate received from the
people of the state in Municipal
Corporation
elections,
Municipal Committee elections, bye-elections of Jind and

recently concluded Lok Sabha
elections is proof of people’s
support for work done by the
government so far in Haryana,
he said.
Development works which
have been carried out in
Haryana in the last five years,
have never happened before. In
this link, development works of
Rs 800 crore have been carried

out in Kalka and 120 villages of
Morni have been provided
with water supply. Road networks have been laid, ROBs are
being constructed and Pinjore
by-pass is also being constructed. On 100 acres land of
HMT, Apple Mandi is being set
up and industry would be set
up in the remaining land, the
Chief Minister said while high-

lighting his government’s
achievements.
Manohar Lal also said that
under the leadership of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi,
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh and Home Minister
Amit Shah, a historic step of
revoking of Article 370 and
35A from Jammu and Kashmir
was taken.
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he Haryana police on
Saturday claimed that
State's most wanted criminal
Kaushal has been arrested in
Abu Dhabi of United Arab
Emirates (UAE) by the local
authorities on the request of the
Indian Government. Haryana
Police had approached the
Union Home Ministry after

T

which details
were sent to
the UAE via
Ministr y of
External
Affairs (MEA)
and a lookout
notice was
issued by the
Interpol.
Kaushal
wanted in over
100 criminals
cases carried a reward of Cfive
lakh and is likely to be deported in two weeks, sources said.
Sources in the State police
said an operation to arrest
Kaushal had started in January
2019. A police team of
Haryana Police had got in
touch with Interpol in Dubai to
collect more information about
the dangerous criminal. The
investigation team had kept a
close watch on his movements
and all his gang members operating from different parts of the
state.
However, Gurugram police
officials were tight-lipped over
the issuer and refused to comment.
Gurugram
Commissioner of Police
Mohammad Akil didn't
respond to phone calls.
Kaushal had jumped parole
after coming out of Bhondsi jail
in December 2016 and had
been absconding since then.
The gangster was wanted in
more than 200 alleged cases of
extortion, murder, attempt to
murder and kidnapping in
Gurugram, Faridabad, Rewari,
Jhajjar,
Palwal
and
Rajasthan.
Gurugram Police has initiated an operation against
Kaushal and his gang and
managed to arrest over 20
people, including his girlfriend
and wife who were also
involved in criminal activities.
It has around 250 members
who were mostly engaged in
extortion.
Kaushal is a notorious
gangster of Gurugram involved
in over 100 criminal cases
including murder, attempt to
murder, kidnapping, extortion
and running betting rackets in
Gurugram.
A native of Naharpur
Rupa village in Gurugram,
Kaushal was also involved in
the murders of bookie Vijay
Batra alias Tantrik, property
dealer Jaydeep alias JD who
was a former gangster, and
Haryana Congress spokesperson Vikas Chaudhary in
Faridabad.
Kaushal's wife Roshni was
arrested
by
Special
Investigation Team (SIT) headed by SP Bijarniya on June 29
in connection with the murder
of Vikas Chaudhary.
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hree people were killed
T
and six others injured on
Sunday after their SUV skidded
off the Noida-Greater Noida
Expressway and fell into a 30
feet ditch alongside the road,
police said.
The expressway has
become a death trap for
motorists and fatal mishaps
keep occurring at this stretch at
regular intervals. Police officials
say they are in constant touch
with the expressway management to minimize accidents
and crashes on this stretch.
According to Circle Officer
(CO), Greater Noida-1, Tanu
Upadhyay, "The incident took
place around 10 am near the
Zero Point in Greater Noida's
Knowledge Park police station area. The Ford Endeavour
was apparently taking a U-turn
near Pari Chowk when it skidded off the expressway and fell
into a ditch, about 30 feet low
from the road. Three people
were killed and six others, who
were injured, were rushed to a
private hospital where they are
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50-year-old man died after
a collision between his
A
motorcycle and a car driven by
a 20-year-old student here on
Sunday, police said. The incident took place on the early
hours of Sunday near a metro
station in Noida Sector 72 of
the city.
The deceased has been
identified as Raunaq Ali, a
native of Amroha district in
western Uttar Pradesh, who
worked as a labourer to earn
his living, a police official said.
"Abhinav Kumar, who was
driving the car, has been arrested. He is a student at a private
institute in Delhi. He has a valid
driver's license," the official said.
A case has been registered at the
Sector 49 police station, police
said and further investigation is
going on.

undergoing treatment", she
said.
A survivor told police that
all of them worked at a call centre and had gone out to celebrate in the "new car", the CO
added. "The group had set off
in the car early this morning
and went to Aligarh also. They
were returning from there
when the incident took place,"
she said, citing preliminary
investigation.
However, the Circle Officer
said the information was being
verified by police and further
proceedings were underway. A
case under relevant sections of
the Indian Penal Code (IPC)
has been registered. However,
other details, including identity of the deceased and the
injured, were not available
immediately.
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n its bid to provide connectivity to the commuters by the
IDelhi
Metro Rail Corporation
(DMRC), a 300-metres walkway connecting the interchange
metro stations of Blue and
Aqua lines was inaugurated on
Sunday.
The walkway, constructed
between the Sector 51 station
on Aqua Line and the Sector 52
station on the Delhi Metro
Rail Corporation's (DMRC)
Blue Line, was inaugurated by
Union Housing and Urban
Affairs Secretary Durga

Shankar Mishra. "The walkway
built by Noida Metro Rail
Corporation will facilitate those
traveling to Greater Noida from
various parts of Delhi," the
DMRC tweeted.
Commuters have been
waiting for long to get such a
facility for travelling between
the two cities by transitioning
through the two corridors.
Mishra tweeted about the facility being dedicated to the people on Sunday.
"I had announced that we
will develop an all-weather
pedestrian pathway & deploy erickshaws between the two sta-
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tions which will offer free of
cost rides. I feel immensely
proud that the 300 mtr long
walkway announced 4 months
back has been dedicated to the
citizens today," he tweeted.
The HUA secretary shared
pictures of the new facility. He
also took a ride in an e-rickshaw.
Keeping in mind the
comfort of passengers, the
NMRC had also provided
free solar powered e-rickshaw
services in this stretch to facilitate connectivity between the
two metro rail networks, the
DMRC said.
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12 year old girl was reunited with his father by Delhi
A
Police with the help of Google
Maps. The minor girl was
missing in national Capital
since March this year.
On March 21 the victim
girl had taken an e-rickshaw
near the Kirti Nagar furniture
market. When the minor
did not get down at the metro
station, the e-rickshaw driver
asked her where she wanted to
go, but she did not give any
reply, following which he took
her to the Kirti Nagar police
station at 8.33 pm, a senior officer said.
During an initial inquiry,
the girl could not remember
her house and just said she was
from "Khurja" village and her
father's name was Jeetan, the
officer said.
Police searched Khajuri
Khas and Khureji areas of
Delhi since their names are
similar to the word 'Khurja', but
could not find any records of
missing complaints being filed.
They took the girl to the nearby JJ colony, but no one could
identify her.
The girl, who is mentallychallenged, also said that she
had travelled to Delhi by a train
a couple of days ago with an
uncle named 'Pintu'. He took
off her clothes in the train's

washroom and left her there
when she started crying, police
said.
On March 22, her medical
examination was conducted
and no sign of sexual assault
was found. A case was registered under Section 354A (sexual harassment) of the Indian
Penal Code and relevant sections of the POCSO acts. She
was handed over to an NGO
named Nirmal Chhaya, the
police said.
The 12-year-old was taken
to Khurja village in Uttar
Pradesh's Bulandshahr district

by a police team on four different occasions, but they did
not get any clue about her family, Deputy Commissioner of
Police (West) Monika Bhardwaj
said.
"We kept trying to trace her
family but could not get any
lead. She was not being able to
say the name of her village
properly," Bhardwaj said. "The
police team had gone to Khurja
several times, but no one could
recognise her there."
When a police team was
taking the girl to Khurja
again on July 31, a senior offi-

cer asked her the names of
nearby areas of her village.
She said Sonbarsa was her
mother's village and there was
a place called Sakapar near her
village.
Thereafter, with the help of
Google Maps, the police got to
know that in Uttar Pradesh's
Siddharthnagar district, there
are villages with the name of
Sakapar, Sonbarsa and "Kurja".
Later, her family was also
traced by the police. On August
1, her father Jeetan, a native of
Kurja village, came to Delhi
from Gorakhpur, the police
said.
Jeetan said he brought his
daughter to the capital for
treatment at the Institute of
Human Behaviour and Allied
Sciences (IHBAS). The girl
went missing on Holi from his
sister's house at JJ colony in
Kirti Nagar, but he did not file
any missing complaint, the
police said.
Jeetan, who works at a
scrap factory in Delhi, said his
wife, who lives at her parent's
house in Sonbarsa, was mentally-challenged and she had
also gone to some random
place around one-and-a-half
years ago, according to the
police. "Around three-four
months later, she was traced in
Ludhiana, Punjab. Similarly,
he thought that police will
find his daughter also."
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He was also requested to
keep their disaster management resources on high readiness to tackle any adverse situation.
The officials concerned

with disaster management have
been asked not to leave their
station till the situation returns
to normal.
In Punjab, floods were
reported from areas like
Rupnagar, Fatehgarh Sahib and

Pathankot. Following heavy
rains in Aol village near
Khanna, three members of a
family, including a 10-year-old,
were killed when the roof of
their house collapsed.
A few trains were can-

celled in Rupnagar after rainwater flooded rail tracks.
Authorities have also ordered
closure of schools in the area.
In the wake of the release
of nearly two lakh cusecs of
water from the Rupnagar
Headwork,
Deputy
Commissioner of Jalandhar,
Varinder Kumar Sharma has
asked the sub-divisional magistrates Phillaur, Nakodar and
Shahkot to get 81 low-lying and
flood-prone villages evacuated
to save them from fury of
floods. Jalandhar district
authorities have asked people
living near the swollen Sutlej
river and the low-lying areas to
remain alert following the
release of excess water from the
Bhakra Dam.
In Ferozepur too, authorities have ordered evacuation of
20 villages due to floods.
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he Congress on Sunday
expressed concern over
what it called the “slowdown”
of economy and said the countr y is facing a situation
like that of a “financial emergency”. Expressing concern
over the economic slowdown,
the grand old party stated the
situation is like that of a “financial emergency”.
Congress spokesperson
Abhishek Singhvi accused the
BJP of diverting the people’s
attention from its failures. He
raised the issue of slowdown in
automobile sector.
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nion Home Minister Amit
Shah said on Sunday the
politics of appeasement, which
led to the Partition, was the reason for the continuance
of the “evil practice” of triple
talaq for so long.
Speaking at an event here,
Shah defended the law criminalising triple talaq, asserting that
it establishes gender equality.
“Some people level allegations against BJP Government
that such action is anti-Muslim.
I want to make it clear that this
is only and only to benefit
Muslims, not the Hindus, Jains
or Christians,” he said.
It was a “nightmare” for
crores of Muslim women who
were denied of their rights, he
said. He said 92.1 per cent of
Muslim women supported
criminalisation of triple talaq.
Coming down heavily on
the Congress, Shah, who is also
BJP president, said the party has
“no shame” and continues to
oppose the law on triple talaq.
The Home Minister said it
took several decades to end this
evil practice because of the
Congress, which always resorted to the politics of appeasement.
Referring to the then Rajiv
Gandhi Government’s decision
to bring a law to overturn the
Supreme Court judgement in
the Shah Bano case, he said it
would be considered a “black
day” in the history of Parliament.
There is no doubt in the
minds of those favouring triple
talaq and those opposing it that
it was an “evil practice”. People
should welcome moves for
eradication of any evil practice,
but there is Opposition in case
of triple talaq. “The politics of
appeasement is responsible for
it,” he said.
Some parties were in the
habit of coming to power on

U
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the basis of vote-bank politics,
that’s why such evil practices
continued, he said. The politics
of appeasement has been a
hurdle in the path to achieve
development and social cohesion in the country.
“When some people are
hungry for power, they resort
to the politics of appeasement.
They are not concerned about
Muslim women but concerned
only about vote-bank,” he said.
But, “when your intention
is social uplift, you have to
work hard for it, you have to
plan it,” he said.
“The election of Narendra
Modi as Prime Minister in
2014 was the beginning of the
end of politics of appeasement
and the 2019 mandate is to end
it forever,” said Shah.
The Home Minister said
had the practice of triple been
part of Islamic culture, why did
so many Muslim countries
have ended it. That means this
evil practice is anti-Islam and
Islam does not support it. As
many as 19 countries have
ended triple talq between 1922
and 1963.
“This evil practice of triple
talaq was going on for long and

the Modi Government has
abolished it forever and given
the Muslim women the right to
live in dignity and equality,” he
said.
Shah said many people
said it was a civil matter, so why
did you criminalise it.
“When ‘Sati pratha’ (self
immolation by Hindu widows) was abolished, no one
opposed it. When child marriage was ended, no one
opposed it. In case of child
marriage, there is a provision
for two years jail. Similarly,
dowry is a civil matter. In
dowry case, if just the demand
is made, there is a
provision for two years’ imprisonment,” he said.
The triple talaq has been
criminalised to educate people,
to create fear among some
people that “if you do this, you
will be punished”. “Earlier,
triple talaq had no provision for
maintenance for women. Now,
we have made provision for
maintenance,” he said.
The Home Minister said he
wanted forgiveness from
Muslim women as they had to
suffer for long because of this
evil practice.

S 2^]VaTbbb_^ZTb_Tab^]0QWXbWTZ
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The trend of the slowdown in the automobile industry did not come all of a sudden. The 31 per cent fall in sales
is also the ninth straight drop
in monthly passenger vehicle
sales, Singhvi said. “Sales have
fallen in 12 out of 13 months
since July 2018, underscoring
the sharp slowdown in the
world’s fourth largest automobile market,” Singhvi said at
AICC Press conference.
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he CBI on Sunday conducted searches at six
T
places including the office of
Moser Baer India Ltd at Okhla
Industrial Area in the national Capital and at residential
premises of present and former
Directors of the company.
The CBI has registered a
case against Madhya Pradesh
CM Kamal Nath’s brother-inlaw Deepak Puri, his wife Nita
and son Ratul and their firm
Moser Baer in a case of cheating, forgery, criminal conspiracy and under provisions of the
Prevention of Corruption Act
for cheating Central Bank of
India to the tune of Rs 354
crore till November 29, 2014.
Besides Moser Baer MD
Deepak Puri, whole time director Nita, then executive director Ratul, the CBI has also
named directors of the accused
firm Sanjay Jain and Vineet
Sharma besides unknown public servants and private persons
as accused in the case.
The CBI registered the
case on Saturday, a day after it
received a complaint from
Central Bank’s Corporate

ore than two years after
the enactment of the
M
Mental Health Act, 2017,
around 10 States are yet to set
up authorities for the proper
implementation of the rules
under the new legislation. Ten
per cent of India’s population
suffers from mental illnesses,
and 90 per cent of them remain
untreated.
“Only 19 States have implemented the Mental Healthcare
Act so far,” said Sanjeeva
Kumar, Special Secretary
Health Ministry.
He said 10.6 per cent adult
population in the country suffers from mental health issues.
This is a huge number requiring holistic concept of safety
nets, legal frameworks and
medical care facilities.
Kumar was speaking at a
recent national level review
meeting on mental health. The
meet was organised by National
Human Rights Commission
(NHRC).
The State authorities are
supposed to register and regulate all mental healthcare facilities and publish their details
online. They are also required
to register all clinical psychol-
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ogists, mental health nurses
and psychiatric social workers.
The Act mandates the
States to have a functional
authority within nine months
of the law coming into force,
but most of the States have
missed the deadline. The States
are also yet to draft the rules of
the Act.
“There is a lack of understanding among States about
how to make rules. They need
a bit of legal guidance and
handholding,” Preeti Sudan,
Health Secretary said.

She said with the lack of
new rules, the rules of the old
Mental Health Act (1987) are
still being followed.
Earlier, inaugurating the
meeting, NHRC Chairperson,
Justice HL Dattu said that the
efforts to improve the mental
health care in the country have
been made but a huge gap still
remains between the requirements and availability of facilities in the sector.
Flagging it as a matter of
serious concern for the
Commission, he said that con-

He also raised the issues of
crashing stock exchange and
rising fiscal deficit. The other
issues he raised are falling
GDP figures, shrinking labour
force, recession in real estate
sector, continuous weakening
of rupee, and falling foreign
direct investment and foreign
portfolio investment.
Criticising the Narendra
Modi Government, he said,
“Ironically, if one looks at
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between Modi 1 (Government)
beginning and Modi 2, he or
she shall figure that has been a
regression in progress.”
Singhvi also accused the
NDA government of being
unable to come up with a
“sound” monetary policy. “It
has to consider about the tradeoff between unemployment
and inflation,” Singhvi said.
He also asked “why the rate
cuts have been announced by
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Finance Branch here on Friday.
“Case was registered on
17.08.19 against the company;
present and former officials of
the said company; unknown
public servants and unknown
private persons on the allegations of cheating and defrauding banks,” a CBI spokesperson
said in a statement.
In his compliant to the
CBI, the Deputy GM of the
Central Bank Murali Chitturi
alleged that “MBIL has caused
unlawful loss to our bank to the
tune of Rs 354.51 crore as on
29.11.2014 and interest thereon by getting unlawful gains.”
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sistent with its policy to monitor the mental health sector, it
felt necessary to evaluate the
ground realities post implementation
of
Mental
Healthcare Act, 2017.
Justice Dattu said there is a
requirement of 13,500 psychiatrists but only 3,827 are available. Against the requirement of
20250 clinical psychologists
only 898 are available. Similarly,
there is an acute shortage of
paramedical staff also.
According to a study conducted by the National Institute

of Mental Health and
Neurosciences (NIMHANS) in
2016, across 12 States, the prevalence of depression for both current and lifetime is 2.7 per cent
and 5.2 per cent, respectively.
Approximately 1 in 40 and 1 in
20 people are suffering from
past and current episodes of
depression all over the country.
This survey has shown that the
lifetime prevalence of mental
disorder is 13.7 per cent as a
whole, which would mean at
least 150 million Indians are in
need of urgent intervention.
However, there is a long way
to go to meet the needs. The
Health Ministry official highlighted that the States are not
using funds dispersed for the
implementation of the Act,
which has forced the Health
Ministry to switch up systems
for the transfer of the remaining
amount. The Ministry has now
decided to reimburse the States
instead of paying instalments.
“Despite the system of
money dispersal having
changed, no States have applied
for reimbursements,” said Lav
Agarwal, joint secretary, Health
Ministry. He added if the Centre
releases money and the States
don’t utilise it, then the manpower cannot be increased.

As per RBI guidelines to
ensure there is no leakage of revenue, the accused firm and
their officials allegedly maintained accounts with a large
number of banks outside the
consortium. “The sales proceeds generated from the business working capital funds lent
were not deposited with the
complainant bank/consortium
banks and were routed through
other banks, thereby indicating
fraudulent intentions for siphoning off the monies, the Central
Bank alleged in its complaint
which now part of the FIR.
MBIL made substantial

investments in subsidiaries and
exposure to its related entities
amounting to Rs 14.56.12 crore
instead of making efforts for
redemption of the investments
and recovery of receivables
from sales, MBIL chose to
write them off in order to
divert and siphon off the loan
amounts. This led to wrongful
gains by the company and
their officials and wrongful
loss to the lender banks, the
compliant further alleged.
MBIL has direct investment of Rs 735.87 crore in subsidiaries as on December 31,
2013. However, total exposure
of the firm towards subsidiaries
and related entities was Rs
1,456.12 crore. MBIL
gave corporate guarantee
amounting to Rs 2,056.87 crore
on behalf of its subsidiaries
without any permission from
the complainant bank before
taking such large exposure on
behalf of its subsidiaries, the
bank alleged.
The bank also alleged that
the accused company and its
directors furnished forged documents to buttress their claims
towards promoters’ contribution in the firm.

the RBI even after so many
days? Only one-third of the rate
cuts have been implemented by
the banks, the substantial
chunk has not reached the
recipients of credit”.
“Why there is so much
noise about selling ailing public sectors but absolutely no
progress on the ground,” he
asked. Singhvi added when
Prime Minister Modi assumed
office, the rupee was at 58.7
against the US dollar.
“However, now rupee has
further devalued. One USD has
reached Rs 71 and is anticipated to cross Rs 72 limit in the
coming weeks,” he said.
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inister of State (MoS) for
HRD, Communications,
M
and Electronics Information
Technology Sanjay Dhotre has
left for a five-day long
visit to Lithuania, Latvia and
Estonia, Latvia, as a part of a
high-level delegation accompanying Vice-President M
Venkaiah Naidu visiting these
Baltic countries.
After taking charge of the
three Ministries, this will be
Dhotre’s first formal visit to any
foreign nations. India and
Baltic countries have historical
connect and common linguistic roots.
The cutting-edge technology and innovation ecosystem of the Baltic countries
complement India’s huge market and appetite for these technologies.
This visit led by the Naidu
will be the first ever high-level
visit to the three Baltic nations.

CDDTYZVWaZeTYVdW`cT`_gVcdReZ`_`_
cVdVcgReZ`_Z_YRc^`_Z`fdRe^`daYVcV
New Delhi: There should be
conversation in harmonious
atmosphere between those in
favour of reservation and those
against it, RSS chief Mohan
Bhagwat said on Sunday.
Bhagwat said he had spoken on reservation earlier as
well, but it created a lot
of noise and the whole discussion diverted from the
actual issue.
Those who favour reservation should speak keeping in
mind the interests of those who
are against it, and similarly
those who oppose it should do
the vice-versa, he said.
He said discussion on
reservation results in sharp
actions and reactions every
time whereas there is a need for
harmony in the different sections of the society on this
approach.
Bhagwat was speaking in
the concluding session of Gyan
Utsav which was on the competitive exams.
Earlier, the Rashtriya
Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS)
chief had advocated for review
of the reservation policy, drawing sharp reactions from many
parties and caste groups.

Bhagwat said the RSS, the
BJP and the party-led
Government were three different entities and one cannot
be held responsible for actions
of another.
Talking about the perception of Sangh’s influence over
the Narendra Modi dispensation, Bhagwat said, “Since there
are Sangh workers in BJP and
this Government, they will listen to RSS, but it is not mandatory for them to agree with us.

They can disagree as well.”
Since the BJP is in
Government, it has to look at
the bigger picture and can disagree with the RSS point of
view, he said, adding once a
party comes to power, for it the
Government and national
interest become priority.
Gyan Utsav was organised
by the RSS-affiliated Shiksha
Sanskriti Utthan Nyas at the
Indira Gandhi National Open
University here.
PTI
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very rupee spent on the
management of tiger
E
reserves in the country brought
in indirect benefits worth Rs 346
to Rs 7,488 within and outside
the protected areas, as per the
findings of a Government study
which analysed 10 of India’s 50
big cat habitats. Most of the benefits have been indirect.
For instance, noted the
report “Economic valuation of
tiger reserves in India: A value
+ approach,” a series of reservoirs and weirs have been constructed in and around
Anamalai Tiger Reserve (ATR),
which is blessed with 15 rivers
and 64 streams and has various
rivers and tributaries, under the
multipurpose Parimbukulam
Aliyar, Amaravathi and
Kadamparai projects. These
reservoirs supply water to residents of Coimbatore and
Tirrupur districts of Tamil
Nadu and parts of Kerala and
generate approximately 589
MW of electricity annually.
Or for that matter, the
report noted that population of
around 1,00,000 is dependent

on water supply from the
Srisailam Dam in Andhra
Pradesh’s Nagarjunasagar
Srisailam tiger reserve and
about 1.2 million gallons of
purified water is supplied per
day to nearby Srisailam town.
It was noted that the 10 tiger
reserves Anamalai (Tamil
Nadu), Bandipur (Karnataka),
Dudhwa (Uttar Pradesh),
Melghat (Maharashtra),
Nagarjunasagar-Srisailam
(Andhra Pradesh), Pakke
(Arunachal Pradesh), Palamu
(Jharkhand), Panna (Madhya
Pradesh), Similipal (Odisha),
and Valmiki (Bihar) whose economic valuation was carried out
offer protection from disease,
predators and parasites, which
is an avoided cost in the range
of Rs 7.7 crore to Rs 24.15 crore.
These are just a few benefits among several that the
tiger reserves are providing to
the community, said NTCA
member secretary Anup K
Nayak. He said, needless to say
forests are source of fresh and
clean water. In addition to
providing clean water, forests
also absorb rainfall, timber
produce, employment, herbs
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used for medicinal purpose,
refill groundwater aquifers,
slow and filter stormwater
runoff, reduce floods and
maintain watershed stability
and resilience besides natural
healing for mental peace.”
The report which was
released recently by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi estimated that together these 10
tiger reserves surveyed provide
annual tangible and intangible
benefits worth Rs 5,96,502.14
crore while the monetary value
from these surveyed protected habitats ranged from Rs
5,094.91 crore to Rs 16,202.11

crore annually.
Jointly published by the
National Tiger Conservation
Authority (NTCA) and the
Indian Institute of Forest
Management, (IIFM) Bhopal,
the study analysed that monetary benefits of Rs 346.7 were
realised from and within
Maharashtra’s Melghat tiger
reserve per year, while for the
Nagarjunasagar Srisailam tiger
reserve every rupee spent on
management costs brought
benefits of Rs 7,488.60.
While Union Environment
Secretary CK Mishra said the
study provides rationale for

continued and enhanced
investment in these reserves,
Nayak added the monetary
benefits obviously are neither
direct nor in physical terms.
The findings of the study
are significant amidst frequent
ongoing debate on development vs environment, more so
after Union Transport Minister
Nitin Gadkari recently said in
Parliament “a poor country”
must decide how far it can go
in spending public money to
protect environment and balance out development needs.
He was replying to a question
from Congress MP K Suresh

who asked if the Minister
would consider building
underpasses on the National
Highway between Mysuru and
Wayanad to protect tigers in the
Bandipur wildlife sanctuary
on the lines of the Pench Tiger
Reserve in Madhya Pradesh.
Among the 10 reserves,
MP’s Panna tiger reserve provided tangible and intangible
benefits of Rs 67.14 crore and Rs
20,632.95 crore respectively, the
lowest of economic benefits
from all ten reserves studied. The
highest tangible and intangible
benefits worth Rs 34.33 crore and
Rs 1,09,664.82 crore respective-

ly were from Jharkhand’s Palamu
tiger reserve.
Needless to say, the report
demonstrates that enhanced
investment in these tiger
reserves is economically rational. Tigers being apex predators, their presence in an
ecosystem indicates towards a
well-functioning and balanced
food chain. As Tigers require a
large area of contiguous forest
cover for home and a good prey
base for survival, by protecting
them we can also ensure the
protection of other species.
That is why they are also called
as “umbrella” species, said
Madhu Verma from IIFM.
The report asserts that
tiger reserves, which Union
Environment Minister Prakash
Javadekar termed as ‘engines of
economic growth’, provide a
host of ecosystem services
which are of significant value
in a time when countries are
investing heavily in climate
change adaptation and mitigation as it looked at tangible and
intangible flow benefits that
result from investment in these
habitats, including employment generation, fishing, fod-

der, fuelwood, carbon sequestration, water provisioning,
water purification, sediment
retention/soil conservation.
The other areas that were
analysed were nutrient retention, biological control, pollination, gas regulation, climate
regulation, gene pool protection, moderation of extreme
events, cultural heritage, recreation,
spiritual
tourism, and
much
more.
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Bengaluru: Days after charges
of phone tapping during the
previous coalition Government
headed by JD(S) surfaced,
Karnataka Chief Minister BS
Yediyurappa on Sunday said he
will order a CBI probe into the
allegations citing demands by
several political leaders including Congress.
While former Chief
Minister HD Kumaraswamy,
who headed the coalition
Government said he was ready
for a probe by even an “international agency”, his alliance
partner the Congress, however,
seemed to be a divided house.
“On the telephone tapping
issue. Several leaders, including
Congress Legislature Party
leader Siddaramaiah, have said
it should be probed and truth
should come out, so I have
decided to order a CBI probe.
Tomorrow itself I will order the
probe,” Yediyurappa told
reporters here.
He also said it was the
expectation of the people of the
state that a detailed inquiry
should be made and the culprits
punished. Yediyurappa's
announcement comes amid
signs that the scandal was gain-

ing political steam ever since
disqualified JD(S) MLA AH
Vishwanath, who served as
JD(S) State president and
turned rebel later, last week
dropped the political bomb,
accusing
the
HD
Kumaraswamy Government of
tapping phones and spying on
more than 300 people, including him. Congress leaders,
including Siddaramaiah, M
Mallikarjuna Kharge and home
minister in the alliance government M B Patil, had sought
a probe while another key party
leader and former minister D K
Shivakumar has rejected the
snooping charges and appeared
to side with Kumaraswamy.
According to reports,
phones of those close to
Siddaramaiah, who was the
then coalition coordination
committee chief, too had come
under the watch.
Several BJP leaders, including former Chief Minister
Jagadish Shettar, have directly
accused Kumaraswamy of being
behind the episode to save his
government which was then
rocked by dissidence within.
The coalition government
ultimately collapsed last month

with Kumaraswamy losing the
trust vote in the assembly.
Reacting to the Chief
Minister announcing a CBI
probe, Kumaraswamy, who has
already denied the charges, said
“Let them do any inquiry,
whether it is a CBI inquiry or
any other agency of international
standard, or let them talk to
Trump (US President Donald
Trump) and get it inquired
through some one from his
side.” He also hit out at the electronic media for its coverage on
the issue, saying no one can do
anything to him and alleged that
their intention and attempts
were to keep him away from
people of the state.
Stating that he was not
aware as to why his name was
linked to the phone tapping case,
he stressed, “If I was involved I
would have panicked, I'm
open.... There is not even an
iota... To point fingers at me.”

3DZDUFDOOVOHDGHUVZKR
TXLW1&3DVµFURZV
Mumbai: Terming as “crows”
the leaders who left the NCP
and joined others, party chief
Sharad Pawar on Sunday said
fielding fresh faces in the
upcoming Assembly polls was
being considered by the party.
The Opposition parties in
Maharashtra, particularly the
NCP, witnessed its MLAs and
key leaders joining the BJP and
Shiv Sena last month.
“We don't need to worry
about crows (kawale) any
longer, instead focus on party
workers (mawale) ahead of the
assembly elections,” Pawar said
here.
Three NCP legislatorsShivendrasinh
Bhosale,
Sandeep Naik and Vaibhav
Pichad- had joined the BJP
along with the party's state
women wing president Chitra
Wagh last month.
Besides, NCP's Mumbai
unit president Sachin Ahir and
Shahapur MLA Pandurang

Barora had also joined the
Shiv Sena last month.
“The party will consider
fielding fresh faces in the
upcoming polls. I would insist
on giving chance to youth and
women in the coming elections,” Pawar added.

The former Union minister said Nagpur has become a
major hub of crime and criminal activities.
“Maharashtra chief minister
also hails from the same place.
We should raise our voice over
the issue,” he added.
PTI
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Mumbai: Maharashtra NCP
president Jayant Patil on Sunday
hit out at the BJP for poaching
leaders “groomed” by his party
and the Congress, likening it to
“buying ready-made clothes”.
He was speaking on the
sidelines of a state-level NCP
meeting here which was
attended by several senior
leaders, amid speculation that
some of those absent may be
on their way to the ruling BJP

or Shiv Sena.
“Leaders groomed by us
(NCP-Cong) are now picked up
by the BJP ahead of
Maharashtra Assembly elections. It is the Congressification
of the BJP,” Patil said.
He added, “The BJP should
give a chance to its party workers, rather than inducting our
workers. Has the BJP lost credibility and is thus inducting
leaders from out party.” PTI

The JD(S) leader also asked
Yediyurappa to bring BJPs previous tenure in the government
and also that of Siddaramaiah
under the ambit of the CBI
probe. While Congress
Legislature Party leader
Siddaramaiah has welcomed
the CBI probe, hoping that the
BJP does not use the central
investigating agency for “political vendetta,”Congress on its
official Twitter handle has said
that telephone tapping “was a
bundle of lies” and a conspiracy for hate politics.
“I welcome the decision of
@BSYBJP to hand over the
phone tapping case to CBI.
But in the past @BJP4India
has used CBI as its puppet to
unleash its venomous political
vendetta.
Hope @BJP4Karnataka
leaders does not have similar
intentions
this
time,”
Siddaramaiah tweeted on

Sunday following announcement of probe by the chief minister. Asserting that allegations
of 'Operation Kamala' being
done in Karnataka are as serious
as charges of phone tapping, he
said in another tweet “I urge
@BSYBJP to order CBI investigation into alleged Operation
Kamala also.
I heard they acted on my
advice in phone tapping case &
I hope they act on this issue as
well.” However, the state
Congress in a tweet termed
phone tapping as “lies” and a
conspiracy for hate politics.
Alleging that Yediyurappa
was behaving like an “underground criminal” after becoming the chief minister in an
“immoral” way by “Operation
Kamala” through the backdoor,
the party in a tweet said, “In
Modi administration CBI was
working as a frontal unit of the
BJP. Phone tapping was a (bundle of) lies and a conspiracy for
hate politics.”
Hitting out at the Congress,
senior BJP leader R Ashoka
expressed surprise over differences of opinion on the phone
tapping probe within the grand
old party. Pointing out that several Congress leaders, including
Siddaramaiah, had demanded
a probe, he said, “Before handing over the probe they
demanded an inquiry... Now
they are blaming the Chief
Minister, it is not right.” PTI
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Lucknow: A photojournalist
with a prominent Hindi daily
and his brother were shot dead
in Saharanpur district on
Sunday morning following an
altercation over disposal of
cow dung, prompting
Opposition parties to slam the
Government on law and order.
Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath announced an exgratia of C5 lakh each for the
kin of the deceased, however,
the SP and the Congress
slammed the ruling BJP over
the alleged collapse of law and
order and failure to provide
adequate compensation.
Congress general secretary Priyanka Gandhi Vadra
alleged that Uttar Pradesh was
“in the grip of criminals” and
the state administration was
covering up crimes.
Ashish (23), a photographer with Dainik Jagran newspaper, and his brother
Ashutosh (19) were killed by
their neighbour Mahipal Saini
and his sons, Senior
Superintendent of Police
(Saharanpur) Dinesh Kumar P
said.
“In the midst of an argument, Mahipal and his sons
entered the house of Ashish
and Ashutosh and shot them.
Locals rushed the duo to a
nearby hospital, where the
doctors declared them brought

dead,” the SSP said.
Three teams have been
formed to nab the culprits
who are absconding, he added.
“Chief Minister has taken
cognisance of the Saharanpur
incident wherein the journalist of Dainik Jagran and his
brother were shot dead by the
assailants,” a statement issued
here by a senior Uttar Pradesh
Government official said.
“SSP Saharanpur has been
directed to initiate the
strongest action. The state
Government stands by the
bereaved family in this
moment of grief,” the statement added.
Hitting out at the
Adityanath Government,
Priyanka Gandhi in a tweet in
Hindi said, “Now, what will
you call this system where
murders are being committed
everyday by shooting people.
Those responsible for controlling crime are busy in cover-

ups and UP is in the grip of
criminals.”
Leader of Congress
Legislative Party in UP
Assembly Ajay Kumar 'Lallu'
demanded the resignation of
Adityanath.
“Law and order machinery
has collapsed from Saharanpur
to Barabanki,” he said in a
statement.
Samajwadi Party chief
Akhilesh Yadav expressed grief
over the deaths and demanded that the guilty be brought to
book at the earliest.
“During the regime of the
SP Government, the kin of the
deceased used to get C20 lakh
as immediate financial assistance. The BJP Government
should do at least this much,”
he said.
The BJP expressed grief
over the deaths and vowed to
take “strong action” against the
culprits.
“In the hour of grief, the
BJP is with the bereaved family,” a statement issued by state
BJP chief Swatantradev Singh
and general secretary (organisation) of State BJP Sunil
Bansal said.
“The guilty persons will
not be spared, and the government has already issued
directives to initiate strong
action against the culprits,”
the statement added.
PTI
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Gorakhpur: Uttar Pradesh
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
on Sunday said mere approval
of projects will not ensure
development as people's cooperation and implementation by
the administration were needed to take the state forward.
He also asserted that
Gorakhpur was moving
towards a “new era of development”.
“Surajkund Dham was
waiting to be developed for
decades and now a tourism
development project worth
C2.60 crore will be started here.
Gorakhpur is moving towards
a new era of development,
which is not possible without
positive and creative thinking,”
Adityanath said here.
“Development cannot take
place just by approving projects
but needs implementation by
the administration and coop-

eration of the people,” he said.
The chief minister also
said, “Many development projects will come to Gorakhpur
and a lot of employment will be
generated. Youth won't have to
go to places like Surat, Mumbai,
and Delhi etc for jobs, as they
will be able to earn their livelihood here itself. The price of
land has increased manifold
due to coming of new industries
and factories in the area.”
Adityanath on Sunday visited the Suryakund Dham to lay
the foundation stone of projects
worth C55.30 crore.
The chief minister said
power supply in the state has
improved. “Electric cables will
be removed from the roads and
underground cabling will be
done. It will not only help in
reducing accidents but the
roads could also be widened,”
he said.
PTI

Jammu: Union Minister Jitendra
Singh here on Sunday said after
the revocation of the special status of Jammu & Kashmir, people should now pray for the integration of the PakistanOccupied-Kashmir (POK) with
India in their lifetime.
He also downplayed the
arrest of mainstream political
leaders and the communication
blockade in the Valley following
the scrapping of the special status and bifurcation of the state
in union territories.
“We are lucky that it (revoking of the special status) happened in our lifetime. It is
because of the sacrifices of our
three generations,” Singh said
addressing a meet on the current
socio-political milieu in Jammu
& Kashmir, organised by the
state BJP at party headquarters
here.
He said,”After this historic
step, let us move forward with
a positive thinking of freeing
POK from the illegal occupation

of Pakistan and making it an
integral part of the country in
accordance with the unanimously passed resolution in
Parliament (in 1994).”
“Let us pray that we see the
integration of POK with the
country and people freely visit
Muzaffarabad (capital of POK),”
he added.
Without naming the
Congress for the criticism on the
arrest of former Chief Ministers
Omar Abdullah and Mehbooba
Mufti, the Union Minister said
it was “unnecessarily being made
a big issue”. “Under some compulsion or reason, the
Government has taken some
steps to maintain peace. You
(Congress) had arrested
National Conference founder
Sheikh Abdullah. Such a thing
had not happened in Kashmir,”
he said, adding that the leaders
were not being kept in solitary
confinement.
“They are doing their workout at the gym, reading books

and even ordering and watching
Hollywood movies,” he said.
Defending the move with
regard to Article 370, he said
some people were frustrated
because they had created a narrative in the country that no
power could abolish the special
status being enjoyed by Jammu
& Kashmir. “We did it...Article
370 was a miscarriage of history and perhaps the gravest blunder in post-independence
India,”he said, adding that it led
to the lack of development and
discrimination within regions
but also a “psychological isolation that created mental barriers”.
“Former Prime Minister A
B Vajpayee talked about insaniyat (humanity), jamhuriyat
(democracy), kashmiriyat to
restore peace in Jammu &
Kashmir. By this move, we have
restored jamhuriyat (democracy) and have done the necessary
course correction to pave a way
for inasaniyat and kashmiriyat,”
Singh asserted.
PTI
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Bengaluru: With the much
awaited expansion of Chief
Minister BS Yediyurappa's
Cabinet in Karnataka to take
place on August 20, the wait is
now on for the BJP's central
leadership to clear the list of
13-14 probables as Ministers
in the first phase, top party
leaders said here on Sunday.
Yediyurappa and the State
leadership are expected to get
clear instructions from the
high command about those to
be inducted into the Ministry
on Monday.
Having
run
the
Government with a one-man
Cabinet for 22 days,
Yediyurappa on Saturday finally managed to get the nod
from BJP national president
Amit Shah to undertake the
exercise on August 20.
Yediyurappa, who took
oath as Chief Minister on July
26
and
proved
his

Government's majority on the
floor of the Assembly on July
29, is yet to induct any
Minister into his Cabinet.
Meanwhile, the BJP legislature party meeting scheduled
for Tuesday morning ahead of
the cabinet expansion has
been postponed.
“On Tuesday, looking at a
good time, cabinet expansion
will be done by the afternoon.
There will be no legislature
party meeting that day. We will
do it after four days.
All our MLAs, MLCs,
MPs, all our leaders and central Ministers have been
requested to attend the swearing-in ceremony,” Yediyurappa
told reporters on Sunday.
Senior party functionaries
said though many names were
doing the rounds in the media,
a clear picture would emerge
once the list submitted by the
state leadership to the high

command is cleared by Amit
Shah, expected on Monday
afternoon.
Yediyurappa too had said
after his return here from
Delhi late on Saturday that he
was expecting clear instructions on Monday from the
central leadership on those
who are to be inducted into
the Ministry.
“By Monday afternoon we
will get a clear instruction on
who all to be inducted. I have
held discussions with Amit
Shah and other leaders,” he
had said.
Asked about the number
of Ministers likely to be
inducted on Tuesday, he said
“13 to 14 people are likely to
be inducted into the cabinet in
the first phase. There may be
plus or minus one or two...We
have now recommended 13 to
14 of them.”
Yediyurappa has had a
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Nagpur: Chief Justice of India
Ranjan Gogoi on Sunday said
the absence of legal awareness
was the “root cause” of “deception, exploitation and deprivation” of the rights and benefits of the masses.
He also observed that
“awareness” about ones' rights
and the means of securing
them are the “powerful instruments” to bring social and
economic progress.
Addressing the valedictory function of the 17th All
India Meet of State Legal
Services Authority (SLSA) in
Nagpur, the CJI said legal services must be constituted to
“achieve distributed justice,
effective implementation of
welfare benefits and elimination of social and structural

discrimination against the
poor”.
In his speech, he also
underlined the importance
of ”legal literacy”,”technology
and acccess” and the “impact
and accountability” for delivering the quality legal services.
Justice Gogoi also said the
National Legal Ser vices
Authority (NALSA) and State
Legal Services Authorities are
the “crucial vehicles” for discharging the Constitutional
mandate of justice to all on the
basis of equal opportunities.
“These bodies have to
ensure through their methods
that justice reaches the
remotest corners of the country and the last person,” said
the CJI.

Emphasising the need for
“legal literacy”, Justice Gogoi
said, “awareness of ones' rights
and means of securing those
rights are powerful instruments for bringing about social
and economic progress.
Absence of legal awareness is
a root cause of deception,
exploitation and deprivation of
rights and benefits of the masses. Legal literacy and legal
awarenessgo hand in hand”.
Justice Gogoi said the
“legal aid movement” cannot
achieve its goal until people are
aware about their legal rights
so as their basic rights.
He said “greater awareness” translates into better and
broader access.
The CJI observed that contemporary legal education is

limited to universities training
future lawyers and that it
should go beyond awareness.
“Though education on
legal topics is in school and
college curriculum. It should
go beyond awareness. What
instead required is movement
from near awareness to
engagement,” the CJI said.
Justice Gogoi further
underlined the need to implement legal knowledge for the
overall good.
“Efforts must be made to
secure concerted engagement
of young minds in understanding and utilising that
knowledge for the benefit of
the society. Not only law colleges but the students of
schools and colleges must be
included in the outreach pro-

gramme. Students and young
persons have the potential to
become the ambassadors of
justice,” said Justice Gogoi.
He also emphasised the
need to focus on 'Technology
and Access' and the need for
customised legal services as per
the needs of the people.
“Technology and innovation should be embraced in all
aspects of functions on the
professionally-managed rendering of legal services at all
the levels. It should ensure
(delivery of) timely and effective legal services to the needy,”
said the CJI.
“Let us use technology to
provide greater information
about legal aid through mobile
apps, provide vital information
to those seeking legal aid about

status of their cases and applications,” he said.
The CJI also underlined
the importance of “impact and
accountability”, saying in fact
there is no better “mirage”
than statistics.
“Right to legal aid means
the right to quality legal aid.
Commitment to quality must
be there in the whole organisation,” he said.
To ensure quality, the CJI
suggested a rigorous selection
process for empanelment of
lawyers.
“If need be there selection
be made on the lines of the
process followed for the selection of public prosecutors. This
would go all the way in addressing the complaints of lack of
quality,” the CJI said.
PTI

tightrope to walk during the
cabinet expansion as he has to
craft a fine caste and regional
balance in view of the large
number of aspirants, sources
said.
However, with no decision
yet by the Supreme Court on
the disqualified CongressJD(S) MLAs, whose resignations from the Assembly paved
the way for the BJP to gain
power, the Chief Minister has
no immediate compulsion to
accommodate them.
The then speaker Ramesh
Kumar had disqualified 17
Congress-JD(S) rebels under
the anti-defection law till the
end of the assembly term,
which they have challenged in
the Supreme Court.
Only if they get any relief
from the Apex Court can
these disqualified MLA contest the bypolls.
Sources said that if they

get re-elected, BJP planned to
make them Ministers as
promised
and
hence
Yediyurappa would not be filling all 34 ministerial positions
in one go.
They also said that one
interesting aspect was that
BJP MLAs have not openly
expressed their ministerial
aspirations or indulged in
intense lobbying like in the
past, as they fear it may go
against them.
However, expressing confidence that he would be made
a Minister, considering his
seniority, eight-time MLA
Umesh Katti Sunday said even
if it did not materalise, he
would “happily” work as a legislator for the people of his
constituency that was affected
by floods, while hoping for a
larger representation for
B elagavi district in the
Cabinet.
PTI
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10 year old girl, resident of
Mankote area in Mendhar
A
tehsil of Poonch, early Sunday
received injuries in fresh incident of ceasefire violation along
the Line of Control. Pakistan
Army late Sunday evening also
targeted several forward posts in
Nowhsera sector of Rajouri. In
response, the Indian Army gave
them a befitting reply using similar calibre of weapons.
According to official
sources, 10-year-old girl, identified as Sadiya, daughter of

Mohd Azrat of Dabdaj village of
Mankote, received splinter
injuries during heavy shelling in
the area. Local villagers in the
area claimed, for last two days
Pakistan army is targeting civilian areas in the region. “We are
worried as heavy exchange of
shelling took place late saturday
night”, a senior citizen told local
reporters in Poonch when they
visited the area on Sunday.
Meanwhile, situation
remained tense in Nowshera
sector where Indian army
reportedly destroyed Pakistan
Army post on saturday.
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orty-nine people have died
in rain-related incidents in
F
Rajasthan since June 15, an
official said on Sunday.
Brijendra Singh, OSD,
Department of Disaster
Management, Relief and Civil
Defence told PTI that there was
no flood-like situation anywhere in the State.
In Kota and Baran, the
Army was alerted as a precautionary measure, he said.
"Forty-nine people have
died in nearly 20 districts due
to rain-related incidents from
June 15 to till date in the state.
Of the total, 20 people died due
to wall or house collapse whereas six to seven people died due
to lightning. Remaining deaths
include those who were swept

away by water," Singh said.
He said 500 people were
evacuated to safer places with
the help of Army, SDRF, NDRF
and local administration from
several places inundated due to
heavy rainfall in the state.
According to the MeT
department, 12 cm rainfall was
recorded in Degana of Nagaur,
11 cm in Makrana, 10 cm in
Nawa and 10 cm in Buhana of
Jhunjhunu during the last 24
hours. From Sunday morning
to evening, 10 mm of rainfall
was recorded in Kota and 2
mm in Churu.
The department has forecast light to moderate rain
with thundershower at some
places in the eastern parts of
the State and one or two places
in the western parts in the next
24 hours.
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he NRC authority is considering recommending strong
action against a senior Assam
Government official for alleged
irregularities in checking documents of people from Chamaria
and some nearby areas in
Kamrup district after which reverification had to be done,
sources close to the development
said.
Kamrup
Deputy
Commissioner Kamal Kumar
Baishya has sent a report to the
NRC State Coordinator Prateek
Hajela about two months back
on the alleged irregularities by a
former Circle Officer of
Chamaria under his district
which came to light in 2018.
The report noted how the
then Circle Officer allegedly
made all the affected people
Original Inhabitants (OI) only to
reduce his workload, the sources
claimed.
He had allegedly ticked the
OI column for all the people,
including Hindus and Muslims,
in the verification list, which lessened his burden for cross-checking the documents as well as the
tedious process of finding out the
family tree of the applicants, they
said.
"It is not a corruption-related case. The DC's enquiry has
found out that the official's quality of verification was very poor
and he was not sincere about his
duties," a source said.
The sources told PTI that the

T

irregularities were initially detected around September 2018, after
which the Kamrup district
administration swung into
action and found that it was
affecting the entire Chamaria
revenue circle.
The NRC (National Register
of Citizens) authority was then
informed about the development
and after much deliberations, it
was decided to hold reverification in these areas.
"It was a good pro-active
decision by the NRC authority to
hold the reverification process.
"This shows that they are
serious about bringing out an
error-free NRC within the deadline," a source close to the development said.
The NRC authority has
taken the report very seriously
and is likely to recommend
strong action against the erring
bureaucrat, who is an Assam
Civil Services official, the sources
confirmed.
No official comment could
be obtained from the NRC
Office as the Supreme Court had
barred them from talking to the
media. The deadline to publish
the final NRC is August 31.
The errant official was transferred from Chamaria early last
year. A new Circle Officer was
appointed in Chamaria, but he
left the place within months
seeking a voluntary transfer.
In the second half of 2018,
the current Circle Officer was
appointed. She along with the
deputy commissioner informed

the NRC authority about the
irregularities and started the
process of reverification.
Calls made to the Kamrup
Deputy Commissioner remained
unanswered.
From August 3 afternoon,
notices for reverification were
served across the south of
Kamrup district to about 33,000
people, asking them to appear
within 48 hours in NRC Seva
Kendras (NSKs), almost 400-500
km away from their place of residence, in several upper Assam
districts.
The sources said that as
NRC process is time-bound and
the final document has to be
published by August 31, all the
reverification work has to be
completed as soon as possible.
"The NSKs in entire lower
Assam were already loaded with
their scheduled reverification
process. As there were fewer
claims and objections in upper
Assam, so the NSKs there were
relatively less occupied.
"That is why the authorities
decided to hold the reverification
of these unscheduled cases in
upper Assam districts.
"The only thing is that the
notices should have been served
to the people by giving them
some more time," they added.
Many poor people in the south
of Kamrup area, with no money
to fund their travel at such a short
notice, had to pledge their valuables, including gold, cattle or sell
their harvested crops at throwaway price.
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amon Magsaysay Award
R
winner social activist
Sandeep Pandey here on
Sunday claimed that he was put
under house arrest on three
occasions in the past week to
prevent him from expressing
views on national issues.
The Lucknow district
administration, however,
rejected the claim.
"In the past one week, we
have been stopped thrice by the
police and administration from
freely expressing our views. I
was put under house arrest on
three occasions (August 11, 16
and 17)," Pandey claimed,
adding that they were prevented from going to Ayodhya
for a two-day programme on
communal amity on Saturday.
"We were stopped midway," Pandey said.
The social activist slammed
the alleged "stalling" of their
programmes, saying it seemed
as if "there was a ban on the
freedom of expression".
Pandey said on August 16,
they were prevented from
going to Hazaratganj in
Lucknow, where they were
scheduled to hold a candlelight
demonstration near the
Mahatma Gandhi statue
against the scrapping of the
special status for Jammu &
kashmir.

"Police arrived again at my
and advocate Mohammad
Shoaib's place to put us under
house arrest an hour and half
ago before the programme,"
Pandey had said in a statement
issued on August 16.
He said their August 11
protest was for the "restoration
of democracy" in the Valley.
On the other hand,
Lucknow District Magistrate
Kaushal Raj Sharma rubbished the claims made by
Pandey, who had won the
Ramon Magsaysay Award in
2002 in the emergent leader
category.
"Who is stopping him from
holding protests at the Eco
Garden in the city. He cannot
stage any protest in Hazratganj
— the heart of the state capital
— as the High Court has
banned all protests in the area,"
he said.
"The dharna sthal (protest
venue) of the district has been
identified and he is most welcome to hold any protest, dharna or agitation there for as
many days he likes. Why does
he deliberately opts for spots
where protests are not
allowed?" the Lucknow DM
said. Sharma said earlier
Pandey was told to go to the
Eco Garden but "he did not
comply" with the orders. The
DM denied that Pandey was
put under house arrest.
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hree illegal Bangladeshi
immigrants were arrested in
T
early hours of Sunday near the
Indo-Bangla border in West
Bengal's Malda district, while
trying to crossover to India,
officials said.
Bangladesh nationals
entered the country for seeking
jobs here, they said.
The infiltrators are residents
of Rajshahi and Chapai
Nawabganj districts of the neighbouring country, an official said.
"Three Bangladeshi nationals were apprehended at
Kaliachak area by Border
Security Forece personnel," the
official said.
They have been handed
over to Baishnabnagar police station for further legal action,
official sources said.
In a separate operation by a
team of the Criminal
Investigation Department (CID),
West Bengal, two drug peddlers
were arrested from Kaliachak
area and one kg of brown sugar
was seized from their possession,
police said.The value of the contraband is estimated to be
around `15 lakh.
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round Penetrating Radars
were put into use on Sunday
G
to locate bodies at Kavalappara
in Malappuram and Puthumala
in Wayanad, where massive
landslides had wiped out two villages, even as the toll in rain battered Kerala climbed to 121 with
the retrieval of more bodies.
A team of experts from
Hyderabad started the search
operations at the two villages
with GPR, which will help
detect bodies buried under
mounds of earth.
A state wide calamity report
issued by the government
tonight said 121 people have lost
their lives in Kerala in the second spell of the South West
monsoon rains since August 8
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and that 47,622 people are still
in 296 relief camps.
As per the update, 58 people have so far lost their lives in
Malappuram, 12 in Wayanad
and 17 in Kozhikode, thethree
northern districts, where 21
people are still missing.
The report also said that
1,789 houses were fully damaged in the monsoon.
Meanwhile, over one lakh
volunteers have enrolled for cleaning work in flood-hit villages in
the northern districts. Kerala's allwomen self-help group
Kudumbashree has engaged over
50,000 members for the purpose.
"Volunteers from various

organisations have identified over
15,000 spots in Wayanad. They are
moving in batches and have started the cleaning mission. They will
remove the mud and slush from
the houses, clean wells and the
locality," an official told PTI.
The volunteers will clean
the wells using "super chlorination" method and the state
Suchitwa Mission has arranged
material and equipment for the
purposes, the official said.
State
Ministers
Kadannappalli Ramachandran
and TP Ramakrishnan
are coordinating the cleaning
mission. Thousands of students,
from the Students' Federation of
India (SFI), National Cadets
Corps (NCC) and National
Service Scheme (NSS) have
joined the cleaning initiative.
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he "policies and politics" of
West Bengal Chief Minister
T
Mamata Banerjee and her party,
the TMC, has helped the BJP
gain ground in the state, leader
of the Congress in Lok Sabha,
Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury, has
said.
He also said that due to the
weakening of opposition parties
like the Congress and the Left,
the people of the state, "who are
opposed" to the Trinamool
Congress (TMC), had enmassed
voted in favour of the BJP.
"It is due to the policies and
politics of Mamata Banerjee
and her party that the BJP has
gained ground in Bengal.

Banerjee and the TMC deliberately weakened the Opposition
parties to create space for the saffron camp," Chowdhury told
PTI. His comments come in the
backdrop of the BJP making significant inroads in the state by
winning 18 out of the 42 Lok
Sabha seats in the general elections. The TMC's tally came
down to 22 seats from 34 in
2014.
The Congress won two
seats, whereas the Left failed to
open its account.
Chowdhury, a five-time MP
from Beharampore seat in
Murshidabad district, is known
to be a staunch critic of Banerjee,
and has always opposed any sort
of alliance with the party.
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he sea-facing Raj Bhavan
on Sunday became the first
T
such Governor’s residence in
the country that houses a
unique museum — a thematic underground bunker museum which has virtual reality
booths that transports visitors
in time to the 19th century
when the bunker was constructed to fire cannons at
approaching enemy ships.
Spread over an area of
15,000 sq.ft, the-first- of-itskind museum will be thrown
open for the general public
through prior online booking
later during the year.
President Ram Nath
Kovind inaugurated the underground Bunker Museum at
Raj Bhavan, Mumbai on
Sunday.
Accompanied by Governor
CH. Vidyasagar Rao, the
President was shown around
the exhibition and given an
audio visual experience of the

history of Raj Bhavan at a
Virtual Reality booth in the
museum.
Dioramas of cannons and
soldiers, optical illusions of a
bunker of infinite length and
cannons have also been created inside the museum.
It may be recalled that in
the second week of August
2016, the state PWD officials
discovered a 150-meter long
underground British era

Bunker inside Raj Bhavan.
Having remained closed for
nearly six decades, the bunker
had suffered extensive wear and
tear due to seepage from the
overhead lawn.
As the bunker is part of the
history and heritage of Raj
Bhavan and also because a
part of it lies below ‘Jal
Bhushan’ the office and residence of Governor, a structural audit of the bunker was car-

ried out and the structure was
strengthened.
The bunker has 13 rooms
of different sizes. It opens with
a 20-ft tall majestic gate.
Towards the entrance, the
structure resembles a fort.
When opened, the bunker had
rooms bearing names such as
Shell Store, Gun Shell,
Cartridge Store, Shell Lift,
Pump, Central Artillery Store,
Workshop, etc. The entire
underground bunker was
found to have a proper
drainage system and inlets for
fresh air and light.
While carrying out the
Conser vation works, the
authorities have restored the
original features of the bunker
and it has been readied as a
museum by incorporating virtual reality on the themes of
Cannon-firing experience, history of Raj Bhavan and a
glimpse of the forts of
Maharashtra.
Earlier, the President
unveiled the foundation stone

for the proposed reconstruction of the Governor’s Office –
cum – Residence building ‘Jal
Bhushan’.
Mrs Savita Kovind, wife of
the President, Governor CH
Vidyasagar Rao, his wife CH
Vinodha, Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis, Minister
for Revenue and Public Works
Chandrakant Patil and Minister
for Higher and Technical
Education Vinod Tawde were
prominent among those present on the occasion.
Jal Bhushan, the office and
residence of the Governor of
Maharashtra, has a history of
nearly 200 years. The House
has undergone several modifications and renovations. Jal
Bhushan has been the official
residence of the British
Governors since 1885 and
Indian Governors after
Independence. It has evolved
around the original ‘Pretty
Cottage’ built by Governor
Mountstuart Elphinstone
around 1820.
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engal politicians, including
Chief Minister Mamata
B
Banerjee, Forward Bloc general secretary Debarata Biswas and
Chandra Bose the grand
nephew of Netaji Subhas
Chandra Bose, on Sunday
demanded an “impartial, thorough and comprehensive
inquiry” to ascertain the mystery
behind the great leader’s disappearance on August 18, 1945.
“Netaji went on a flight
from Taihoku Airport in
Taiwan” on this day in 1945
“only to disappear forever,” the
Chief Minister tweeted adding
“the people have a right to
know about the great son of the
soil.”
Banerjee’s tweet came
against the backdrop of assertions appearing in the Gujarat
BJP’s official website which
referred to Netaji’s death on
August 18 in a plane crash.

Giving his reactions
Chandra Bose, who is a BJP
leader too, demanded a “comprehensive inquiry” into the
disappearance mystery of one of
the greatest sons of India. He
said, about writing a letter to
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
seeking a thorough inquiry to
unravel the mystery once and for
all. Similarly former MP and
general secretary of Forward
Bloc, a party that Bose had
launched demanded an “impartial inquiry” into his so-called
disappearance. “Three commissions — Shahnawaz
Committee,
Khosla
Commission and Mukherjee
Commission — were instituted
first in 1956, then in 1970 and
yet again in 2005 but none of
them could throw substantial
light on the issue,” he said
adding his party would “never
accept any story of Netaji’s death
until that is proved with evidence.”
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veterinary doctor from
Latur in Maharashtra, who
A
had been providing help to the
flood-affected farmers in Sangli,
died of a heart attack on Sunday,
an official said.
Narayan Kharolkar, 51, was
sleeping in his room in Sangli
city when he suffered the heart
attack, his post-mortem report
said. "Some blockages were
found in his heart. However, he
had never suffered an attack in
the past. He had been helping
the flood-hit farmers in Sangli
since August 15," district animal
husbandry officer, Dr Kiran
Parag, said.
Kharolkar is survived by
his wife and two sons. He had
visited Sangli during the 2005
floods as well to provide help
to the affected farmers, Dr
Parag said.
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n a rare honour bestowed on
India’s renowned singer,
President Ram Nath Kovind on
Sunday called on Bharat Ratna
Lata Mangeshkar at her residence in south Mumbai and
wished her good health.
Sharing a photograph of
his meeting with Lata
Mangeshkar, an elated
President Kovind shared a picture on his Twitter handle and
described the singer as “the
pride of India” who has “sweetened our lives with her soulful
melody”.
"Delighted to meet
MangeshkarLata ji at her residence in Mumbai. Conveyed
my best wishes for her good
health. Lata ji, the pride of
India, has sweetened our lives

I

with her soulful melody. She
continues to inspire us with her
simplicity
and
grace
#PresidentKovind,”
the
President tweeted.
An equally thrilled singer
shared more photographs of
her meeting with the President
and wrote on her twitter handle: “Namaskar, Was deeply
honoured and humbled, when
the The President of our country, Shri Ramnath Kovind ji, so
gracefully came and met me at
my residence. I stand in gratitude. Sir, you make us proud!
@rashtrapatibhvn”.
President Kovind was
accompanied by his wife and
daughter. Governor of
Maharashtra and his wife
Vinoda Rao along with
Education Minister Vinod
Tawde also visited Lata

Mangeshkar's residence.
A living legend, Lata
Mangeshkar is one of the bestknown and most respected
playback singers in the country. She has recorded songs in
over a thousand Hindi films
and has sung songs in over thirty-six regional Indian languages and foreign languages
The Dadasaheb Phalke
Award was bestowed on her in
1989 by the Government of
India In 2001, in recognition of
her contributions to the nation,
she was awarded the Bharat
Ratna, India's highest civilian
honour and is only the second
vocalist,
after
M
S
Subbalakshmi to receive this
honour. France conferred on
her its highest civilian award
(Officer of the Legion of
Honour) in 2007.
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esearchers of the Rajiv
Gandhi University here
R
have recently discovered five
new fish species in various districts of the State.
The scientific names of the
newly-discovered fish species
are Mystus prabini, found in
Sinkin and Dibang rivers in
Lower Dibang Valley district
and Exostoma kottelati, found
in Ranga river in Lower
Subansiri district, a release by
the university said.
Other discovered species
are Creteuchiloglanis tawangensis, found in the Tawangchu
river in Tawang district, Garra
ranganensis, found in Ranga

river and Physoschistura harkishorei, found in Dibang and
Lohit rivers in Lower Dibang
Valley district, it said.
The team was led by Prof
DN Das of the fisheries and
aquatic ecology research wing
of the Zoology department of
the university.
"Majority of the water bodies in remote areas of the state
are still not easily accessible to
the researchers due to a difficult
terrain that includes rain forests,
steep hills besides communication problems," Das said. He,
however, said his research team
is optimistic that meticulous
exploration may result in more
discoveries of new fish species
from the state in the future.
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2XUGLSORPDWLFRIIHQVLYHDW816&ZDVZHDWKHUSURRIHG
HQRXJKWRGURZQRXWERWK3DNLVWDQDQG&KLQD

*

LYHQWKHVXGGHQQHVVRIWKHUHYRFDWLRQ
RI$UWLFOHLQ-DPPXDQG.DVKPLU
LWVELIXUFDWLRQDQGFKDQJHGVWDWXVWRD
8QLRQ7HUULWRU\0RGLLQFRQWUDVWKDGDPSO\
SUHSDUHGLWVGLSORPDWLFRIIHQVLYHDQWLFLSDWLQJ
TXHULHVDQ[LHWLHVDQGVHQVLWLYLWLHVRIWKH%LJ
)LYHPHPEHUVRIWKH8QLWHG1DWLRQVRWKHUZRUOG
OHDGHUVDQGSUHGLFWDEOHKLWEDFNVIURPQHLJK
ERXUV3DNLVWDQDQG&KLQD6RDOWKRXJK&KLQD
EHLQJDQDOOZHDWKHUIULHQGRI3DNLVWDQEDFNHG
LWVSXVKIRUDQLQIRUPDOFRQVXOWDWLRQRQ.DVKPLU
LQWKH816HFXULW\&RXQFLOLQWKHHQGWKHUHZDV
VWDWXVTXRRQLWEHLQJDELODWHUDOPDWWHUDQGDFFHSWDQFHWKDWDEURJDWLRQRI$UWLFOH
ZDVIDFLOLWDWHGE\DOHJDOFODXVHDQGWKHUHIRUHTXDOLILHGDVDQLQWHUQDOPDW
WHURI,QGLDFRPSOLDQWZLWKLWVVWDWXWHV(YHQ863UHVLGHQW'RQDOG7UXPSZKR
KDGVWLUUHGXSDKRUQHW·VQHVWE\RIIHULQJWRPHGLDWHKDVQRZDGYLVHG3DNLVWDQ
3ULPH0LQLVWHU,PUDQ.KDQWRVHWWOHWKHLVVXHZLWKLQWKHELODWHUDOIUDPHZRUN+DYLQJ
IDLOHGWRLQWHUQDWLRQDOLVH.DVKPLUHQRXJKDGHVSHUDWH3DNLVWDQGLGQRWUHOHQWFDOO
LQJ.DVKPLUD´QXFOHDUIODVKSRLQWµHYHQDIWHUWKH816&UHEXII:KLOHLWLVEXWH[SHFW
HGWRNHHSWKHVWRUPDQGIXU\JRLQJLIRQO\WRMXVWLI\LWVORQJWHUPSROLWLFVIDFW
LVWKDWWKH86KDVPDGHLWVYDOXHWRLWFRQWLQJHQWXSRQLWVUROHLQPDQDJLQJWKH
7DOLEDQLQ$IJKDQLVWDQSRVWLWVLQWHQGHGSXOORXWIURPWKHUHJLRQ%HVLGHVWKH7UXPS
DGPLQLVWUDWLRQKDVDOVRFXWEDFNVRPHIXQGLQJWRLWGHVSLWH.KDQ·VODWHVWYLVLWWR
:DVKLQJWRQ7KHKXIIDQGSXIILVWKHUHIRUHSRVWXULQJIRUDORQJKHOGFRQVWLWXHQ
F\WKDWLWKDVQXUWXUHGLQWKH9DOOH\ZKLFKKDVEHHQWDPHGE\,QGLD·VSLWFKRI
3DNLVWDQH[SRUWHGWHUURUFDPRXIODJLQJLWVHOIDVVHOIGHWHUPLQDWLRQDQGQRZWKH
FRPSOHWHUHYRFDWLRQRIVSHFLDOVWDWXVZKLFKVZDPSVDOOVHSDUDWLVWVHQWLPHQWV
7UXWKEHWROGHYHQ,QGLDKDGFORXGHGWKH´QRILUVWXVHµWKHRUHPDGD\EHIRUH
VD\LQJLWFRXOGEHUHYLHZHGGHSHQGLQJRQWKHQDWXUHRIH[WHUQDOSURYRFDWLRQ2XU
ZHVWHUQQHLJKERXUWRRWRRNRIIRQWKLVVWDWHPHQW,QGLDKDVDQ\ZD\EHHQSUHG
LFDWLQJWKH.DVKPLUTXHVWLRQRQDWUHPHQGRXVWKUHDWSHUFHSWLRQIURP3DNLVWDQ
MXVWDVWKHODWWHULVVHHNLQJWRH[WHUQDOLVHRXULQWHUQDOPDWWHU7RWKDWH[WHQWWKLV
EOXVWHUZRUNVIRUERWK2IFRXUVHWKHORFNGRZQRIWKHLQIRUPDWLRQKLJKZD\KDV
QRWKHOSHGHLWKHUDQGVWUHQJWKHQHGVWHUHRW\SHVUDWKHUWKDQUHFRQFLOLDWLRQ,IWKH
JRYHUQPHQWLQGHHGZDQWVWRSXVKLWVGHYHORSPHQWQDUUDWLYHWKHQDWLJKWILVWHG
FKDQQHOLVDWLRQRILQIRUPDWLRQLVFOHDUO\FRXQWHUSURGXFWLYH7KHUHKDVWREHDPDWXUH
ZD\RIGHDOLQJZLWKSURWHVWVRQWKHVXEYHUVLRQRIZKDWKDVKHOGWRJHWKHU.DVKPLU·V
PDWUL[ZLWKXVVLQFH,QGHSHQGHQFH$QGDMDFNERRWVDSSURDFKWRVXSSUHVVLQJ
GHEDWHLQDGLJLWDODJHPD\DFWXDOO\TXLWHEDFNILUHDQGGDPDJHWKHWLGHRIRSLQ
LRQLQRXUIDYRXUDWWKHPRPHQW
&KLQDPD\QRWEHWRRKDSS\DERXWWKH87VWDWXVWR/DGDNKWKDWZRXOGJLYH
,QGLDVWUDWHJLFKHIWLQDUHJLRQWKDWOLHVQH[WWR$NVDL&KLQ%XWVRORQJDVWKH/LQH
RI$FWXDO&RQWUROLVDVLWLVLWZRQ·WKDYHDQ\JURXQGWRSXVKLWVEHOOLJHUHQFHRQ
.DVKPLU&KLQDZKLFKJRWWKH6KDNVJDP9DOOH\LQIURP3DNLVWDQKDVVR
IDUDUJXHGWKDWLWVFODLPWKHUHLVFRQWLQJHQWRQWKHILQDOUHVROXWLRQRIWKH-DPPX
DQG.DVKPLUGLVSXWH1RZLWLVSDUWRIWKH87RI/DGDNKQXOOLI\LQJWKDWOHJLWLPD
F\%XW&KLQDZLOOKDYHWRXQZLOOLQJO\DFFHSWWKLVFRQVLGHULQJWKDWLWLVORRNLQJDW
JUHDWHUHFRQRPLFFRRSHUDWLRQZLWK,QGLDDQGZRXOGQ·WZDQWWRMHRSDUGLVHWKDW
WHPSODWHRIQHXWUDOLW\ZLWKDUHVXUUHFWLRQRIERUGHULVVXHV%HVLGHVLILWDFFXV
HV,QGLDRIPDNLQJWHUULWRULDOFKDQJHVWKHQLWDOVRLVQRWH[DFWO\LPPXQHWRKHOS
LQJ3DNLVWDQPDNHWKRVHFKDQJHVFRXUWHV\WKH&KLQD3DNLVWDQ(FRQRPLF&RUULGRU
&3(& LQ3DNLVWDQRFFXSLHG.DVKPLU,WVRZQRSSUHVVLYHUROHLQWKH+RQJ.RQJ
SURWHVWVDQG7LEHWKDVGHQLHGLWDPRUDOVWDQGSRLQWDWDJOREDOIRUXP$QGLWLV
WKLVUHFRUGWKDWGLGQ·WZDVKZLWKRWKHUPHPEHUV2YHUWKH\HDUV&KLQDKDVEHHQ
SXVKLQJLWVDJHQGDRIZLQQLQJKHDUWVRI/DGDNKLVWKURXJKLWVRZQNLQGRIFXO
WXUDOGLSORPDF\LQIOXHQFLQJVHYHUDO%XGGKLVWVHFWVDQGJURXSVDQGSOD\LQJWKHP
DJDLQVWHDFKRWKHU,WKDVEHHQIXQGLQJPRQDVWHULHVLQWKHDUHDWROLQNWKHPWR
WKHODUJHU&KLQHVH%XGGKLVPDVWUDWHJ\ZKLFKKDVDOORZHGLWWRPDNHLQURDGV
LQWKH%XGGKLVWFRXQWULHVRI6RXWKHDVW$VLDWRR*LYHQ'DODL/DPD·VLOOKHDOWK
&KLQDLVDOUHDG\SUHSDULQJWRKDYHDVD\LQWKHGRPLQDQW7LEHWDQ%XGGKLVPLQ
WKHUHJLRQ7KHUHRUJDQLVDWLRQQRZDOORZV1HZ'HOKLGLUHFWGHFLVLRQPDNLQJDQG
ILUVWKDQGHQJDJHPHQWZLWKWKH%XGGKLVWVRI/DGDNKDQGFRXOGZHOOVWUHQJWKHQ
+LPDOD\DQ%XGGKLVPDVDFRXQWHUSRLQW&KLQDPD\EHDQLUULWDQWEXWGHSHQGLQJ
RQWKHUHOHYDQFHRIWKH$VLDQ,QIUDVWUXFWXUH,QYHVWPHQW%DQN $,,% WKDWDOORZV
LWDEDFNKDQGHQWU\WR,QGLDZLWKRXWSXVKLQJWKH%HOWDQG5RDG,QLWLDWLYHDQGLWV
VWXPEOLQJWUDGHEORFNZLWKWKH86LWLVEXWSRVWXULQJDWWKHPRPHQW

A]RdeZTac`S]V^

,WPD\EHDZRQGHUPDWHULDOEXWLWVRYHUXVHKDVDQ
HQYLURQPHQWDOFRVW$UHUHSODFHPHQWVZRUWK\"

:

KHQ ZH ILUVW V\QWKHVLVHG SODVWLF
SRO\PHUV IURP FUXGH RLO UHVLGXHV
PDQNLQGKDUGO\NQHZKRZGRPLQDQW
DSDUWWKH\ZRXOGEHFRPHRIPRGHUQOLIH/LNH
LWRUQRWZHFDQQRWLPDJLQHPRGHUQOLIHZLWK
RXWSODVWLFV7KLQNRILWWKLVZD\³LWLVFKHDS
HUWRGD\IRUXVWRPDQXIDFWXUHSODVWLFFXWOHU\
WKDQKDQGRXWZRRGHQVSRRQV)URPWKHFDUV
ZHGULYHDQGWKHSODQHVZHIO\WRDOPRVWHYHU\
SURGXFW WKDW HYHU\ VLQJOH KXPDQ EHLQJ
FRPHVLQFRQWDFWZLWKWKHUHLVDELWRISODV
WLFVRPHZKHUH$QGWKLVLVDUHVXOWRIQRWMXVW
WKHIDFWWKDWLWLVFKHDSEXWDOVRH[WUHPHO\GXUDEOHLPPXQHWRPRVWW\SHVRI
FRUURVLRQDQGZHDWKHU(UJRLWKDVEHFRPHWKHPDWHULDORIFKRLFHLQVHYHUDO
DSSOLFDWLRQV0RVWEHYHUDJHVIRUH[DPSOHDUHQRWVROGLQJODVVERWWOHVEXWLQ
EUHDNDJHIUHHSODVWLFFRQWDLQHUV
%XWVLQFHLWWDNHVFHQWXULHVWRGHJUDGHODQGILOOVDQGRFHDQVDUHJHWWLQJILOOHG
ZLWKLWVUHPDLQV:LWKDQLPDOVELUGVDQGPDULQHOLIHDOVREHLQJLPSDFWHGPDQ\
KXPDQVKDYHLQJHVWHGLWWKURXJKIRRG0DNHQRPLVWDNHSODVWLFVDUHKDUPIXO
³WKH\FDQEORFNGLJHVWLYHSDVVDJHVRIDQLPDOV6HYHUDOZKDOHVKDYHVWDUYHG
WRGHDWKEHFDXVHRIFKRNLQJ,QPDMRUPHWURSROLWDQDUHDVWKRXJKVXFKDV'HOKL
SODVWLFSROOXWLRQKDVPRYHGIURPEHLQJDSRWHQWLDOGDQJHUWRDWKUHDWWROLIHLWVHOI
7KH&HQWUDO3ROOXWLRQ&RQWURO%RDUG &3&% IRXQGWKDWWKHFDSLWDOFLW\WRSSHG
WKHQDWLRQLQWKHDPRXQWRISODVWLFZDVWHLWJHQHUDWHV7KLVKDVVSXUUHGWKHDXWKRU
LWLHVLQWRDFWLRQ7KHFKDQJHKRZHYHUPXVWQRWEHGULYHQE\WKH*RYHUQPHQW
DORQH+XPDQEHKDYLRXUDQGEX\LQJKDELWVKDYHWRUDGLFDOO\FKDQJHIRUSODV
WLFXVHWRGHFOLQH$WWKHVDPHWLPHZHVKRXOGQRWUXVKIRUVROXWLRQVZLWKRXW
VWXG\LQJWKHUHSODFHPHQWPDWHULDO·VLPSDFWRQWKHHDUWK3DSHUILEUHEDJVZKLFK
DUHTXLWHSRSXODUDVDEHLQJ´HQYLURQPHQWDOO\IULHQGO\µDOVRGHJUDGHVORZO\DQG
DUHHTXDOO\GDPDJLQJWRGUDLQV$QGXQOLNHPDQ\SODVWLFVWKH\FDQQRWHYHQEH
UHF\FOHG:KLOHZHFDQGRDORWEHWWHUVXFKDVUHXVHEDJVEX\IHZHUSDFN
DJHV³DELJERWWOHLQVWHDGRIVDFKHWVIRUH[DPSOH³ZHVKRXOGDOVRQRWJR
GRZQDURXWHRIGDPQLQJSODVWLFVDOWRJHWKHUEHFDXVHWKH\DUHHVVHQWLDOLQIDU
WRRPDQ\DVSHFWVRIRXUOLYHV:HVKRXOGGHYHORSEHWWHUZD\VRIUHF\FOLQJWKHP
DQGGLVSRVLQJYDULDQWVZHFDQ·WLQVWHDGRIGXPSLQJWKHP
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stensibly, the Airbus A320neo
series of aircraft is an incremental change over the
extremely successful Airbus
A320 series of commercial
aircraft built by the European manufacturer, one of the most successful airliners in
aviation history. By using next-generation
high-bypass turbofan engines, including
some with a gearing mechanism to make
them even more efficient, these aircraft are
able to burn 15-20 per cent less fuel per passenger kilometre than the previous generation of the same aircraft. The increased fuel
efficiency not only adds to the profit of the
airlines but also allows some to pass on the
cost benefits of the more economical
engines to fare-paying passengers. These
cost reductions will make flying even
more democratic.
But not all the savings are from the
engines as weight is of critical concern for
airlines. They have saved weight not just by
using exotic composite materials in parts
of the construction but also in the cabin.
Then there’s also the fact that the weight of
installed seats has been brought down.
Thanks to low-cost airlines, which do not
offer hot-food options, the amount of space
in the galleys for food carts and ovens has
come down. This coupled with narrower,
slimmer seats and a tight spacing between
them, the so-called “seat pitch”, have meant
that some low-cost carriers like IndiGo are
able to offer an additional row of six seats
on the A320neo over the previous generation. That may not seem like much but in
a cut-throat world of low-cost airlines,
where margins are frightfully tight, an additional row of costs at little-to-no-additional cost on a similar aircraft can make a profitable difference.
However, when you fly an A320neo
configured with 31 rows instead of the usual
30 on the previous generation, now called
the A320ceo, you realise another way they
made space for the additional row. The rear
toilets have been removed, or rather the rear
toilets as we knew them. They are now horribly narrow, best described as a tiny
broom closet where a part of the galley used
to be. To save space further, the cabin attendant seats are attached to the front door. The
toilet is an affront to the dignity of some
human beings because there is no way a
large person can possibly use it.
One could argue that most A320neo
flights are relatively short domestic hops but
this thinking ignores the fact that several
domestic routes are touching three hours
of flight time and with delays on the ground
and in the air, thanks to air traffic congestion, it could be four-five hours between the
time a passenger can use toilets attached to
mother earth. That, you will have to admit,
is a fair bit of time. The other problem is
that because of the A320neo’s new fuel economical engines, coupled with the fact that
it has slightly better fuel capacity, it can fly

longer than the A320ceo. This
is particularly evident in the fact
that earlier this year, during the
Paris Air Show, Airbus
announced an extremely longrange version of the bigger
brother of the A320neo, the
A321neo, called the A321neo
XLR. With an announced range
of 7,400 km, the plane could
potentially fly between Delhi to
most of western Europe, carrying a full load of 244 passengers
if configured in a dense alleconomy configuration. That is
eight hours of flight time and
possibly nine to 10 hours
between the time a passenger
boards the plane to the time
he/she disembarks.
There is no doubt that an
aircraft like the A321XLR has
immense potential — not only
can it serve major Indian cities
to smaller destinations in
Europe and north-east Asia, it
can also connect smaller Indian
airports like that of Pune, which
has a short runway, to major
aviation hubs. But if the thought
of spending eight hours on a
narrow-body plane was not
bad enough, the thought of
spending time on such a plane
with cramped toilets — just
three of them or an average of
one per 80 passengers — and
the possibility of poor toilet
hygiene by some fellow passen-
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Sir — China, being a permanent
member of the UN Security
Council (UNSC), seems to be
pandering to the whims of its allweather friend, Pakistan. The
decision, at the goading of China,
to hold a closed-door discussion
on Kashmir is a matter of surprise as it is a subject that involves
the internal affairs of India.
Much has changed since
1947. The move also shows the
big brother attitude of China,
which is struggling with many
problems back home. China
must first concentrate on making peace with protesters in
Hong Kong and also show some
respect for Tibet and the Uighur
Muslims. It has no right to be
sermonising about Kashmir,
which is being sorted out in a
peaceful manner in democratic
traditions.
Sravana Ramachandran
Chennai

3Q`QR\US_QSX
Sir — The decision made by the
Board of Control for Cricket in
India’s (BCCI) Cricket Advisory
Committee (CAC) to retain Ravi
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gers make for a truly terrifying
experience. One cannot even
imagine how the poor cabin
attendant, who will have to sit
on that seat attached to the toilet door, will feel at the end of
a flight. After a long haul, that
should qualify for a distress
allowance.
Which is why, may be it is
time for civil aviation authorities across the world to step in
for the passengers. The lackadaisical attitude of regulators
in certifying the Boeing 737
Max, the American Federal
Aviation Administration being
a case in point, has allowed
years of reduced passenger
comfort to pass unchallenged.
It is not just the overwing exits
that are ridiculously small but
things like smaller seats and
cramped toilets are problems
that need to be redressed.
Again, an argument will be
made that passengers have a
choice; they can pay more and
fly on an airline that offers better facilities like a larger toilet
and more space between rows.
But as the collapse of Jet
Airways and Kingfisher
Airlines proves, the aviation
sector is in dire straits, forcing
even larger airlines to offer
fewer amenities or cutting back
on those that remain. Even if
Air India, which also operates
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DXUXYTTU^S_cd_Vc]Qbd`X_^UQTTYSdY_^
XcW# \X[[X^]^QTbT_T^_[T8]SXPaP]ZbcWXaSPUcTa
cWTDBP]S2WX]PX]WPeX]VcWTWXVWTbc]d\QTa^U
^eTafTXVWc_T^_[TX]cWTf^a[S>QTbXchXbPZ]^f]
RPdbT^UWTP[cW_a^Q[T\b7^fTeTa^eTafTXVWcWPbc^
QTSXUUTaT]cXPcTSUa^\^QTbXchfWXRWXbdbdP[[hS^]TQh
1^Sh<Pbb8]STg1<8?T^_[TfXcWc^^[Xcc[T_WhbXRP[PRcXe
XchR^d_[TSfXcWTgRTbbXeTU^^SX]cPZTUP[[X]cWTRPcTV^
ah ^U ^QTbXch 3XPQTcTb \T[[Xcdb P]S Wh_TacT]bX^] WXVW
Q[^^S_aTbbdaTPaTcf^X\_^acP]c[XUTbch[TSTeXPcX^]bcWPc
RP][TPSc^PbTaXTb^UbTaX^dbSXbTPbTbBcdSXTbWPeT_a^eTS
cWPcb\Pac_W^]TcTRW]^[^VhWPb[TSc^PbTST]cPah[XUTbch[T
B_T]SX]Vc^^\dRWcX\TfXcWXcRP]aTSdRT^]T³b_^acP
QX[XchZTT_WX\WTaR^]UX]TSc^cWTRWPXa^aQTS0bX]cT[T
eXbX^]PSSXRcbb\Pac_W^]TdbTabPaT[XZT[hc^°aT[Pg±fXcW
P[R^W^[bfTTcbP]Sb]PRZb
0[[cWTbTXcT\bU^aaT[PgPcX^]PaTSXaTRcX]SXaTRcRPdb
Tb^U^QTbXchCWT]d\QTa^UW^dabb_T]cfXcWcWTb\Pac
_W^]TbRP]QTSTcaX\T]cP[<^aTcWP]UXeTW^dab^UX]cTa
ad_cTS^aR^]cX]d^dbdbT^Ub\Pac_W^]TbU^a\^aTcWP]
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Shastri as the head coach of the
Indian cricket team was on
expected lines. The cricket team
is currently at a crucial stage
post the World Cup loss in
England and needs his leadership to evolve stronger to win
future games.
Over the years, Shastri has
developed a deep understanding
with the team, especially with
Captain Virat Kohli, and knows

A320neo aircraft and has not
crimped on the toilet size or
passenger meals, does offer
competitive fares, the crisis
won’t blow away.
There is not always a choice
but to travel on a low-cost airline, which wishes to fit as many
travellers on seats as possible,
either for time reasons or just
because of the fact that they
dominate the skies. This is true
not just in India but pretty
much everywhere else in the
world, too.
The race to the bottom
will continue unless authorities step in. Regulations need
to be set for minimum seat
pitches being allowed on aircraft and the size of toilets as
well as the doors. The fact is
that thanks to better nutrition,
an average human is getting
larger and while the convenience of a non-stop flight
might override other concerns
for some passengers, everyone,
who flies frequently or infrequently, will eventually need to
use the facilities on a plane one
day, and that day, they will
understand why this is important. Hopefully, that day will
not be too late and small airline toilets would not have
become fait accompli.
(The writer is Managing
Editor, The Pioneer)

bXg\^]cWbRPdbTd]fP]cTSRWP]VTbCWTSP]VTa^Ub\Pac
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\^aTX]YdaX^dbQTRPdbT^UXcb_^acPQX[XchR^\U^acaP]VT
P]ScWTbWTTaePaXTch^UX]U^a\PcX^]P]ST]cTacPX]\T]c
4eTahX]]^ePcX^]WPbXcbPccT]SP]caXbZ8]cWTTaP^UcTRW
]^[^Vh\PaeT[bXcXbRadRXP[c^bXUcV^^SUa^\cWTQPS
6P]P_PcWX1WPc
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the nuances of cricket and the
team through strength, weakness, opportunity and threat
(SWOT) analysis very deeply. He
is best suited to lift the boys’
morale to the next level and help
ensure that the team benefits
from his leadership.
It is learnt that during an
interview on Skype, Shastri
demonstrated a clear road map
for team India. There’s no case

of doubting his credentials and
his election for the third time
will help India retain top notch
talent and win games successfully.
The Indian team should
now make the best use of
Shastri’s availability and look
ahead to retain many more
titles, especially on foreign soil.
Varun Dambal
Bengaluru

6QY\Y^WXe]Q^Ydi
Sir — To celebrate modern civilisation and humanity’s achievements as something miraculous
is to delude ourselves to the
mediocrity of our species. We
cannot celebrate everything that
humanity accomplishes. In retrospect, we need to express, regret
and repent sufficiently for the
damage we have have caused to
the environment.
For this, the chief agent is religion, which glorifies humanity as
an outcome of divine providence,
and places every other creation of
the almighty on a lower strata. It
is this narcissism and hubris that
make us behave like masters of
the universe. The need to find a
solution must begin with examining deeply as to why the problem arose in the first place. The
answers will be obvious and
won’t surprise anyone. If not for
global warming and climate
change, one wonders what kind
of a catastrophe can infuse sense
into the human psyche?
Anoop Hosmath
Mysuru
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
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WWKHWLPHRIZULWLQJWKHVHOLQHVQHZVKDGMXVWFRPHWKDW
WKH-DPPX .DVKPLUDGPLQLVWUDWLRQZLOOKRVWDWKUHHGD\
JOREDOLQYHVWRUV·VXPPLWIURP2FWREHULQ6ULQDJDU3DUW
RILWZLOODOVREHKHOGLQ-DPPX$Q0R8KDVEHHQVLJQHGE\
WKH-DPPX .DVKPLU7UDGH3URPRWLRQ2UJDQLVDWLRQDQGWKH
&RQIHGHUDWLRQRI,QGLDQ,QGXVWULHV &,, WRRUJDQLVHDQGPDQ
DJHWKHHYHQW6XSSRVHGO\WKHPHHWZLOOJLYHWKH6WDWHDQRSSRU
WXQLW\WRVKRZFDVHLWVDSSURDFKDQGDSRVVLELOLW\RILWHQWHULQJ
WKHJOREDOPDUNHWLQDPDMRUZD\,WZLOODOVRSUHVXPDEO\SXWWR
UHVWVRPHDQ[LHWLHVWKDWKDYHDULVHQGXHWRUHFHQWFKDQJHVLQ
WKHIXQFWLRQLQJRIWKH6WDWH,WVKRXOGEHDXVHIXORFFDVLRQWR
IDPLOLDULVHWKRVHZKRDUHLQWHUHVWHGLQNQRZLQJWKHSRWHQWLDORI
WKHQDWXUDOUHVRXUFHVRIWKLVLG\OOLF6WDWHDQGLWVLQIUDVWUXFWXUH
7KLVVKRXOGQRWEHDWHPSODWHPHHWOLNHWKHRQHVWKDWKDYHEHHQ
KHOGLQ7DPLO1DGX8WWDU3UDGHVKRU:HVW%HQJDO5HDVRQVIRU
WKLVDUHGLIIHUHQW1DWXUDOUHVRXUFHVIRXQGLQ-DPPX .DVKPLU
DUHXQOLNHO\WREHIRXQGLQDQ\RWKHU,QGLDQ6WDWH$QGLW·VQRW
MXVWWKHKRUWLFXOWXUHDQGDZLGHUDQJHRIDJULFXOWXUDOSURGXFWV
EXWDOVRUDZPDWHULDOVDQGWKHSHUFHSWLRQWKHUHRI
&RQVLGHUWKHFDVHRI7DLZDQDVPDOOLVODQGLQWKH(DVW$VLDQ
UHJLRQ³VPDOOHQRXJKQRWWRKDYHDQ\VLJQLILFDQWUDZPDWHUL
DOEXWLVODUJHHQRXJKWRLQQRYDWHZLWKIRUHVLJKW&HUDPLFSURG
XFWVRIWKLVQDWLRQLVFHOHEUDWHGJOREDOO\IRUWKHLUGHVLJQDQGILQHVVH
7KH\UDQJHIURPWHDFXSVWRSODTXHV7KHLUTXDOLW\VHWVLWVRZQ
VWDQGDUGV&RXSOHWKLVZLWKWKHSODFH7DLZDQKDVHDUQHGLQWKH
ZRUOGRILQIRUPDWLRQWHFKQRORJ\ZKLFKLVDOVRWKHNH\WRLWVLQFUHG
LEOHSURVSHULW\7KHNQRZOHGJHDEOHDUHDZDUHWKDW7DLZDQKDV
UHVRXUFHVRIIRUHLJQH[FKDQJHLQH[FHVVRILWVQHHGV,QGHHGLW
DOVRKDVDOOWKHSUREOHPVRISOHQW\/HDUQLQJIURPWKHH[DPSOH
RI7DLZDQFDQEHDVRXUFHRISROLF\FKDOOHQJHVLQLWVRZQULJKW
7KHKLOOVRIWKH.DVKPLU9DOOH\DQGWKHUXJJHGWHUUDLQRI
8GKDPSXURURIWKH.DWKXDUHJLRQKROGDKXJHSRWHQWLDORIOLW
HUDOO\FRQYHUWLQJWKHKLOOGXVWWRDHVWKHWLFDQGIXQFWLRQDOSURG
XFWV:KDWLVQHHGHGLVUDZPDWHULDODQGWKHYLVLRQWRUHGHVLJQ
SURGXFWVRXWRILW6RPHRIWKLVLVDOUHDG\EHLQJGRQH,WLVQRZ
SRVVLEOHWREX\IURPWKHPDUNHWVRI.DVKPLUWHDVHWVRUGLQ
QHUVHWVZKLFKDUHDYLVXDODQGXWLOLWDULDQGHOLJKW7KHRQO\GHIL
FLHQF\LVWKDWWKH\GRQRWKDYHEUDQGYDOXH:KHWKHUWKHSUR
SRVHGLQYHVWRUV·VXPPLWZLOOEHDEOHWRSOXJWKLVJDSLVDQLQWHU
HVWLQJTXHVWLRQWRZKLFKWLPHDORQHFDQSURYLGHWKHDQVZHU
&OHDUO\ LW KDV WR GR PXFK PRUH WKDQ MXVW IDPRXV QDPHV
GHVFHQGLQJLQWKH9DOOH\WROHQGFHOHEULW\YDOXHWRDQDUHDZKLFK
KDVDOUHDG\EHHQUHHOLQJXQGHUVHYHUHFKDOOHQJHVRIPHQWDOUHFDO
LEUDWLRQ$WWKLVVWDJHRIGHYHORSPHQWHTXDODWWHQWLRQQHHGV
WREHSDLGWRUHFRQVWUXFWLQJPLQGVHWVDVZHOO/RFDOVZHUHHDUQ
LQJDOLYHOLKRRGDQGKDGWKHSURSHQVLW\WRPXOWLSO\WKHEXVLQHVV
XQGHUWKHSUH$XJXVWGLVSHQVDWLRQ7KHXQLQLWLDWHGZRXOGKDYH
WREHKHOSHGWRWUXVWWKHQHZGLVSHQVDWLRQ7KH\ZRXOGEHJLQ
WREHOLHYHZKHQUHVXOWVVWDUWUROOLQJ
7KHXQPDWFKHGVNLOOVRIDUWLVDQVLQ-DPPX .DVKPLULQ
3DVKPLQDVKDZOVDQGWKHVKHHUKDUGZRUNRQGLIIHUHQWW\SHV
RIEDVHPDWHULDOKDYHDULFKSRWHQWLDORIEHLQJFRQYHUWHGLQWR
XVHIXODQGPDUNHWDEOHSURGXFWV7KLVFDQKDYHDJOREDOGHPDQG
WRR,WFDQDOVROHYHUDJHWKHLQFRPHSRWHQWLDORIDUHJLRQZKLFK
LVQRWDOZD\VLGHQWLILHGZLWKSURVSHULW\EXWLVDOZD\VNQRZQIRU
LWVDFXPHQ7DONLQJRIWRXULVPDQGIUXLWSURGXFWLRQLVWRWDON
DERXWFRVWVDVZHOODVJDLQIXOHPSOR\PHQWRIDVXEVWDQWLDOSDUW
RIWKHSRSXODWLRQ+RZHYHUDPXFKPRUHVLJQLILFDQWGLPHQ
VLRQRIWKH6WDWH·VHFRQRP\LVLWVSRWHQWLDOLQDHVWKHWLFVDQG
UHYHQXHJHQHUDWLRQVXSSRUWHGE\EXVLQHVVIULHQGO\SROLFLHVRI
WKH*RYHUQPHQW:KDWLVQHHGHGLVLQIUDVWUXFWXUHIRUFRQQHF
WLYLW\ZKLFKLVQRZEHJLQQLQJWREORRP7KHVNLOOHGDVZHOODV
XQVNLOOHGPDQSRZHUQRZKDVDORWRIRSSRUWXQLWLHVNQRFNLQJ
DWLWVGRRU7KH\KROGWKHSRWHQWLDORIEHLQJXQSUHFHGHQWHGLQ
LWVERRP,QYHVWPHQWLQWKLVUHJLRQDQGWKHFRXSOLQJRIWKHSRWHQ
WLDOZLWKSRVVLELOLWLHVPD\ZHOORSHQDQHZFKDSWHUIRUWKHLUWURX
EOHULGGOHGH[LVWHQFH
+RSHIXOO\/DGDNKZLOOQRWEHOHIWRXWIURPWKHIRFXVRIWKH
LQYHVWPHQWVXPPLW:LWKLWVRZQYHUVLRQRIDHVWKHWLFVDQGNQRZO
HGJHPDQDJHPHQWRIWULEDOSURGXFWVWKLVUHJLRQKDVDQXQWROG
VWRU\ RI KXPRQJRXV GLPHQVLRQ ,Q D MRLQW LQLWLDWLYH WKH 7ULEDO
&RRSHUDWLYH0DUNHWLQJ'HYHORSPHQW)HGHUDWLRQRI,QGLD 75,)('
LVRUJDQLVLQJD$DGL0DKRWVDYRU1DWLRQDO7ULEDO)HVWLYDOLQWKH
WKLUGZHHNRI$XJXVW7KLVLVWKHILUVWRILWVNLQG,WNQRFNVDWWKH
GRRURILPPHQVHSRVVLELOLWLHV,QDZRQGHUIXOFRXQWU\OLNH,QGLD
VN\LVQRWWKHOLPLWRILQQRYDWLRQDQGUHGLVFRYHU\,ILWFDQVRDU
DQ\ZKHUHLWFDQVRDULQ,QGLD-DPPX .DVKPLUPD\MXVWEHD
ILWWLQJORFDOHRI75,)('·VQH[WIURQWLHU7KHJOREDOLQYHVWRUVPHHW
FRXOGSRVVLEO\SLFNXSWKUHDGVIURPWKHUHWRR
7KHZULWHULVDZHOONQRZQPDQDJHPHQWFRQVXOWDQW
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cademics are lost for words on how to
thank Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on the historic decision to abrogate
Article 370 as, out of all things that have been
thrown out of gear in Jammu and Kashmir,
education has been the worst hit because of it.
Now, academicians hope to witness a swift
and drastic change in the levels of education
in the coming months and academic years.
Successive governments in J&K, no matter
what their political doctrine, have deliberately kept participation in and quality of education low so that common people of the state
do not understand the injustice being done to
them by their political masters. If this grim scenario has to change quickly and have a long
lasting effect on the minds and the psyche of
the people of J&K, then quality education will
have a major role to play as a catalyst of change.
The Modi Government, and all future state
governments that actually want real integration of J&K with the rest of the country, will
be required to address this very urgent need
of the students on a war footing. This push for
quality education will no doubt find resonance
with most families of the State as each invariably has a few learners.
There are over 10,000 schools in the
State, yet the dropout rate is high in J&K and
it’s not a secret that it is this early age group
which is most vulnerable to provocations and
radicalisation. Also, the subversive and antinational forces would force students, both boys
and girls, to participate in stone-pelting failing which they would be subjected to coercion
and public humiliation, especially girls.
Apart from middle and high school education, the government will do well to give a
fillip to pre-school and childcare facilities that
are pathetic at this juncture. It will not be a difficult task to bring visible change in education
and childcare facilities as the government can
expect wholehearted support of families for the
sake of the future of their wards.
It’s not a secret that Article 370 always
remained a barrier in the implementation of
measures taken by the Centre and statutory
bodies to provide quality education in the state.
Students from J&K were denied the crucial
Right to Education (RTE) which all children
of the country are entitled to. RTE not only
makes it mandatory for the Government to
ensure education for all children of schoolgoing age, but also provide quality education.
It’s no secret that curriculum is the most
important component of education. What we
teach today decides the future of the nation a
few years later. India has witnessed how TB
Macaulay’s ‘Minute on Education’ written in
1835 for Lord William Bentinck, the governor
general of British India, changed the future of
Bharat. India has not been able to reverse the
effects of Macaulay’s policies even after over
70 years of Independence.
Hence, the curriculum and the local textbooks prescribed for the children of the State
need to be reviewed immediately. It was
decided two years ago by the Ministry of
Human Resource Development (MHRD) and
Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE)
that all CBSE schools must prescribe National

A

Council of Educational Research and Training
(NCERT) books for their students. Now, the
Centre can examine the possibility of replacing the textbooks in J&K with NCERT books
and give the children the option to do so free
of cost.
The government will have to provide
opportunities to in-service but untrained
teachers to undergo training at the earliest.
Training through distance mode can be started immediately. Teachers with degrees from
institutions not recognised by the National
Council for Teacher Education (NCTE) will
require to be re-trained so that they not only
become eligible to teach but also become worthy of the job. This will benefit students in the
long run as the degrees and diplomas awarded to those educated in J&K are often questioned because of the sub-standard education
provided to them. There exist a large number
of dummy teacher education institutions as
NCTE norms did not apply to J&K. Review of
these colleges can be taken up immediately by
the NCTE and those which do not make the
cut can be shut down or given time to follow
the council’s procedures.
Simultaneously, the District Institute of
Education and Training (DIET) can be
equipped to undertake refresher programmes
for the elementary level teachers. The MHRD
in 2017 had decided to provide opportunities
to untrained in-service teachers to acquire
teaching diplomas though the National
Institute of Open Schooling (NIOS) in a record
time of 18 months. A similar exercise can be
undertaken in J&K so that the quality of education improves exponentially. Teachers from
higher education institutions may also be provided liberal facilities to undergo special orientation and refresher programs, at the
Human Resource Centres established in uni-
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versities across India, where the positive
impact of the abrogation of Article 370 can be
explained. Teachers are opinion makers and
they can become the messengers of change.
The exercise of re-orienting all teachers,
catering to all levels of learners can bring a positive impact at the earliest.
Without losing time in creating infrastructure, we can use broadcast technology to bring
education to all levels of learners at their
doorstep by best teachers from across the
country. DD Kashir or other Direct to Home
(DTH) channels of Swayam Prabha can be
used to reach lessons prepared by distance
teaching institutions like NIOS and Indira
Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU)
to learners in the comfort of their homes.
Once normal telephone services are
resumed for the long term, two way communications can also be started so that people can
ask questions from experts sitting in the NIOS
studios in Delhi. NIOS already has a large
number of programmes recorded keeping
Kashmiri Secondary and Senior Secondary
children in mind.
Fifty madrasas from Kashmir became
NIOS centres two years ago. The children, who
were pursuing religious education in these
madrasas are now being provided modern education too. These madrasas can be provided
DTH dish and TV sets so that they can receive
the educational broadcasts.
The Central Government may consider
forming a task force to suggest various measures to improve various levels of education
right from pre-school to doctoral studies. A
swift reform, which can be visible on the
ground in J&K, will be hugely appreciated.
(The writer is Professor of Education at the
Indira Gandhi National Open University. Views
expressed are personal)

5HIRUPVHTXLW\LQFHQWUDOVWDIILQJVFKHPHQHHGHG
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ven after 72 years of
Independence, the country
has failed to bring in the
much-needed administrative
reforms in civil services and link
promotions to acquired knowledge and performance.
In fact, favouritism and preferential treatment to some services is
the norm rather than an exception,
say senior officers.
This is ironic, given the fact
that in the historic judgment given
by the Supreme Court (SC) in 1991
in the Mohan Kumar Singhania vs
Union of India case by a three judge
Bench, it was recorded that “there
is no denying the fact that the civil
services being the top most service

E

in the country has got to be kept at
height, distinct from other services
since top echelons have to govern
a wide variety of departments.”
However, despite the apex
court establishing civil services as
the top service of the country the
fact remains that the Government
of India (GOI) is not treating all
services on a par. This is despite the
fact that in a few services, especially the Central Secretariat Services
(CSS) the candidates selected have
higher merit in comparison to a few
other Group A services.
“Promotional prospects and
the empanelment process are not
uniform and there is serious
favouritism towards a few services. It is generally believed that
IAS/IFS candidates are brighter
than other services and similarly
Group A officers have more merit
than Group B officers. But in
reality the situation is different,”
explained a government official of
CSS cadre who is fighting for
equity.
In fact, CSS cadre officers feel
that they are treated as “inferior” to

other Group A services officers
recruited by the Union Public
Service Commission (UPSC) like
the Indian Engineering Services
(IES), Indian Economic Service
(IES), Indian Statistical Services
(ISS) and so on.
The CSS is the most important
organ of the Central Government
and earlier its officers used to rise
to the post of Secretary to the
Government of India, but gradually the IAS lobby muscled in to get
postings in the national Capital.
Delhi has always been considered
a plum posting due to the amenities, facilities and good schools in
the Capital, apart from proximity
to the corridors of power. Hence
over the years, the CSS has been
reduced to just a subordinated
service.
For instance, in Group A services, all officers get the Junior
Administrative Grade (JAG) and
Non-Functional Selection Grade
(NFSG) in the 9th and 13th year of
selection. However, candidates
selected in 1998 through UPSC
civil services exam who were allo-

cated CSSC got JAG in the 16th
year of their selection and are yet
to get NFSG.
While IAS/IFS/IA&AS officers
get their Senior Administrative
Grade (SAG) in the 16th year of
selection and other services start
getting benefits from the 18th or
22nd year of selection, for CSS officers there is no SAG. To claim SAG
the CSS officers have to undergo an
empanelment process for the post
of Joint Secretary.
In fact, promotions for CSS
men virtually stop at the level of
Director, which is allocated to all
officers of Group A services upon
completion of 13 years of service.
In some cases, candidates were
allocated Group B services since
they did not give the complete service preference in spite of having
higher merit than several Group A
officers.
A close examination of scores
of candidates selected in 1998
reveals that the first ranker of IAS
scored 63.56 per cent and 28th
ranker 59.39 per cent. Both
belonged to the General Category

(GC) and there was a difference of
4 per cent in the score.
An OBC candidate securing
rank 143 for the same year scored
55.52 per cent and a Scheduled
Caste (SC) category candidate with
195th rank scored 54.73 per cent
while a Scheduled Tribe (ST) candidate with 370 rank scored 52.95
per cent.
Therefore, the difference in
percentage of marks in comparison
with the topper is mere 4 per cent
in respect of GC, 8 per cent for
OBC candidates, 8.7 per cent for SC
candidates and 10.5 per cent in
respect of ST candidates. Given that
within the GC there is a difference
of 4 per cent, if we take it as a single unit for the GC candidates, then
the difference of marks of OBC, SC,
ST candidates in comparison with
the last selected candidates within
the GC in IAS is 3 per cent, 5 per
cent and 6 per cent, respectively.
But promotions of candidates
selected for IAS from various categories (GC, SC, ST, OBC) show
that all got the SAG scale at the
same time. And for Joint Secretary

empanelment also GC candidates
as well as OBC, SC and ST candidates were empanelled together.
“Our point is that when all take
the same exams and qualify and
within few percentages there is differences in service category then
the terms of promotions and career
prospects within the service and
empanelment should be done for
the whole batch, may be through
the process of a written examination so that the best will again get
a chance to hold the senior level
posts in the Government of India
under the central staffing scheme,”
explained the official.
Though selected in 1998,
Group B services officials are still
working as Deputy Secretary at
JAG level whereas the 2010 batch
of other Group A services selected
through either civil services or noncivil services are eligible to join
GOI as Deputy Secretary from
July 1, 2019. In effect, this means
that someone 12 years junior
becomes equivalent to an officer of
the 1998 batch of Group B services.
Several 1998 batch Group A

officers with lower merit than
Group B services have been
approved for SAG. “This is major
discrimination against Group B
officers. It’s like someone who
aced the IIT-JEE Exam was asked
to join some diploma course
because of a lower rank or for failing to submit preferences,” the
officer explained.
Fortunately, the Modi
Government, during the last few
years has made attempts to rationalise the central staffing postings
by giving opportunities to other
cadres like, Indian Telecom
Services (ITS), Indian Trade
Services (ITS) Railway Services,
Indian Forest Services and likewise,
instead of just the elite IAS officers.
For better governance at the
Centre and State, there should be
adequate exchange of CSS officers
with IAS/IPS officers on deputation
in State administration so that
there is a two-way exchange of
experience and knowledge that
would be beneficial to all.
(The writer is with the national bureau of The Pioneer)
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Bank of India and
other public sector lenders
Son tate
Sunday completed the first
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he Government plans to
give debt waiver for “small
T
distressed borrowers” under
the insolvency law framework,
according to a senior official.
The proposed waiver
would be offered as part of
‘Fresh Start’ provisions under
the Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code (IBC).
Corporate Affairs Secretary
Injeti Srinivas said discussions
have been held with the microfinance industry regarding criteria for the proposed waiver
for small distressed borrowers
from the economically weaker
section (EWS).
He emphasised that the
waiver — as part of individual
insolvency — would be for the
most distressed within the
EWS.
“If you have once availed

the fresh start, then you cannot
avail it again for five years. We
have worked out all safeguards
to the satisfaction of the microfinance industry.
“It will like taking haircuts.
At a national level, over a three
to four years period, it will be not
more than C10,000 crore,”
Srinivas told PTI in an interview.
As per the IBC, there are
various thresholds for ‘Fresh
Start’, including that the gross
annual income of the debtor
does not exceed C60,000.
The aggregate value of the
debtor’s assets should not be
more than C20,000 and that the
aggregate value of the qualifying debts does not exceed
C35,000. Among others, such a
person should not be having an
own dwelling unit, irrespective
of whether it is encumbered or
not, according to the IBC.
“We had discussions with

microfinance industry and their
concerns are being duly factored
in. The idea is not to destroy the
microfinance industry.
“The idea is to give waiver
for small distressed borrowers
from debt obligations based on
a criteria. The criteria has been
discussed at length with the
microfinance industry,” the
secretary said.
Further, he said that the
IBC provisions pertaining to
personal guarantor to corporate debtor would be coming
into effect immediately, followed by those related to partnership and proprietorship.
“Then we will look to bring
fresh start provision,”” he
added.
The IBC provides the
framework to deal with distressed assets through a market-driven and time-bound
process.
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he Finance
Ministry has
asked insurance
companies to
expedite the
claim settlement
process for policy holders affected by floods in
different states,
including
Karnataka,
Maharashtra and
Kerala, sources
said.
The ministry has asked
the insurers to clear claims
under various policies including Pradhan Mantri Jeevan
Jyoti Bima Yojana, Pradhan
Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana
and Pradhan Mantri Fasal
Bima Yojana quickly, they
added.
Widespread damage to life
and property has been reported from different parts of the
country as monsoon rains
played havoc in several states.
Regulator Irdai in a communication to life insurers said
that as a result of the heavy
rains and floods, there are
reports of loss of human lives
and loss of belongings in many
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epresentatives of the three
recognised defence federaR
tions met with officials of the
Govt. of India, in meetings
chaired by the Additional
Secretary (DP) on the 14th and
the 16th of August regarding
the one-month strike call to
oppose the proposed corporatisation of the Ordnance
Factories. During the meeting
it was explained that corporatisation would give the organisation greater autonomy in
decision making; increased
flexibility in day to day operations which would in turn lead
to improved efficiencies and
productivity.
The federations, however,
were not satisfied with the
views expressed and remained
firm on their proposal to proceed on a one-month long
strike commencing from the
20th of August.
The Director General
Ordnance Factories and
Chairman Ordnance Factory
Board, Saurabh Kumar, IOFS
reiterated that there was no
plan on the part of the Govt. to
privatise the Ordnance
Factories.

he Government is likely to
come out with a clarification on applicability of the
foreign direct investment policy on the digital media sector,
official sources said.
The present FDI policy is
silent on the fast-growing digital media segment.
In the print media sector,
26 per cent FDI is allowed
through government approval
route. Similarly, 49 per cent FDI
is permitted in broadcasting
content services through government approval route.
But 100 per cent is allowed
for up-linking of non-news
and current affairs’ TV channels, and down-linking of TV
channels through automatic
approval route.
“In the FDI policy, digital
media does not find a place. As
the sector is growing fast, we are
looking at it will come under
FDI cap or not,” a source said.
The proposal is worked out by
the commerce and industry
ministry, sources said.
On in the proposal,
Deloitte Partner Jehil Thakkar
said that this is a great move by
the government as it would
help media companies to raise
additional capital for their dig-

T

states such as Karnataka,
Kerala, Maharashtra, Gujarat.
””Initiate immediate action
to ensure that all reported
claims are registered and eligible claims are settled expeditiously,”” said the Insurance
Regulatory and Development
Authority of India (Irdai).
With regard to claims
involving loss of life, where difficulty is experienced in obtaining a death certificate due to
non-recovery of body, Irdai
asked the insurers to follow the
process adopted during the
2015 Chennai floods.
They have also been asked
to update Irdai about state-wise

progress report on the claims
settled on a weekly basis.
Pradhan Mantri Jeevan
Jyoti Bima Yojana claims data
need to be submitted separately
while including the same in
total claims, it added.
The Irdai has also asked
general insurance companies
and standalone health insurers
to expedite claim settlements.
The insurers have been
told to ensure that all claims are
surveyed immediately and
claim payments are disbursed
at the earliest. They have also
been asked to engage adequate
number of surveyors in the
affected areas.
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uto major Hyundai Motor
India Ltd (HMIL) has come
A
out with no production days this
month at its Sriperumbudur
facility near here, in view of the
prevailing market conditions. As
per the announcement made on
August 9 at the plant, the
Korean auto major said, ””due to
prevailing market conditions,
there will be no production in
passenger cars, powertrain system and related support departments””.
Accordingly, there was no
production on August 10 and
12 at the body shop, paint shop,
assembly shop, operating in all
the three shifts. From August 9
to 21 there will be no production in engine shop-1 while
engine shop 2 it will be on
August 10, 24 and 31.
Transmission-1 department was under no production
day on August 10 in all its three
shifts while transmission-2 on
August 10 and 12, it said.
The notification to employees said few assembly lines in the
mentioned departments would
operate as per requirement.

A Hyundai Motor India
spokesperson told PTI, the
domestic auto industry was
going through “unprecedented
times of fluctuating market
demands.”
‘Specific segments are
indeed performing really well
— the long waiting period for
the newly-launched (Hyundai)
Venue and (electric vehicle)
Kona and the successful prebooking figures of similar
models in other brands is testament to this,” a statement
from the spokesperson said.
The company said it has
been working on multiple strategies like “tweaking production
cycles, initiating new internal
projects in this scenario.””
“Our flexible manufacturing process is completely aligned
to the market pull and is capable of seamlessly handling the
varying market requirements.
The specific variances of market have been incorporated in
the company’s business and
operational plan, streamlining
production schedules accordingly. Both the company’s plants
were operating smoothly as per
the plans,” the statement said.
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exposure to the
IUSndia’s
government securities
rose by nearly
$6 billion to
$162.7 billion
at the end of
June, the highest level in at
least one year.
Latest data from the US
Treasury Department showed
that Japan was the largest holder, with holdings of American
government securities worth
$1.122 trillion, followed by
Mainland China whose exposure stood at $1.112 trillion.
These are figures at the end
of June 2019.
Among the major foreign
holders of the Treasury securities, India was at the 13th
position with holding to the
tune of $162.7 billion.
The exposure stood at
$156.9 billion in May and
$155.3 billion in April, according to the data.
India’s holding in June was
also the highest in at least one
year, as per an analysis of the
data from June 2018 when it
stood at $147.3 billion.
The substantial rise in
exposure also comes at a time
when the global economy is
grappling with multiple headwinds, including trade war and
prospects of slowdown in some
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round of bottom-up ideation
exercise for further streamlining the banking sector to
help the nation become a
USD 5-trillion economy in
five years.
Banks embarked on a
month-long campaign beginning Saturday on the direction of Depar tment of
Financial Services, Ministry
of Finance with the aim to
generate suggestions and
ideas from the branch level
for preparing a road map for
the future growth of the banking sector.
The move by the Finance
Ministry is aimed at re-invigorating sagging economy in
which banking sector has
important role to play especially in boosting consumption through higher credit
flow to the productive sectors.
Some suggestion were
with regard to government
and regulators which will be
taken up at later stage of the
exercise, he said, adding, all
these suggestions will be collated over the next week and
will be placed at the state-level
meeting.
Gupta further said, the
primary objective of this
meeting was to identify and
finalise ways and means to
increase credit to various sectors of the economy, enhance
the use of technology to bring
about innovation.
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ital media segment.
“The government should
clarify about the FDI cap in the
sector and whether that FDI
will be coming through automatic route or not”, he said.
Thakkar added that at present a significant part of the
growth in the media sector is
coming from the digital area.
“Additional capital is needed to
keep this growth going and FDI
would be the most welcoming
thing in this.”
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman in her Budget
speech in July had stated that
the government would examine suggestions of further
opening up of FDI in aviation,
media (animation, AVGC) and
insurance sectors in consultation with all stakeholders with
a view to attracting more overseas investment.
FDI in India dipped 1 per
cent to $44.36 billion in 201819. Last year, the government
had relaxed FDI rules for several sectors, including singlebrand retail, non-banking financial companies and construction. Foreign investments are
considered crucial for India,
which needs billions of dollars
for overhauling its infrastructure
sector such as ports, airports
and highways to boost growth.
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emerging markets.
The data showed that the
UK was at the third position
with holding worth $341.1 billion, followed by Brazil ($311.7
billion), Ireland ($262.1 billion), Switzerland ($232.9 billion), Luxembourg ($231 billion), Cayman Islands ($226.6
billion), Hong Kong ($215.6
billion), Belgium ($203.6 billion), Saudi Arabia ($179.6 billion) and Taiwan ($175.1 billion).
“Foreign
residents
increased their holdings of
long term US securities in
June; net purchases were $63.8
billion. Net purchases by private foreign investors were
$63.2 billion, while net purchases by foreign official institutions were $0.5 billion.
“... Taking into account
transactions in both foreign
and U.S. Securities, net foreign
purchases of long term securities were $99.1 billion,” the
Treasury Department said in a
release on August 16.
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oreign investors pulled out
F
C8,319 crore on a net basis
from capital markets in the first
half of August, continuing their
selling spree in the Indian market amid uncertainty over FPI
tax and global trade worries.
According to the depository data, foreign portfolio
investors (FPIs) sold equities
worth C10,416.25 crore on a net
basis during August 1-16 period. FPIs, however, invested a
net C2,096.38 crore in the debt
securities during the period.
So far in August, FPIs have
been net sellers for nine out of
10 trading sessions, indicating
””extreme negative sentiment””,
Himanshu Srivastava, senior
analyst manager research at
Morningstar said.
In July, FPIs had withdrawn a net sum of C2,985.88
crore from the Indian capital
markets (both equity and debt).
“Prevailing uncertainty
over the higher tax on FPI has
negatively impacted foreign
investors. They have been exiting Indian equities ever since
the higher surcharge, or ‘super
rich’, tax was introduced in the
budget announced on July 5th,”
Srivastava added.
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memorandum of understanding (MoU) was
A
signed between Ordnance
Factory Board (OFB) and the
Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research (CSIR) in
Kolkata on 16 August 2019.
The MoU was signed by
Umesh Singh, Deputy Director
General of OFB and Dr Harish
Hirani, Director of the Central
Mechanical Engineering
Research Institute, Durgapur
under CSIR.
This MoU is an umbrella
arrangement under which individual factories under OFB
can collaborate with specific
CSIR laboratories for taking up
of new R & D projects. The
MoU will facilitate collaboration and exchange of information between OFB and CSIR on
a wide range of technologies.
The MoU has been signed
as part of the ongoing efforts to
boost the in-house research
and development (R & D)
capability of the OFB so as to
give a boost to the ‘Make in
India’ initiative of the
Government of India.
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(ONGC) has set a target to
double oil and gas output
from its domestic and overseas fields and expand its
refining capacity three-fold
alongside diversification into
renewables in a new vision
do c ument for 2040, its
Chairman Shashi Shanker
said.
ONGC Energy Strategy
2040 envisions the company
as “A diversified energy company with a strong contribution from non E&P business;
3x revenues and about 5-6x
market capitalisation,” he said.
The firm produced 24.23
million tonnes of crude oil in
the 2018-19 fiscal year and
25.81 billion cubic metres
(bcm) of natural gas from its
domestic fields. Another 10.1
million tonnes of oil and
4.736 bcm of gas were produced from its overseas
assets.
It had a turnover of
C109,654 crore and a net
profit of C26,715 crore in the
year ended March 31, 2019.
As on August 16, it had a
market capitalisation of
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the ONGC board recently
approved t he business
roadmap for the company
and its other group entities —
‘ONGC Energ y Strateg y
2040’.
The ‘Energ y Strateg y
2040’ entails ONGC achieving “three times revenue distributed across exploration
and production, refining,
marketing and other businesses; four times current
profit-after-tax (PAT), with
10 per cent contribution from
non-oil and gas business; and
5-6 times current market
capitalization,” he said.
“The strategic roadmap
envisions a future-ready organization whose growth is
predicated on a few important
planks: consolidation of our
core upstream business
(domestic and international);
expansion into value accreting
adjacencies in the oil and gas
value chain (downstream and
petrochemicals) and diversification into renewables (offshore wind) and select new
frontier plays through dedicated venture fund,”” it said.
The document targets

per cent and 5 per cent CAGR
in domestic and international
operations respectively.
With two 35 million
tonnes per annum of oil refining capacity vested in its two
subsidiaries — HPCL and
MRPL, ONGC is targeting to
raise this capacity to around
90-100 million tonnes. Also,
expansion is petrochemicals
will be prioritised.
Besides, ONGC plans to
make investments in renewables energy sources with a target to create 5-10 gigawatts
portfolio with a focus on offshore wind power. ONGC has
been under pressure to reverse
the falling output from its aging
fields, where natural decline has
set in. It is investing heavily to
arrest the domestic fall while at
the same time aggressively look
for assets overseas.
“The strategic roadmap
also looks to create long term
optionality through investor
play (venture fund corpus of
about $1 billion) in select
frontier themes such as clean
energy, artificial intelligence
(AI) or reservoir/field services technology,” it said.

L

subsidiary of Switzerlandbased integrated solutions
provider for pharma and consumer healthcare, announced
its India plan. India being a
strategic market for the company, Lonza India with
turnover for around 100 million CHF (Swiss Franc) has set
the target of doubling its
turnover by 2024 with an estimated growth of 15 + per cent.
Lonza India, which offers
product portfolio in India and
covers an entire life sciences
industry has taken up an
aggressive expansion plan by
announcing corporate offices
across the country in the current financial year. The company aims to facilitate bilateral businesses and scientific
partnerships with Switzerland,
has built a wide network of representations across India.
Lonza started its operations
in India in 1997 as a liaison
office. The office was involved
mainly into sourcing advanced
intermediates from India.
Lonza came in as a full-fledged
sales and commercial organization with the acquisition of
Cambrex Bio Products in 2007.
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organisers Civil Rights Human
Front for the march, the sheer
weight of numbers around the
park meant that activists had to
shift to streets. However, the
police had allowed demonstration in Victoria Park.
Wong, a protester, said,
“We have been fighting for
more than two months, but
there has been no government
response. We could just come
out again and again.”
Activists and the police
have clashed over the past 10
weeks with the security forces

ver 100,000 people dressed
in black took part in the
O
pro-democracy protests here
on Sunday, amid severe warnings from Beijing. Rains couldn’t dissuade people from filling
the Victoria Park then spilling
out to occupy major roads in all
directions, the BBC reported.
The protests were sparked
by an extradition bill, which has
since been suspended by the
Hong Kong Government.
Subway railway stations
were forced to shut after getting
clogged with protesters heading to the rally.
Though the authorities
didn’t grant permission to
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Kabul: At least 63 people were
killed and over 180 injured in a
suicide bombing at a packed
wedding hall here, reports said
on Sunday. The ISIS has claimed
responsibility for the attack,
which has left many relatives of
the couple getting married dead.
Citing an ISIS statement
issued in Arabic, Khaama Press
reported that the attack, “which
targeted a gathering of nonbelievers”, was carried out by IS
suicide bomber Abu Asim AlPakistani.
Earlier, the Taliban, in a
statement, rejected any involve-

ment in the Saturday night
attack, saying that they condemned incidents which target
women and children.
A suicide bomber targeted
a wedding hall, packed with
hundreds of guests, late on
Saturday night.
Interior
Ministr y
spokesman Nusrat Rahimi said
the blast, that took place
around 10.40 p.m. was a suicide
bombing, TOLO News reported. He also expressed apprehensions that the number of
casualties might increase.
Sources and witnesses said

the Shahr-e-Dubai wedding
hall, located in police district 6
(PD6), was packed with guests
when the explosion occurred.
Afghan President Ashraf
Ghani condemned the attack.
“I strongly condemn the
inhumane attack on the wedding hall in Kabul last night.
My top priority for now is to
reach out to the families of victims of this barbaric attack. On
behalf of the nation I send my
heartfelt condolences to the
families of those who were
martyred,” he said in a tweet.
IANS
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celand on Sunday honours
the passing of Okjokull, its
first glacier lost to climate
change, as scientists warn that
some 400 others on the subarctic island risk the same fate.
A bronze plaque will be
unveiled in a ceremony starting around 1400 GMT to mark
Okjokull — which translates to
“Ok glacier” — in the west of
Iceland, in the presence of
local researchers and their
peers at Rice University in the
United States, who initiated the
project.
Iceland’s Prime Minister
Katrin
Jakobsdottir,
Environment
Minister
Gudmundur
Ingi
Gudbrandsson, and the United
Nations High Commissioner
for Human Rights Mar y
Robinson are also due to attend
the event.
“This will be the first
monument to a glacier lost to
climate change anywhere in the
world,” Cymene Howe,
associate professor of anthropology at Rice University, said
in July.
The plaque bears the
inscription “A letter to the
future,” and is intended to raise
awareness about the decline of
glaciers and the effects of climate change.

I

frequently firing tear gas and
rubber bullets, but this weekend’s rallies have been
peaceful.
China, which has built up
security forces in nearby
Shenzhen, has likened the
protests to terrorist activity.
After increasingly violent
clashes in recent weeks, there’s
been a concerted effort to win
back public support for the
democratic reforms by
focusing on larger peaceful
gatherings.
Last weekend, activists
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akistani of f icials on
Sunday said they have
P
taken up the suspension of
Pakistani social media
accounts that posted messages in support of Kashmir
with social networking giants
Facebook and Twitter, local
media reported.
“Pakistan authorities have
taken up the case with Twitter
and Facebook against suspending Pakistani accounts
for posting in support of
Kashmir,” Director General
(DG) Inter-Services Public
Relations (ISPR) Maj Gen
Asif Ghafoor was quoted as
saying by the Dawn.
Ghafoor reportedly urged
social media users to
share information about
accounts that have been suspended already.
He also added that the
reason behind the suspension
of social media accounts was
Indian employees working at
the regional headquarters of
the social media giants.
Facebook has the highest
number of fact-checking partners in India, followed by the
US, said data f rom the
Poynter Institute, according to
the report.

8.30WRWHOO(8OHDGHUV
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London: British Prime Minister
Boris Johnson will tell European
Union (EU) leaders that there
needs to be a new Brexit deal
when he makes his first trip
abroad as the Prime Minister
later this week.
The UK will leave the
European Union (EU) on
October 31 with or without a
deal, Johnson will insist.
Meanwhile, the Sunday
Times has printed leaked government documents warning of
food, medicine and fuel shortages in a no-deal scenario, the
BBC reported.
A source told the BBC that
a former minister leaked the
dossier to try to influence discussions with EU leaders.
The documents say the
cross-government paper on
preparations for a no-deal Brexit,
code-named
Operation
Yellowhammer, reveals that the
UK could face months of disruption at its ports.
It also states that plans to
avoid a hard border between
Northern Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland are unlikely
to prove sustainable.
According to the dossier,
reported by the Sunday Times,
leaving the EU without a deal
could lead to the following situations:
* Fresh food becoming less
available and prices rising.
* A hard Irish border after

"?P[TbcX]XP]bZX[[TSQh8baPT[Xca^^_bPc6PiPQ^aSTa
Gaza City: Three Palestinians
were killed by Israeli soldiers in
the northern Gaza Strip, the
Palestinian health ministry said
Sunday, hours after three rockets were fired at Israel from the
blockaded enclave.
The ministry said another
Palestinian was hospitalised in
the shooting that came after the
Israeli army said an attack
helicopter and tank had fired at
“armed suspects” along the
barrier that separates Israel
from Gaza.
“We just identified a num-

ber of armed suspects from
Gaza approaching the security
fence with Israel. We fired
towards them,” the army said a
statement posted on its Twitter
account.
The latest violence came
after Palestinians in the Hamasruled Gaza Strip fired three
rockets at southern Israel late
Saturday, the Israeli army said,
in the second such attack in 24
hours.
There were no immediate
reports of casualties.
The army said two of the

5aT]RWfPXcTabW^cSTPS
^eTa²b[^fbTaeXRT³
London: A waiter in a cafe near Paris was
shot and killed by a customer irate over delay
in preparing the sandwich he had ordered,
reports said on Sunday.
The incident occurred in the Paris suburb of Noisy-le-Grand on Friday evening.
According to the deceased man’s colleagues at the pizza and sandwich shop, the
customer shot the waiter in the shoulder after
losing his temper over the time it took to
deliver the meal, the BBC reported.
Though medical aid arrived soon, the
waiter succumbed to his injuries on the spot.
The attacker fled the scene and is still to
be apprehended.
The killing has stunned local residents
and shopkeepers, though some of them complained that crime has increased in the area
and more instances of drug trade and public drunkenness were being been reported.
IANS

projectiles had been intercepted by its Iron Dome aerial
defence system but it did not
specify what happened to the
third rocket.
Air raid sirens had sounded in the southern town of
Sderot and its surroundings.
On Friday Palestinians in
Gaza fired a rocket at Sderot, in
what the army said was the first
such attack since July 12.
In response, Israeli warplanes struck at least three targets in the Gaza Strip early on
Saturday but caused no casu-

occupied the airport, leading to
cancellation of hundreds
of flights.
The turmoil has plunged
one of Asia’s leading financial
centres into crisis. Many businesses remained closed on
Sunday, amid fears of violence.
Mass protests erupted in
June over the Hong Kong
Government’s now-shelved
extradition bill, the South
China Morning Post reported.
The administration dropped
the draft legislation on June 15
and city leader Carrie Lam later
declared it dead.
Since then protesters have
escalated the campaign with
street demonstrations and noncooperative action.

alties, a Palestinian security
source said.
The strikes hit a Hamas
observation post in Beit
Hanoun, in the northern Gaza
Strip, an unidentified target
near Gaza City and open
ground near Deir El Balah
in the central part of the territory, the source said.
An Israeli army statement
mentioned only two strikes,
against “underground targets
belonging to the Hamas terror
organisation in the northern
and central Gaza Strip”. AFP

plans to avoid checks fail, sparking protests.
* Fuel becoming less available and 2,000 jobs being lost if
the government sets petrol
import tariffs to 0 per cent,
potentially causing two oil
refineries to close.
* UK patients having to
wait longer for medicines,
including insulin and flu vaccines.
* A rise in public disorder
and community tensions resulting from a shortage of food and
drugs.
* Passengers being delayed
at EU airports, Eurotunnel and
Dover.
* Freight disruption at ports
lasting up to three months,
caused by customs checks, before
traffic flow improves to 50-70 per
cent of the current rate.
The Downing Street source
told the BBC the leaked document “is from when ministers
were blocking what needed to be
done to get ready to leave and the
funds were not available”.
Michael Gove, who is
responsible for overseeing the
devolution consequences of
Brexit, said in a tweet that
Operation Yellowhammer was “a
worst case scenario”.
“V significant steps have
been taken in the last 3 weeks to
accelerate Brexit planning,” he
added.
Energy Minister Kwasi

Kwarteng told Sky News’ Sophy
Ridge on Sunday: “I think there’s
a lot of scaremongering around
and a lot of people are playing
into project fear,” he said.
But a former head of the
British civil service, Lord Bob
Kerslake, who described the
document as “credible”, said the
dossier “lays bare the scale of the
risks we are facing with no-deal
Brexit in almost every area”.
“These risks are completely
insane for this country to be taking and we have to explore
every avenue to avoid them,” he
told BBC Radio 4’s Broadcasting
House.
Irish Deputy Prime Minister
Simon Coveney said, in a tweet,
that Ireland had “always been
clear” a hard border in Ireland
“must be avoided”.
The Irish backstop -- the
provision in former British
Prime Minister Theresa May’s
withdrawal agreement that could
see Northern Ireland continue to
follow some of the same trade
rules as the Republic of Ireland
and the rest of the EU, thus preventing a hard border -- was an
“insurance policy” designed to
protect the peace process, he said.
The leak comes as Johnson
prepares to travel to Berlin to
meet German Chancellor Angela
Merkel on Wednesday, before
going to Paris to meet French
President Emmanuel Macron
on Thursday.
IANS

t least 50,000 people are
homeless after a massive
A
fire swept through a crowded
slum in the Bangladesh capital
and destroyed thousands of
shanties, officials said Sunday.
The fire broke out at in
Dhaka’s Mirpur neighbourhood late on Friday and razed
around 2,000 mostly tin shacks,
fire services official Ershad
Hossain told AFP.
“I could not salvage a single thing. I don’t know what will
I do,” 58-year-old Abdul
Hamid, who ran a tea stall
inside the slum, told AFP as he
broke down in tears.

Authorities eventually got
the blaze under control and noone was killed, although several people had minor injuries,
firefighters said.
Many residents — largely
low-income garment factory
workers — were not in the slum
as they had left their homes to
celebrate the Muslim Eid alAdha holiday with their families. “Otherwise, the damage
would have been bigger,” local
police chief Golam Rabbani
said.
Around 10,000 people have
taken refuge in crammed
camps at nearby schools closed
for the weeklong holiday,
according to Hossain.
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London: Leaked British government documents have
warned of disruptions across the
country in the event that the UK
leaves the European Union without a trade deal on October 31.
British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson has said he is prepared
to charge out of the EU regardless of whether he is able to renegotiate the Brexit deal struck
with Brussels by his predecessor,
Theresa May, over the next 10
weeks.
The Sunday Times pub-

lished what it said were confidential Government memos
outlining the consequences of
tearing up May’s deal, warning
that a sudden British exit could
lead to a decrease in the supply
of fresh food.
The memos also warn of
“significant” disruptions to drug
supplies that could last for up to
six months. Britain’s Cabinet
Office did not immediately
respond to a request for comment by The Associated Press.
AP
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“We are providing them
with food, water, mobile toilets,
and electricity supply,” municipal official Shafiul Azam told
AFP, adding that authorities
were trying to find permanent
accommodation.
Some families have erected
tarpaulins to shelter them from
bouts of rain during the monsoon season, but the wet conditions have turned the fields
muddy.
Experts say fires are frequent in Dhaka due to lax
safety measures. At least 100
people have been killed so far
this year in building fires across
the densely populated metropolitan city.
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Colombo: Sri Lanka’s presidential hopeful
Gotabhaya Rajapaksa, who played a key role
defeating the LTTE to end the country’s brutal civil
war, has claimed that a terrorist group in the North
is planning to harm him during the election campaign, according to a media report.
Gotabhaya, 70, the brother of former strongman Mahinda Rajapaksa, complained to President
Maithripala Sirisena that his intelligence officers have
informed him that there is an attempt to use a sniper
rifle and a special type of gun imported from
Malaysia for this attack.
He asked the president to investigate the matter and take appropriate action, Sri Lanka Mirror
reported. The former defence secretary told the
media that not only him but Douglas Devananda,
a Sri Lankan Tamil politician, and Karuna Amman,
a politician and a former rebel, are also at risk. PTI
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Madrid: Authorities on Spain’s
Canary Islands say around
2,000 people have been evacuated due to a wildfire that has
ravaged more than 500 hectares
(1,235 acres) since it broke out
less than 24 hours ago.
At least 250 firefighters,

nine helicopters and two planes
were working Sunday to tackle the flames near the town of
Valleseco on Gran Canaria
island in the Atlantic Ocean
archipelago, the provincial government said in tweets.
Officials say the blaze “has
great potential” to spread and
have ordered evacuations in at
least six towns.
The island suffered another ravaging fire last week.
Wildfires are common in
southern Europe during the
hot, dry summer months.
Nearly half of Spain’s
provinces were on alert Sunday
for high risk of fires, according
to the country’s weather agency
AEMET.
AP
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he Libyan navy said on
Sunday 335 migrants had
T
been rescued and one body

recovered in separate operations off the coast, as they tried
to cross the Mediterranean to
reach Europe.
Nine children were among
57 migrants in a wooden boat
rescued Saturday about 40 nautical miles from the town of
Zuwara, west of Tripoli, navy

spokesman General Ayoub
Kacem told AFP.
He said they were from
Ethiopia and Egypt.
It came days after Libyan
navy patrols on Tuesday “rescued 278 migrants on board
four inflatable boats northwest and northeast of Tripoli”,
Kacem added.
The operations took place
off the coasts of the cities of
Khoms, 120 kilometres (75
miles) east of Tripoli, and

Sabratha, located 70 kilometres
west of the capital.
According to the statement, 128 Sudanese were in the
boats, in addition to migrants
from Chad, Egypt, Niger, Benin
and Eritrea, including 35
women and 11 children.
One body was also recovered by the coastguard. Libya,
which has been wracked by
chaos since the 2011 uprising
that
killed
dictator
Moamer Kadhafi, has long

been a major transit route for
migrants, especially from subSaharan Africa.
In general, migrants rescued at sea are first met by
humanitarian agencies that
provide medical care and food.
They are then taken into
the charge of the body working
to combat immigration at the
interior ministry of the UNrecognised Government of
National Accord.
On August 9, the Libyan

navy accused the authorities of
failing
to
manage
migrants rescued at sea, claiming that it could be forced to let
people go free once brought
back to land.
Despite the risks, migrants
continue to attempt to reach
Europe by sea, preferring to
take their chances than stay in
Libya, where they are subject to
abuse, extortion and torture,
according to humanitarian
organisations.
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35-year-old woman in
Nepal was allegedly
A
thrashed and forced to eat
human faeces by a group of villagers in the latest attack linked
to accusations of witchcraft,
police said on Sunday.
A group of five women
beat the victim and force-fed

her human excreta at Birta village of Bhangaha area in
Mahottari district on Monday,
they said.
The accused have been
identified as Sabita Devi,
Poshila Danuwar, Indra Devi
Singh Danuwar, Sukeshwori
Devi
and
Rajeshree
Anuwar, Superintendent of
Police Shyam Krishna Adhikari

said.
Sukeshwori and Rajashree
have been taken into police
custody, he said, adding that
they have initiated an investigation into the matter.
The practice of accusing
women of being witches and
assaulting or killing them is still
common is some parts of
Nepal, although it is illegal.
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n Rob Reiner’s 1992 film, A Few Good
Men, it was actor Jack Nicholson’s ‘You
can’t handle the truth’ that became a
sensation in the era when social media did
not exist. And the drama became iconic
in the history of global cinema. However,
not many have known that the film was
originally adapted from an eponymous
Broadway play (of 1989), which was written and directed by Aaron Sorkin, who is
known to have written the stage edition
of To Kill a Mockingbird.
It’s the same script that theatre director and actor Nadir Khan has picked up
for his next theatrical direction for
Aadyam’s fifth season. Ask him about why
did he choose the very play to adapt for
his next direction, he
says that its lines and
characters are very
iconic and have stayed
“relevant” to the
times. “And it’s when
writer Devika Sahni
came up to me with
the script. I was
instantly drawn to it.
In a way, I hadn’t
chose the script but it
chose me. And I like
scripts which have
good plots and the
ability to stay with a
person. In fact, the
dialogues in the play are very witty and
smart,” he says.
The plot is inspired by true events and
is a courtroom drama which follows the
trial of two US Navy Mariners accused of
murdering one of their own. The story
highlights the inherent flaw of a system
that rewards following orders ‘no-questions-asked’, and the potential culpability of those executing the orders. So what
kind of research was involved to understand the structure or make any particular changes in the script? He explains,
“First. We haven’t changed it much. The
same things are said in just a different way
and setup. Second. Yes, some research is
always involved. It was done to understand
the American Military judiciary system
and how it functions. I read a few things
about what are their legal procedures in
case an officer commits a punishable
crime to understand the process of the
play. Another part of research went into
understanding the kind of costumes that
should be given to the characters.”
The drama stars Ira Dubey as the persistent lawyer Lieutenant Commander
Joanne Galloway, Rajit Kapur as
Lieutenant Colonel Nathan Jessep, Neil
Bhoopalam as US Military lawyer Daniel
A Kaffee in the lead roles. Ask Nadir about
why he chose the particular cast for the
characters, he says, “The characters in the
plot are very fierce and witty people. And
for that, I needed a strong cast. And Ira,
Neil and Rajit were actually the ideal ones.”
Whereas, Rajit’s reasons for joining
the cast were different. He says that Nadir
is a good friend. “But it’s not just because
he’s a friend but is also an accomplished

I
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director. I share a certain equation with
him. And when you have that, there happens to be a mutual trust and understanding. So when he said that he couldn’t think
of anyone else for this role, I juggled my
schedules to make it happen,” he tells us
and laughs.
The cocky, arrogant lawyer Lieutenant
Kaffee accuses Colonel Jessup of ordering the killing of a US Marine at
Guantanamo Bay. While talking about his
character, he says, “It’s definitely a challenging part for me since I have never
played the role of a military officer
before. In the play, Jessup’s authority is
being questioned. It showcases what happens when somebody in power is being
questioned. His personality is quite tough.
Well, how else would you describe a guy
whose life motto is, ‘Walk softly and carry
an armoured tank division.’ Jessup isn’t
afraid of anything or anyone and is used
to people challenging him. He shouldn’t
ever have to explain himself, especially to
some desk jockey and he never backs
down. So the way my character looked at
things and made a perspective was very

important and I kept that in mind.”
Nadir, who has also directed another courtroom drama, 12 Angry Jurors (also
for Aadyam), tells us about his fascination
with courtroom dramas. “They always
have in store some suspense and mystery.
I feel that they are very intriguing and can
hold the audience. However, 12 Angry
Jurors is very different than this one. This
play is more about the code of morality
rather than the lack of justice. It really
questions whether one can handle the
truth or not and how,” says he.
This isn’t Nadir’s first stint with
Aadyam. Apart from 12 Angry Jurors, he

has previously brought to the stage,
#SingIndiaSing, The Hounds of Baskerville,
I Don’t Like It. He says, “Five years in a
row with Aadyam is pressure enough. And
when you’re doing a text as iconic as this
one, you better make sure you’ve got a
cracking cast to match Sorkin’s superb
writing. Thankfully, we’ve managed to do
that.”
Ask Rajit about what was his research
while getting into the skin of his character, he says, “I didn’t have to read or watch
anything to do that. Nadir had done it all
for me. He was very clear about what he
wants and how he wants it. I won’t deny
that I haven’t watched the film. It was years
ago when it first came out. However, I didn’t want to watch it again to be influenced
by it. It is important for me as an actor
because it’s evident that people draw comparisons. For me, the most important
thing was to bring out that character in
my own way. I haven’t let the film affect
my performance at all.”
The actor believes that since it’s a play,
there are not much things to play around
with. For instance, the location. He says,
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drone soared over a blazing hot
cornfield in northeastern
A
Colorado on a recent morning,
snapping images with an infrared
camera to help researchers decide
how much water they would give the
crops the next day.
After a brief, snaking flight
above the field, the drone landed and
the researchers removed a handful of
memory cards. Back at their computers, they analysed the images for
signs the corn was stressed from a
lack of water.
This US Department of
Agriculture station outside Greeley
and other sites across the Southwest
are experimenting with drones, specialised cameras and other technology to squeeze the most out of every
drop of water in the Colorado River
— a vital but beleaguered waterway
that serves an estimated 40 million
people.
Remote sensors measure soil
moisture and relay the readings by
Wi-Fi. Cellphone apps collect data
from agricultural weather stations
and calculate how much water different crops are consuming.
Researchers deliberately cut back on
water for some crops, trying to get
the best harvest with the least
amount of moisture — a practice
called deficit irrigation.
In the future, tiny needles
attached to plants could directly
measure how much water they contain and signal irrigation systems to
automatically switch on or off.
Getting more bang for the buck
is a goal for scientists looking for better ways to help farmers manage the
use of water. They're using sensors
to help control the flow of water
going to plants and to improve the
quality of crop yields.
“It’s like almost every month
somebody’s coming up with something here and there,” said Don
Ackley, water management supervisor for the Coachella Valley Water
District in Southern California. “You
almost can’t keep up with it.”
Researchers and farmers are
running similar experiments in arid
regions around the world. The need
is especially pressing in seven US
states that rely on the Colorado
River: Arizona, California, Colorado,
Nevada, New Mexico, Utah and
Wyoming.
The river has plenty of water this
summer after an unusually snowy
winter in the mountains of the US
West. But climatologists warn the
river’s long-term outlook is uncertain
at best and dire at worst, and competition for water will only intensify as the population grows and the
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climate changes.
The World Resources Institute
says the seven Colorado River states
have some of the highest levels of
water stress in the nation, based on
the percentage of available supplies
they use in a year. New Mexico was
the only state in the nation under
extremely high water stress.
The federal government will
release a closely watched projection
on whether the Colorado River system has enough water to meet all the
demands of downstream states in
future years.
The river supplies more than
7,000 square miles (18,000 square
kilometres) of farmland and supports
a $5 billion-a-year agricultural industry, including a significant share of
the nation’s winter vegetables,
according to the US Bureau of
Reclamation, which manages most
of the big dams and reservoirs in the
Western states.
The Pacific Institute, an environmental group, says the river also irrigates about 700 square miles (1,820
square kilometers) in Mexico.
Agriculture uses 57 per cent to
70 per cent of the system’s water in
the US, researchers say. The problem
facing policymakers is how to divert
some of that to meet the needs of

growing cities without drying up
farms, ranches and the environment.
The researchers’ goal is understanding crops, soil and weather so
completely that farmers know exactly when and how much to irrigate.
“We call it precision agriculture,
precision irrigation,” said Huihui
Zhang, a Department of Agriculture
engineer who conducts experiments
at the Greeley research farm. “Right
amount at the right time at the right
location.”
The Palo Verde Irrigation
District in Southern California is trying deficit irrigation on alfalfa, the
most widely grown crop in the
Colorado River Basin.
Alfalfa, which is harvested as hay
to feed horses and cattle, can be cut
and baled several times a year in
some climates. The Palo Verde district is experimenting with reduced
water for the midsummer crop,
which requires more irrigation but
produces lower yields.
Sensors placed over the test
plots indirectly measure how much
water the plants are using, and the
harvested crop is weighed to determine the yield.
“The question then becomes,
what’s the economic value of the lost

“You don’t have the liberty to shoot in real
locations, of course. You have to imagine
certain things in a play and I think, that
is the beauty of it.”
In this era of social media, does he
feel that theatre is facing a pushback due
to the advent of the digital platforms? He
says, “Not at all. Even with online channels, more and more youngsters are getting attracted to theatre. I can recall,
when we were in college, we only saw 35
plus people in the audience but that’s not
the case today. Of course, social media
is a big thing but there is simply no comparison. It’s tough but it has always been
that way. When television came, everybody said live performances will not
happen anymore. But they are still
going on. So live performances are here
to stay.”
Danish Hussain, Ashwin Mushran,
Tavish Bhattacharya, Junaid Khan,
Sukant Goel, Kenny Desai, Siddharth
Kumar, Suresh Venkat, Sahir Mehta,
Zeus Paranjape and Rohit Dandwani are
among the others in the cast.

crop versus the economic value of the
saved water?” said Bart Fisher, a
third-generation farmer and a member of the irrigation district board.
Blaine Carian, who grows
grapes, lemons and dates in
Coachella, California, already uses
deficit irrigation. He said withholding water at key times improves the
flavour of his grapes by speeding up
the production of sugar.
A micro-sprayer near Coachella,
California, delivers water directly
above the roots of a plant or fruit tree,
minimising waste.
He also uses on-farm weather
stations and soil moisture monitors,
keeping track of the data on his cellphone. His drip and micro-spray irrigation systems deliver water directly to the base of a plant or its roots
instead of saturating an entire field.
For Carian and many other
farmers, the appeal of technology is
as much about economics as saving
water.
“The conservation’s just a
byproduct. We’re getting better crops,
and we are, in general, saving
money,” he said.
But researchers say water-saving
technology could determine whether
some farms can stay in business at
all, especially in Arizona, which
faces cuts in its portion of Colorado
River water under a drought contingency plan the seven states hammered out this year.
Drone-mounted cameras and
yield monitors — which measure the
density of crops like corn and wheat
as they pass through harvesting
equipment — can show a farmer
which land is productive and which
is not, said Ed Martin, a professor
and extension specialist at the
University of Arizona.
“If we’re going to take stuff out
of production because we don’t have
enough water, I think these technologies could help identify which ones
you should be taking out,” Martin
said.
Each technology has benefits
and limits, said Kendall DeJonge,
another Agriculture Department
engineer who does research at the
Greeley farm.
Soil moisture monitors measure a single point, but a farm has a
range of conditions and soil types.
Infrared images can spot thirsty
crops, but only after they need
water. Agricultural weather stations
provide a wealth of data on the recent
past, but they can’t predict the
future.
“All of these things are tools in
the toolbox,” DeJonge said. “None of
them are a silver bullet.”
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In this documentary, hopes soar when a Chinese
company reopens a shuttered factory in Ohio. But
a culture clash threatens to shatter an American
dream. The film release on Netflix on August 21.
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In Belgium, a tough detective teams up with a
damaged elite cop to hunt a 10 commandmentsinspired vigilante with a penchant for theatrical torture. Starring Dirk Van Dijk, Marie Vinck, Karlijn
Sileghem, the thriller will be release on Netflix on
August 30.
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Romance, rivalry and radical mystery collide as
a group of teens attend a remote island sleepaway
camp in this suspenseful and supernatural drama.
Starring Lisa Ambalavanar, Ellie Duckles, Savannah
Baker, the series releases on Netflix on August 30.
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elghat is a green
heaven in eastern
Maharashtra. It has
been declared a
tiger reser ve in
Amravati district and its general
landscape showcases hills and
ravines dotted with jagged cliffs
and steep climbs. Blessed with
abundant flora and fauna, it feels
heavenly to live here. And yet, the
reality is far from idyllic.
Although its natives live close
to nature, the rural residents of
Melghat’s Chikhaldara block are
familiar with diseases like dysentery, anaemia and malnutrition.
Generations of Korku women —
nearly 80 per cent of the inhabitants belong to the Korku tribe —
have been caught in the vicious
cycle of child marriage, early pregnancy and caring for malnourished
children. Fortunately, the APJ
Abdul Kalam Amrut Yojna, initiated in December 2015, took a step
towards breaking this cycle of distress and inter-generational malnutrition.
At Jaitadehi village, anganwadi worker (AWW) Sunita Meshram
has spent the last couple of years
meticulously executing the Amrut
Yojana scheme among the Korku
women who fall under the aegis of
her anganwadi. Under this scheme,
every tribal woman in her third
trimester of pregnancy is entitled
to a free and nutritious meal every
day, which continues for three
months after delivery so that the
newborn is healthy. The menu consists of bhakri/roti, rice, pulses,
green vegetables, jaggery, groundnut
ladoos,
boiled
eggs/banana/nachni halwa and soy
milk.
Initially, Meshram used to prepare the protein-rich meal and
asked pregnant women and lactating mothers in the village to come
to the anganwadi to have the meal.
“But soon I realised neither did
they understand why I wanted

we typically have around 12 to 20
women visiting the anganwadi for
this meal. Our constant engagement, particularly the home visits,
is fetching us great results,” she
adds.
Sanjay
Dur ve,
Child
Development Project Officer
(CDPO), Chikhaldara block, says,
“Our quantitative data reveals that
the percentage of low birth weight
has come down from 29-32 per
cent to 12-15 per cent. This is a
great achievement and the best
part is that it has improved the
quality of life of tribal mothers.
Apart from making the meals
under the scheme, AWWs like
Meshram are also keeping a record
of the weight and immunisation
schedule of the infants.”
What do the tribal women in
Jaitadehi think about Meshram’s
work? They would break into a
smile. Once shy and quiet, they
reveal that they have been able to
come out of their shell, thanks to
the inclusive approach of the
AWWs. Puja Korku, 20, a new
mother Rita Korku, soon to be
mother, 19, visit the anganwadi
daily to have their specially-prepared meal. They say, “She speaks
to us in our language which makes
it easier to comprehend everything.
We appreciate her effort. Tai has
explained that the meal provides
the mother and the child with balanced nutrition. The laddoo and
egg gives us adequate protein and
energy.”
Clearly, communicating with
them in their own language puts
them at ease and has made the otherwise conservative tribals more
receptive to Meshram’s involvement. This approach is being used
to drive home the message of
hygiene and hand-washing among
children in the area as well.
In Chikhaldara block’s Jamli
village, a partnership between the
local anganwadi and health subcentre has yielded a remarkable
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them to visit the aganwadi to eat
the nutritious food but often times,
they were simply unable to come
to us,” she says. So she changed her
approach. Not only did she explain
to them the nutritional value of the
meal she had made for them in
their own dialect, she also decided to go into their homes and
ensured that they had the food.
“If it is difficult for them to
visit the anganwadi, we take the
meal to their house and I make
sure that they eat it in my presence.
The meal includes sabzi-roti, dalchawal, groundnut laddoo, cucumber, lemon and an egg. Nowadays,

arenting is an art that involves many
aspects with which parents can help the
kids learn, grow and evolve as a better
individual. According to experts, an important part of this process involves nurturing
the kids with proper concentration power.
It not only makes them sharp but also develops a disciplined lifestyle that is inevitable.
Here are some tips that are effective in
improving concentration power in kids.
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Offer a distraction-free environment
It is important to have a study room in the
house or a corner, where a child can sit in
peace and concentrate while studying.
While some children requite soothing and
calming environment, others thrive in an
environment that las a lot of hustle and bustle. Understanding what kind of environment your child prefers to study is the first

step to increase the concentration level in
him/her.
Play focus game
Parents should make it a habit of playing
with kids every evening and involve some
sort of focus games that will improve attention and concentration power. Also, studies
have shown that gadgets actually reduce
attention span and memory power of children, so they should be used sparingly or not
at all.
Discipline and routine in life
Maintaining a disciplined life is difficult but
not impossible. Developing this skill at an

early age in kids help them build concentration power and lead a healthy lifestyle. This
also helps with time management program
the child’s brain to know when he has to
study and play.
Proper breaks and sleep
It is important to understand that the body
needs rest to be active again. It has been
proven that most children are able to concentrate best after a good rest. A power nap
for twenty minutes after school or in the
afternoon should also do the trick to
increase concentration.
(The author is the managing director of
Cambridge Montessori Pre-School.)
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here are a few common
things between the
incessant rainfall in
Mumbai and a potential war
between the US and Iran
after its drone was shot down
by the Iranian forces. While
the former was a result of the
‘fury’ of the nature and was
caused by some geological
faults, whereas the latter was
the ‘fury’ of antagonistic
human minds, which was
caused by the faults in the
human psyche and character.
In Mumbai, the movement of
clouds led to heavy showers,
which, in turn, led to destruction and devastation of property and habitats. In the latter case, the rough and
rugged motives, deep in the
minds of men, led to clashes. And in both the cases, the
forces — geological and psychological or political —
became active due to certain
gaps. In the first example, the
outbursts were in a floodprone area and in the latter,
in the anger and hatredprone human minds.
There was lightning in
both the cases — electrostatic behavioural — but no
safety or remedial measures
were taken in either of the
cases. However, this should
not point towards a misleading conclusion that the
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Understand the child’s need
Every child is different and his/her grasping power is unique. It’s the duty of parents
to understand the needs and process accordingly. Some children process information
easily when they see it, some are good at
hearing and understanding, and some need
practical knowledge of the subject. It is
important to understand which category
your child falls under, mostly because this
will help them understand information
better and the learning will be more long
term than short term.
Healthy and green food
Eating healthy food has a direct link to how
well a child concentrates and there are different foods that help increase a child’s concentration. Eating junk food or food rich in
sugar makes a child sluggish while food rich
in proteins such as almonds, eggs and lean
meat has the ability to raise awareness and
increase concentration levels! An interesting study at the University of Ulster, UK
shows that eating toast and baked beans for
breakfast increases cognition. Experts say
that eating greens and fruits inject the body
with antioxidants which in turn boost your
brain power.

innovation that is changing the
way children wash their hands. Not
used to washing up after their daily
ablutions or even before having
meals, they commonly suffered
from gastro-intestinal ailments.
Repeated bouts of dysentery resulted in severe weight loss and
anaemia. The government health
workers put their minds together
and developed the tin hand-wash
fountain. “We have created a simple device to aid in hand-washing.
A tin with approximately fivelitre capacity, which is fastened
with a rope, is fixed at a height of
around four feet on a tree or to a
pole. The other end of the rope is
hung loose. The tin is filled with
water. When the loose end of the
rope is pulled, the tin tilts and the
water pours out. When the rope is
released, the tin straightens,”
explains Kirit Khanna, anganwadi
supervisor, Jamli and Dr Ankush
Mankar, medical officer, Jamli
health sub-centre.
CDPO Durve says, “We speak
to the community in their Korku
dialect telling them about the need
for hand-washing. We have been
conducting hand-washing demos
in villages and this strategy has
helped in publicising the concept.
In the anganwadis, the children
make it a point to wash their hands
before having their meal.”
During the Poshan Pakhwada
held earlier in the year by health
workers, interactive sessions about
hand-washing were conducted.
These demonstrations received a
positive response from tribals;
many households have already
installed the tin hand-wash fountain. “Anganwadi workers have
been visiting homes talking to
people about the device. They are
asking mothers to attend the sessions at anganwadis. I’m glad that
the villagers have participated
wholeheartedly in this development,” Durve says.

natural catastrophes are more
devastating than the manmade ones. History is evidence that man-made
calamities could lead to death
and destruction on a gigantic scale. World War II is one
of the major examples, which
was caused mainly by the
faults in the personality of a
dictator and his coterie,
which was enough to illustrate what a massive destruction the eruption of volcanoes in human minds can
lead to. But one might won-

der as to whether there is any
link between the human
mind and natural calamities?
Can the faults in the characters of humans lead to a catastrophe?

If we seek answer to the
first question on the basis of
the philosophy of karma, the
answer would be positive
because as per the philosophy, there shouldn’t be any
sufferings without faults in
our moral structure. The
anger and actions of the rich
and the powerful may
destruct the habitats of those
in the remote areas. World
has seen many such examples
of devastation as a consequence of intense enmity
and hatred between two different nations.
Furthermore, the two
events might be connected.
Faults in human minds and
actions could lead to a natural calamity too as it’s after all,
man-made industrialisation
that has led to a destruction
and an upheavel in the natural ecosystem. Also, those
who are not affected by these
tremors may also be partly
instrumental as, for example,
people of a superpower
nation are instrumental indirectly for the immense suffering inflicted on a developing
nation. But even if many
people find it hard to believe
that there are such connections, there should be no hurdle in believing that ‘faults’
and fissures in human morality do lead to sufferings.
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fWTcWTaX]cTaeT]cX^]b
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WPeTQTT]bW^f]c^T]R^daPVTcTT]bc^fPXcd]cX[cWTh
PaT^[STac^WPeTbTgdbT_a^cTRcX^]XUcWThS^WPeTbTg
P]SaTSdRTP[R^W^[dbT

?T^_[T[XeX]VfXcW78E
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_aTV]P]Rh\^acP[XchP]S
bT_bXbP]T\XPP]SQ^]TUaPRcdaTbPRR^aSX]Vc^PbcdSh
5^acWTbcdSh_dQ[XbWTSX]cWTY^da]P[2[X]XRP[
8]UTRcX^db3XbTPbTbaTbTPaRWTabR^\QX]TSSPcPUa^\!
bT_PaPcT^QbTaePcX^]P[bcdSXTbP]STgP\X]TS$$SXUUTaT]c
X[[]TbbTbCWThU^d]ScWPc_T^_[T[XeX]VfXcW78EPaTPcP]
X]RaTPbTSaXbZ^UR^]caPRcX]Vb_TRXUXRSXbTPbTbP]S
X[[]TbbTbb^\T^UfWXRWPaT\^aTR^\\^][hPbb^RXPcTS
fXcWPVTX]V
°1h_^^[X]VSPcPUa^\SXUUTaT]cbcdSXTbfTWPeT
QTT]PQ[Tc^bW^fU^acWTUXabccX\TcWPcTeT]fXcWcWT
aXbTX][XUTTg_TRcP]RhP\^]Vbc_T^_[T[XeX]VfXcW78E
cWXb_^_d[PcX^]]^fbTT\bc^QTSXb_a^_^acX^]PcT[h
PUUTRcTSQhRWa^]XRX[[]TbbTb^UcT]PccaXQdcPQ[Tc^[XUTbch[T
XbbdTbbdRWPbb\^ZX]VSadVP]SP[R^W^[dbT±bPXS
bcdShaTbTPaRWTa;TTB\XcWUa^\0]V[XPAdbZX]
D]XeTabXchX]cWTD:
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ndia’s double Silver medallist P V Sindhu will look to
produce another masterclass when she resumes her
quest for an elusive Gold at the
BWF World Championships
beginning here from today.
Sindhu has been the most
consistent performer in the
World Championships in the
last few years with two back-toback Silver and as many Bronze
medals but a Gold medal has so
far eluded her.
The 24-year-old Indian ace
has always managed to find her
best form in the World
Championships, producing
steller performances but she
missed the trick in the summit
clash twice.
While she lost to Nozomi
Okuhara of Japan in an epic
battle, lasting 110 minutes in
the 2017 edition, Olympic
champion Carolina Marin of
Spain stopped her in the summit clash in 2018.
Sindhu, who is seeded fifth,
is coming into the prestigious
event with a runner-up finish at
the Indonesia Open last month
and has been working on her
fitness and defence in her pursuit to outlast her opponents.
She received a bye in the
first round and will open her
campaign against either
Chinese Taipei’s Pai Yu Po or
Bulgaria’s Linda Zetchiri.
“I’ve been working on my
defence, physical fitness and
also on-court skills. I have
trained hard and I hope I can
do well. I have to perform well
but there is no pressure,” Sindhu
said.
If she wins her first match,
Sindhu is likely to meet Beiwen
Zhang of USA in the third
round and is expected to face
Chinese Taipei’s Tai Tzu Ying in
the quarterfinals.
If everything falls into
place, then Sindhu may collide
with compatriot Saina Nehwal
in the semifinals, provided the
former world number 1 too
crosses the initial rounds.
Eighth-seeded Saina, who
boasts of a Silver and Bronze
medal in the World

I

Championships, will take on
the winner of the match
between Switzerland’s Sabrina
Jaquet and Netherland’s Soraya
De Visch Eijbergen in the second round after getting a bye.
She is likely to face Mia
Blichfeldt of Denmark next.
Saina’s likely opponents in
the quarterfinals will be China’s
Chen Yu Fei, who had clinched
the All England Championship
earlier in the year.
In the men’s singles, former
world number 1 Kidambi
Srikanth, who had reached the
India Open finals in March, will
look to put up a good show
after recovering from a knee
problem which he suffered
ahead of the Sudirman Cup.
The seventh seeded Indian,
who has gone without a title in
the BWF World Tour for the
last 22 months, will open
against Nhat Nguyen of Ireland
in a repeat of the opening clash
of the 2018 edition.
Sameer Verma, who also
was bothered by a shoulder
issue, is in the same half as
Srikanth and will open against
Loh kean Yew of Singapore.
The 10th seeded shuttler
will face a tough challenge
against second seed Chou Tien
Chen of Chinese Taipei in the
prequarterfinals if he clears the
earlier rounds.
Swiss Open finalist B Sai
Praneeth will face Canada’s
Jason Anthony Ho-Shue in the
opening round, while H S
Prannoy’s first-round opponent will be Finland’s Eetu
Heino.
In the doubles, Indian pairs
of Manu Attri and B Sumeeth
reddy, MR Arjun and
Ramchandran Shlok and Arun
George and Sanyam Shukla
will also be in the fray.
In the women’s doubles,
Ashwini Ponnappa and N Sikki
Reddy, Jakkampudi Meghana
and Poorvisha S Ram and Pooja
Dandu and Sanjana Santosh
will also look for a good outing.
The mixed doubles pair of
Pranaav Jerry Chopra and Sikki
too will look to go deep in the
tournament when they begin
against the English pair of Ben
Lane and Jessica Pugh.
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orld number one Novak
Djokovic wilted under
W
pressure from Daniil Medvedev,
falling 3-6, 6-3, 6-3 to the ninthseeded Russian in the Cincinnati
Masters semi-finals.
Medvedev’s upset win on
Saturday sent him into a title
showdown with another unexpected finalist, 16th-seeded
Belgian David Goffin, who
defeated France’s Richard
Gasquet 6-3, 6-4 to reach his first
ATP Masters 1000 final.
“I don’t know how I turned
it around, I was so tired after the
first set and I thought I might not
be able to keep up the intensity,”
said Medvedev, who has competed in 15 hardcourt matches since
July 30.
“But I had a momentum
chance in the second set and the
crowd gave me energy,” added the
Russian, who will be playing his
second Masters series final in
eight days, after falling to Rafael
Nadal in Montreal last Sunday.
“It’s a great feeling to win and
beat the number one. That shows
I deserve to be in this final.
“I played an unbelievable
match, I’m very happy.”
Medvedev also beat Djokovic
in their last meeting, on clay at
Monte Carlo in April.
He’s 1-1 against Goffin, with
both of their matches played this
season — at the Australian Open
and Wimbledon.

Kuznetsova, a two-time
Grand Slam champion who sent
Barty packing, will be in search
of her 19th WTA title — when
she takes on American Madison
Keys in the final.
Keys, the 2017 US Open
runner-up, defeated compatriot
Sofia Kenin 7-5, 6-4.
“I’m really feeling great about
my tennis.
“When I was down break
points in the second set, I was just
thinking that I knew I could break
back, that was my biggest
thought.
“I’m super-happy to be in my
first final here. I love getting
matches under my belt before a
Grand Slam.”
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ofra Archer took two wickets and
struck Test cricket’s first concussion substitute, Marnus
Labuschagne on the grille of his helmet as England pushed for an
unlikely series-levelling victory in the
second Ashes clash at Lord’s on
Sunday.
Australia were 46-2 in their
second innings at tea on the final day
of the second Test.
That left them needing 221
more runs in a minimum of 35 overs
to reach an unlikely victory target of
267.
Test debutant Archer also struck
Steve Smith on the neck with a rapid
bouncer during the star batsman’s 92
on Saturday.
Smith was passed fit to resume
his innings on Saturday but further
tests on Sunday sidelined him with
concussion.
Now there are doubts over
Smith’s availability for the third Test
at Headingley starting Thursday,
with an Australia spokesman saying
the “short turnaround is not in his
favour”.
Australia, bidding for their first
Ashes campaign triumph on English
soil in 18 years, lead the five-match
series 1-0 after a 251-run win at
Edgbaston last week.
In that match, former captain
Smith marked his first Test since
completing a 12-month ban for his
role in a ball-tampering scandal in
South Africa with superb innings of
144 and 142.
Under new protocols introduced for the inaugural World Test
Championship, Australia could
replace Smith with a full, batting substitute in Labuschagne.
World Cup-winning fast bowler
Archer also took an impressive 2-59
in 29 overs on Saturday and the 24year-old Sussex quick was in the
wickets again on Sunday with two for
two in seven balls.
David Warner’s miserable series
continued when the left-hander fell
for five — his fourth single-figure in
as many innings — when he edged
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ngland fast bowler Jofra Archer
insisted he had no intention to
E
hit Australia’s Steve Smith during
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Archer to Rory Burns in the slips.
And Australia were 19-2 when
Usman Khawaja was caught behind
off a fine ball just outside off stump
for two.
Archer’s first ball to
Labuschagne, a bouncer that sailed
over the batsman's head, was called
wide.
His second, timed at 91.6 mph,
was much straighter and
Labuschagne could not get out of the
way.
The batsman required several
minutes of on-field attention before

resuming his innings and later
bravely drove Archer down the
ground for a well-struck four.
Earlier, Ben Stokes, missed twice
on Saturday and the beneficiary of
an Australia decision not to review
a rejected lbw appeal, scored 115 not
out before captain Joe Root declared
England’s second innings on 258-5.
The left-handed batsman slogswept off-spinner Nathan Lyon for
two sixes in as many deliveries on
the way to a 160-ball century, his
seventh in Tests and second against
Australia.
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Stokes also hoisted paceman
Peter Siddle for a six into the
Grandstand before Root eventually called a halt. His innings included 10 fours.
Jos Buttler (31) gave Stokes
good support in a fifth-wicket stand
of 90 before hooking Pat Cummins
to long leg.
Although the sun was shining
by the tea interval, rain — which had
already washed out five sessions in
this match, delayed the start of
Sunday's play by over an hour and
so made a draw more likely.

the second Ashes Test, saying
“everyone’s heart skipped a beat”
after he felled the star batsman with
a fearsome bouncer at Lord’s.
In an interview with BBC
Radio before Sunday’s final day, he
insisted: “That is never the plan (to
hit a batsman).”
“You are trying to get a wicket first. To see him go down, everyone stopped and everyone’s heart
skipped a beat,” he added.
“After he got up he was moving around and you breathe a sigh
of relief. No-one wants to see anyone getting carried off on a stretcher. It was a good challenge, a really good spell.
“For me, I wouldn’t like to see
it end like that.”
Archer insisted he was just trying to force Smith out of his comfort zone.
“I’ve never seen Smith get out
of his own accord until yesterday,
so I was just trying to rattle him,”
he told Sky Sports.
“I was trying to get him out.
You don’t ever want to see anyone
carried off on a stretcher, or you
don’t want to see them missing a
day, or a game, especially with what
happened a few years ago as well,”
said Archer.
“It’s never a nice sight.”
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ustralia’s Steve Smith has been
ruled out of the last day of the secA
ond Ashes Test with concussion
against England at Lord’s, saying he felt
“groggy” on Sunday morning.
“I started to feel a little bit of a
headache coming on last night as the
adrenaline got out of my system but
I was able to get a good night’s sleep
in, but I woke up feeling a bit groggy
and with a headache again,” Smith said.
“I had some tests done and then
some further assessments deemed to
be a mild concussion, so I’ve been
ruled out of this Test match unfortunately.”
The series is the first being played
under the International Cricket
Council’s new concussion substitute
regulations, part of the inaugural
World Test Championship.
These allow players who have suffered head or neck injuries to be
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Sharma grabbed two early wickIingshant
ets as India produced a disciplined bowleffort to reduce West Indies A to 79
for four at lunch on the second day of the
three-day warm-up game here on Sunday.
Ishant was the peak of the bowlers as
he claimed the wickets of opener Jeremy
Solozano (9) and first-down Brandon
King (4) in his first spell of five overs, while
Umesh Yadav too found his rhythm
early, dismissing Darren Bravo during his
five overs giving away just seven runs.
Opener Kavem Hodge (45), who was
dropped at slips in the third over, held on
to one end but regular loss of wickets at
the other end affected the hosts' innings.
Hodge was five runs short of a halfcentury at the break and giving him company was Jonathan Carter (2).
West Indies A still trail India 218 runs
with six wickets in hand.
Earlier after a delayed start due to rain,
India declared their first innings at the
overnight score of 297 for five.
In reply, opener Solozano was the first
to leave after his flat-footed drive found

an edge and landed in the safe hands of
KL Rahul as West Indies slipped to 16 for
one in 4.2 overs.
King (4) was then dismissed in the
ninth over when he played a loose drive
only to be caught behind by Rishabh Pant
as West Indies slipped to 30 for 2.
Bravo (11) then tried to stitch a part-

nership with Hodge but after adding 21
runs he edged an Umesh Yadav delivery
to second slip with Rahul completing the
formality.
In the 27th over, a direct throw from
mid-on by Ravindra Jadeja ended the brief
stint of Jason Mohammed (6) as West
Indies A were reduced to 77 for four in
26.1 overs.
On the opening day, Cheteshwar
Pujara struck form with a fine century
while Rohit Sharma hit 68 as India
shrugged off initial wobble to score 297
for 5.
Pujara and Rohit stitched 132 runs
together for the fourth wicket to take India
to a strong position after being reduced
to 89 for 3 at lunch on Saturday.
Test specialist Pujara got going in his
first competitive match of the West Indies
tour as he retired after making 100 off 187
balls during which he struck eight fours
and one six.
Rohit fell after making 68 off 115 balls.
He hit eight fours and one six. After Pujara
retired in the final session, Pant and
Hanuma Vihari pushed the Indian total
further to reach near the 300-run mark.
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aptain Dimuth Karunaratne scored
122 as Sri Lanka chased down 268 for
the loss of just four wickets to win the first
Test against New Zealand at Galle on
Sunday and take a 1-0 lead in the twomatch series.
Karunaratne posted his ninth Test
hundred along with enjoying a recordequalling opening partnership of 161
with Lahiru Thirimanne, who made 64, as
Sri Lanka collected their first points of the
World Test Championship.
Former captain Angelo Mathews
chipped in with an unbeaten 28 as Sri
Lanka finished off the game before lunch
after the morning session was extended
because only 22 runs were needed at the
scheduled time for the interval.
Karunaratne enjoyed some luck on the
way to his century, dropped on 58 at forward short leg by Tom Latham while wicketkeeper BJ Watling missed a stumping
chance on the same score. He batted for
over five hours, facing 245 deliveries, and
hit six fours and a six.
Karunaratne and Thirimanne’s stand
equalled the record for the highest opening partnership in Tests between the two
countries. In 1991, John Wright and
Trevor Franklin had also put on 161 for the
first wicket in Hamilton.
The opening stand was pivotal in Sri
Lanka achieving the highest successful run
chase in Galle, easily surpassing the pre-
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vious best of 99. Resuming play on 133 for
no loss, Sri Lanka required 135 from the
remaining three sessions.
New Zealand finally got their breakthrough when Thirimanne was trapped leg
before by William Somerville. Given not
out by umpire Richard Illingworth, New
Zealand overturned the decision on
review.
Kusal Mendis soon fell after taking on
Somerville, hitting him for a four and a six
from the second and fourth balls he faced.
Angelo Mathews joined Karunaratne
and the pair put on 44 runs for the third
wicket to steady the ship.
Sri Lanka lost Kusal Perera after
Karunaratne’s dismissal but Dhananjaya de
Silva (14) joined Mathews and helped Sri
Lanka knock off the remaining runs with
two sessions to spare.
Mathews brought up the winning runs
with a single to fine leg off Boult.
The second and final Test begins in
Colombo on Thursday.

of Virat Kohli’s phenomsuccess in international cricket,
Ithenenalrecognition
DDCA has decided to name one
stand at Feroz Shah Kotla Stadium
after the India captain.
Bishan Singh Bedi and Mohinder
Amarnath are the two other Delhi players who have stands after their names but
the honour came their way after their
retirements.
Kohli will be the youngest active
cricketer to be bestowed with the honour of a stand being named after him.

“Virat Kohli’s outstanding contribution to world cricket has done DDCA
proud. We are happy to honour him for
achieving certain milestones and unbeatable captaincy record,” DDCA President
Rajat Sharma said in a statement.
Virender Sehwag and Anjum
Chopra are the other Delhi players who
have gates named after them while the
Hall of Fame has been named after former India captain MAK Pataudi.
The state cricket body will also felicitate the members of Indian team at the
Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium on September
12.

The DDCA function will document
Kohli’s exceptional talent and success
ever since he took over charge in all formats of the game and the state body cannot think of a better tribute than this.
“To cherish these memories, DDCA
wanted to dedicate a stand in his name.
I am sure the ‘Virat Kohli Stand’ will be
a source of inspiration for Delhi’s young
cricketers. We are also delighted that
Team India is not only led by a Delhi
player but it also has a opening batsman
(Shikhar Dhawan), a wicket keeper
(Rishabh Pant) and a lead bowler (Ishant
Sharma).”
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icketkeeper Rudi Second has
been ruled out of South Africa’s
W
Test tour of India in October due to
an injury and Heinrich Klaasen will
take his place in the squad, Cricket
South Africa said.
The CSA said Second, one of the
new caps in the Proteas squad
announced on August 13 to play
three Tests in India in October, has suffered an injury while practising with
the South Africa A side. He will
require immediate surgery and he has
consequently been ruled out of the
touring party.
Second’s place with be taken by
wicketkeeper/batsman Heinrich
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Klaasen.
“Klaasen is part of the one-day
squad for the South Africa A tour
and he will now be added to the
squad in Second’s place for the
four-day series that will assist his
preparation for the Proteas Test
series,” said CSA Acting Director
of Cricket Corrie van Zyl.
The Test series begins on
October 2 in Visakhapatnam.
CSA also confirmed that the
second Test will now be played in
Pune (October 10-14) while the
final Test will be held in Ranchi
(October 19-23).
Klaasen is yet to make his Test
debut and has featured in 14 ODIs
and nine T20Is for South Africa.
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replaced fully by a substitute, who was
previously restricted to fielding alone.
Marnus Labuschagne, on the field
as 12th man when play resumed on
Sunday, became the first concussion
substitute in Test history after
Australia’s request was approved by
match referee Ranjan Madugalle.
There are doubts whether star
batsman Smith will feature in the third
Test at Headingley starting on
Thursday, with an Australia team
spokesman saying “the short turnaround is not in his favour”.
As for his prospects of playing in
the third Test, Smith said: “Obviously,
there’s a quick turnaround between
Tests.
“I’m going to be assessed each day,
hopefully I will be available, but it’s certainly up to the medical staff.
“It’s certainly an area of concern,
concussion, and I want to be 100 percent fit. There’s obviously a few tests
I have to tick off and time will tell.”
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ig-bodied spin bowling all-rounder
B
Rahkeem Cornwall believes he is well-suited to the longest format and credited his consistent performance in first-class cricket to his
maiden call up to the West Indies squad for the
Test series against India.
Cornwall
first played firstclass cricket in
2014 and has 260
wickets from 55
first-class matches along with
2224 runs. He
recently scored
two half-centuries in two
unofficial ‘Tests’
against India.
“I believe the
Test format suits
my game because
of the consistency a player needs
over a long period of time to be
successful, and
I’ve enjoyed that
challenge so far
in my career
playing first-class
c r i c k e t ,”
C ornwall told
the Cricket West
Indies website.
There is a
possibility that
Cornwall might
make his Test debut during the opening Test
which starts on August 22 as part of the World
Test Championship.
“The feeling (on getting called up) is great
— it’s something I’ve been pushing to achieve
for a long time,” said the 26-year-old, who is
6’6” tall and weighs around 140 kilograms and
couldn’t make it to the squad earlier due to fitness issues.
“The feeling would be great if I was
picked in the first Test. I just would want to go
out and perform and don’t disappoint my
friends and family.”
In 2018-19, Cornwall claimed 54 wickets
in nine matches at an average of 17.68 to
emerge as the leading wicket-taker. In international A-team cricket, most notably in the
2018, he clinched 19 wickets at an average of
18.42 during their 3-0 home series win versus
England Lions.
In the recent series against the touring
India A, Cornwall took nine wickets in six
matches.
“The A-team preparation has been very
good,” he said.
“England Lions and India A were two quality opposition teams featuring guys that played
Test cricket. Overall it has been very challenging and it was a good place to test skills that
I’ve been trying to perfect every year in our
domestic competition.

